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Abstract

Among the key external effects of fossil fuel greatest share of the total damage is that to
combustion are urban air pollution and changes human health from exposure to ambient
in global climate. A study of six cities in particulates, caused mainly by small pollution
developing countries and transition economies sources such as vehicles and household stoves.
estimates the magnitude of these effects and Large industries and power plants account for a
examines how various fuels and pollution smaller proportion of health damage but are the
sources contribute to health damages and other major contributors to carbon dioxide emissions,
environmental costs. The study develops a which have an impact on global climate. The
simple but robust method for rapid assessment complex relationships between pollution
of these damages. By linking the damage to a sources and environmental effects highlight the
particular fuel use or pollution source, the need for a skillful mix of policy instruments
method makes possible cost-benefit analysis of built on rigorous analysis. The damage
pollution abatement measures. The findings assessment method proposed in this study
show very high levels of environmental damage provides a useful analytical tool that can be
and reveal large sectoral differences. By far the easily applied to other urban areas.
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Executive Summary

Worldwide, exposure to the high levels of method synthesizes the available evidence on
particulates in urban air causes hundreds of the adverse effects associated with high levels of
thousands of cases of premature death and air pollution with evidence of willingness to pay
respiratory illness. The levels of exposure and to avoid these adverse outcomes, drawing on an
the associated health burdens are much higher extensive review of a large body of air pollution
in low- and middle-income countries than in valuation literature. Damage assessment
rich countries. These country-specific problems techniques based on levels of exposure to
interact with a growing concern about global certain air pollutants are linked to technical
climate change, which has no boundaries. information showing how the combustion of
Designing policies and measures to combat the fossil fuels in various sectors leads to elevated
adverse environmental effects of fossil fuels is concentrations of those pollutants in the urban
becoming an urgent challenge. air and to human exposure. Modeling of the

linkages makes possible a cost-benefit analysis
In addressing this challenge, it is essential to of pollution abatement options, including a
take account of the magnitude of the damages choice of cleaner fuels or fuel switching, across
attributable to different fuels, sectors, and different sources and sectors. The paper
pollutants. This paper reports on a study of six explains the method, discusses its underlying
large cities around the world that suffer from assumptions and uncertainties, and presents a
high levels of air pollution: Bangkok, Krakow, summary of recommended techniques and
Manila, Mumbai, Santiago, and Shanghai. The values for assessing damages in future
study adopts a simple but robust method for applications.
rapid assessment of environmental damages
from various fuel uses. The method is The purpose of the study is twofold: to develop
implemented as a simple spreadsheet model a rapid assessment model that can be quickly
that can be easily replicated for other cities and applied to a city on the basis of limited local
countries and can be further developed or data while taking account of the key factors
refined as the need arises. affecting the environmental costs of fuels, and

to estimate the magnitude of environmental
The model covers three categories of damages damages and the contributions of various
from fuel combustion: (a) the adverse health pollution sources to each type of damage for a
effects of exposure to ambient air pollution in sample of cities. The cities selected for the cross-
urban areas (for example, increased respiratory country analysis differ in geographic and
illness and premature deaths), (b) local climate conditions, demographic characteristics,
nonhealth effects (reduction in visibility; soiling fuel mix and fuel use patterns, the sectoral
and material damages), and (c) effects on global composition of the economy, and income level.
climate change. The damage assessment Together, they have a total population of nearly
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50 million and represent a span of variables that * Marginal damage costs per ton of "local"
affect the environmental costs of fuel use. The pollutants vary greatly across sources and
evidence emerging from this exercise is likely to locations. Because of dispersion and
be representative of the typical situation in exposure patterns, these costs are much
many urban areas in developing countries. higher for low-level sources such as small
Although damages alone are not a sufficient stoves and boilers and vehicles than for
foundation for designing specific policies, the large industries and power plants.
magnitude of environmental costs of different * The sectoral differentiation in fuel use is at
natures and the relative significance of various least as significant for the environmental
fuel uses in generating adverse impacts convey costs of fuel combustion as differences in
valuable information for public policy and have the type of fossil fuel used. Sectoral
important policy implications. differences are driven by variation in

combustion and control technologies and by
The main qualitative findings of this exercise the typical height from which emissions of
are as follows: local pollutants are dispersed. Within a

sector, variations in the technology for
The environmental costs of fuel use in large burning a particular fuel and in fuel quality
developing country cities can be so high also yield substantial differences in the
that marginal damage costs are comparable environmental costs of the fuel across
to or, for some fuel uses, may exceed both specific sources.
producer and retail product prices. For the * Diesel-powered urban vehicles and small
sample of six cities the marginal damages stoves or boilers that burn coal, heavy oil, or
range from 60 percent for unleaded gasoline wood impose the highest social costs per
and 50 percent for fuel oil to more than 200 ton of fuel, and these costs are heavily
percent for automotive diesel. dominated by local health damages. This

* In highly polluted urban areas local health finding reinforces the importance of
effects dominate the damage costs from fuel promoting a switch by small sources to
use; global climate change impacts are far cleaner fuels, as well as controlling
less significant. In the six urban areas the pollution from diesel-powered vehicles.
social costs of all environmental impacts * Local damage costs greatly exceed global
totaled US$3.8 billion, of which health damage costs for all small fuel uses. The
impacts accounted for 68 percent. Climate gap, however, is largest for urban transport,
change impacts amounted to 21 percent especially for diesel-powered vehicles.
(using a shadow price of US$20 per ton of Although transport fuels constitute a
carbon emissions), and local nonhealth significant source of local pollution-45
effects contributed 11 percent. percent of the local damage from fuel use in

* Vehicles and small stoves and boilers are six cities-they make a modest contribution
responsible for more than 70 percent of both of 12 percent to global damage in this
the health damages and the total damages sample.
from fuel use, while large sources contribute * The large range of environmental damages
the most to climate change impacts. This for different combinations of fuels, sources,
implies that policies have to target different and locations limits the efficacy of simple
sectors and fuel uses and thus may need to fuel-pricing measures and highlights the
be designed differently, depending on need for a skillful mix of policy instruments
whether the primary objective is to mitigate that can send highly differentiated signals
local or global impacts. to various users of the same fuels. The main
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Executive Summary

challenge is to find the right mix for each It is important to emphasize that no policy

specific case, taking into account the conclusions regarding fuel taxation can be

prevalence of particular fuels and sources in directly drawn from this analysis. Fuel pricing

a city and country, existing distortions in and other policy issues will be addressed in a

fuel markets, and the capacity of report on a larger study that integrates this

governmental institutions. Meeting this damage assessment model with analysis of

challenge requires serious analytical work least-cost abatement strategies and policy

that integrates damage estimates with an measures. The report is under preparation and

assessment of mitigation options and of the will be published as a World Bank Technical

impact of alternative policy measures. Paper, Air Pollution and the Social Costs of Fuels.
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Introduction

The burning of fossil fuels has a number of institutional capacity for combating the adverse

potential undesirable effects: high levels of environmental effects of fuel consumption on

urban air pollution; acid rain that damages local, national, and regional scales. But the

forests, lakes, and crops; and changes in global growing consumption of fossil fuels also means

climate. Exposure to high levels of particulates more emissions of greenhouse gases, which are

in urban air causes hundreds of thousands of believed to increase the likelihood of climate

premature deaths and millions of cases of extremes and associated catastrophic events.

respiratory illness worldwide (World Bank 1994; Thus, country-specific environmental and

1997c; WHO 1997). The levels of exposure and health problems stenmming from fuel use

the associated health burden in low- and interact with the threat of a change in global

middle-income countries are much higher than climate that has no boundaries.
in rich countries despite lower energy
consumption (see Figure 1). This is because The design of policies for addressing
although development fosters energy use, it environmental damages from fuel use at the

brings with it policies, technologies, and local, regional, and global levels is a critical

Figure I Urban air pollution: A global perspective, 1995
400 -- 6,000

China
350 h- iF

1i} . - Other low- 5000

@ j3200 -ndIa . . cou / 34,000
2 250 Other low- 8

2c " 100 "._ ._ t Income E

E Monitored levels o pollution i Energy cnsumption per capita

-Pre. 1997 WHO guideline
Note: TSR~ total suspended parciculates; ,ug/rn3, micrograms per cubic meter; kg, kilogram. Air pollution data are the most recent

available; most of the data are for i995; energy consumption data are for 1995. The WHO guideline is the pre- 1997 maximum
value for annual average exposure to TSP recommended by the World Health Organization. (In 1997 WHO waived its guideline
values for particulates because of evidence of adverse health effects at lower levels of exposure; no threshold was established.)
Source: World Bank ( 1998).
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Environmental Costs of Fossil Fuels - A Rapid Assessment Method with Application to Six Cities

challenge for developing countries and of exposure to ambient air pollution in urban

transition economies. The experience of areas (e.g., increased respiratory illness and

industrial countries may not be fully applicable premature death); local nonhealth effects
because those countries essentially addressed (reduced visibility, soiling, and material
the impacts of fossil fuels in sequence. First, damage); and effects on global climate change.
they focused on local pollution-on the smoky The method synthesizes (a) the available
air in cities such as London or Pittsburgh which, evidence on adverse effects associated with high
at the beginning of the 20th century, were in a levels of air pollution and (b) the evidence on
situation similar to that of many developing- willingness to pay to avoid these adverse
country cities today. Next, they recognized and outcomes, drawn from an extensive review of a
sought to mitigate the effects of long-range large body of literature on valuation of air
depositions from power plants burning coal and pollution. Damage assessment techniques based
heavy oil. Now they are turning their attention on exposure levels for certain air pollutants are
to global climate change while continuing to linked to technical information showing how
tighten controls on local and regional pollution. the combustion of fossil fuels by varous sectors
By contrast, developing countries today face the results in elevated concentrations of those
need to control severe urban air pollution at a pollutants in the urban air. Modeling of these
time when global impacts can no longer be
ignored. The development of efficient policies in likgsealsacs-eei nlssoignored. The development of efficient pohcies in pollution abatement options, including a choice
this situation requires a new level of analysis of cleaner fuels or fuel switching, across sources
that takes account of all these effects. and sectors.

As a first step in this analysis, it is imperative to This exercise is part of a larger study that
know the magnitude of the environmental
damages that are attributed to different fuels, integrates the damage assessment model with
sectors, and pollutants. Such knowledge is an analysis of least-cost abatement strategies
necessarynfo porming. a cos-enefis and policy measures. The report on the entire
necessary for performin a cost-benefit test of suyi ne rprto n ilb
mitigation options, devising cost-effective study is under preparation and will be
abatement strategies, and guiding policy published as a World Bank Technical Paper, Air

decisions. Pollution and the Social Costs of Fuels.

This paper develops a simple but robust Although damages alone are not a sufficient
analytical framework for rapid assessment of foundation for developing specific policies, the
environmental damages from various fuel uses. magnitude of the environmental costs and the
The proposed method for rapid damage relative significance of various fuel uses in
assessment is illustrated for six large cities generating adverse impacts convey valuable
around the world that have high levels of air information. This paper is intended to facilitate
pollution: Bangkok, Thailand; Krakow, Poland; discussion of energy and environment issues
Manila, the Philippines; Mumbai (formerly and to provide a useful tool for analytical work

Bombay), India; Santiago, Chile; and Shanghai, in sector studies and project preparation
China. The method is implemented in the activities dealing with urban air pollution and

simple format of a spreadsheet model that is fuels.
easily replicated for other cities and countries
and can be improved or refined as needed. The paper consists of six chapters and five

technical annexes. Chapter 1 gives an overview

The model covers three categories of damage of the rapid assessment method and discusses

from fuel combustion: the adverse health effects the main findings of the study of six cities,

2 Environment Department Papers



Introduction

which shows the absolute and marginal situations. Chapter 4 discusses alternative
environmental damages associated with approaches, underlying assumptions, and

different fuel uses. Chapters 2 through 5 explain uncertainties related to valuing health effects
in detail the proposed method for damage and proposes a coherent set of estimates based

assessment. Chapter 2 describes the first two on willingness to pay to avoid a risk of illness or

steps, which link fuel use and related emissions premature death due to exposure to air
of local air pollutants to exposure levels and pollution. Chapter 5 reviews available estimates

provide a basis for estimating health impacts of damage costs attributable to local nonhealth

and local nonhealth damages. Chapter 3 impacts and a change in global climate. Chapter

reviews the evidence of health impacts caused 6 summarizes the techniques for rapid damage

by air pollution and seeks to obtain estimates assessment, analyzes the robustness of the
for these impacts that can be used with results, and highlights methodological issues
sufficient confidence when applied in other that need further research and development.

Pollution Management Series 3





Overview of the Method
and the Main Findings

The study seeks to assess the major * Fuel use inventory of the amount of a
environmental damages attributable to various particular fuel consumed in each sector of
sectors, sources, pollutants, and fuels for a the economy and the quality of the fuel
number of cities in developing countries and (ash and sulfur content of coal; sulfur
transition economies. This chapter introduces an content of petroleum products).
assessment model and discuss the key findings * Emissions inventory for all fuel uses, based
of the analysis. The following chapters describe on emissions factors applied to the amount

. . 1 .a . . . . ~~~~~of a particular fuel consumed by eachthe model and the results in more detail.
sector (or by a category of pollution

Rapid Damage Assessment Model sources within a sector), taking account of
fuel quality and of any abatement

Three categories of damage were considered: technologies adopted in the sector.
. Source apportionment that relates source-

* The adverse health effects of exposure to air specific emissions to effects on ambient
pollution, mainly in the form of particulates conditions and exposure levels. A simple

(PM,,), in urban areas (e.g., respiratory dispersion model with limited data

illness and pre1 ature mortality)' requirements that estimates annual
iLlness andopremaltureffets motal reduced average areawide concentrations of air

* Local nontealth effects such as reduced pollutants was chosen for this analysis
visibility, soiling, and material damage (WHO 1989). In addition, simulation of
attributable to elevated ambient levels of secondary particles from SO2 and NO,
particulates, sulfur dioxide (SO 2), and emissions was introduced (in a primitive
nitrogen oxides (NOx) way).

* Global climate change impacts associated with * Assessment of health impacts using dose-
emissions of carbon dioxide (CO2). response functions that link variations in

the ambient levels of certain pollutants to
These effects are linked to (a) emissions of health effects. The study reviews the
PM10, S2, NO,, and CO2 from various extensive literature linking high
economic sectors and (b) fossil fuel use in each concentrations of air pollution to adverse
sector. The linkages make possible an economic health events and seeks to establish asectr. Te likags mae posibe aneconmicbalance of the evidence accumulated to
(cost-benefit) analysis of pollution abatement date tha evus ed tdate that can be used with sufficient
options, strategies, and policies related to fuel confidence.
quality, combustion technology, alternatives * Valuation of mortality and morbidity effects
for cleaner energy, and consumption levels. attributable to air pollution. The study uses
The damage assessment model starts with a coherent set of estimates based on the
information on various fuel uses in an urban willingness-to-pay approach that creates a
area and takes this information through the basis for comparison across different
following steps (see also Figure 1.1): effects and countries.

Pollution Management Series 5
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Figure 1. I Flow chart for the rapid damage assessment model
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Overview of the Method and the Main Findings

* Valuation of nonhealth effects, including air pollutants, by pollutant and type of
local effects on people's well-being and effect (mortality, morbidity, soiling, and so
global climate change impacts. on)

* Damages per ton of emissions, by type of
Four major fossil fuels-coal, fuel oil, pollutant and sector
automotive diesel, and gasoline-are assessed, * Damages associated with local and global
as is fuelwood, where its use is significant. The externalities per ton of fuel used, by sector
sectoral composition is broken down by five and type of damage.
major categories of sources: power plants, large
industrial and commercial boilers, small The approach that apportions health and other
industrial and commercial boilers, household social impacts to production activities or fuel
stoves and boilers, and urban vehicles. Diesel is use in specific sectors has been applied in a
treated separately as a motor fuel only; in other series of studies and has been elaborated in
sectors (such as power generation, industrial most detail for the social costs of electricity.
boilers, and household stoves), it is included in (See, for instance, Hohmeyer and Ottinger 1991;
the fuel oil category.2 In this assessment "fuel Ottinger et al. 1991; Pearce, Bann, and Georgiou
oil" is a broad category of liquid petroleum 1992; World Bank 1994, 1997c, 1997e;
products used in boilers and stoves for various Desvousges, Johnson, and Banzhaf 1995; EC
industrial, commercial, and residential needs. 1995; Lee, Krupnick, and Burtraw 1995; Rowe
The category is dominated by heavy fuel oil but et al. 1995; TER 1995.) This study goes beyond
includes some quantities of gas oil (diesel) and previous work by developing a comprehensive
light oils. Usually, industries and households in analysis of fuel use in an urban area, together
a city use more than one petroleum product; with a rapid assessment model that can be
thus, the quality and emissions characteristics of quickly applied to a city on the basis of limited
the "aggregate" petroleurn fuel (assessed in the local data while taking account of the key
model under the fuel oil category) represent a factors affecting the environmental costs of
weighted average of all such products fuels.
consumed within a sector.

Minimum data requirements for this rapid
Because most fuels are used in several sectors assessment model include:
and each sector uses more than one fuel, the * Gross domestic product (GDP) per capita,
model assesses the environmental costs for the or urban wages
following 12 fuel uses, or sector-and-fuel * City population and crude mortality rate
combinations: * City size, or population density

* Fuel use by sector
Fuel Power soLarge Smallh * Fuel quality (sulfur and ash content of

industry industry Households Vehides
Coal x x X x coal; sulfur content of liquid fuel)

Fuel wood X X X X * The level of pollution abatement at
ALnomotive X large sources
diesel
Gasoline x * Meteorological data or ambient

measurements (to validate and calibrate
The main outputs from applying the model to a the dispersion model).
particular urban area are:
* Health and nonhealth damage estimates The method has been applied to six large cities

for a 1 microgram per cubic meter (pg/m3 ) in different parts of the world: Bangkok,
change in ambient concentrations of local Krakow, Manila, Mumbai, Santiago, and

Pollution Management Series 7
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Shanghai. This exercise provides the basis for likely to be representative of the typical
similar rapid damage assessments in other situation in many urban areas of developing
cities and countries. countries. It should be noted that in line with

the design and objective of this rapid
Although all these cities suffer from high levels assessment exercise, greater emphasis is given
of air pollution, they differ in geographic and to the evidence from the six-city sample as a
climatic conditions, demographic whole than to specific details for individual
characteristics, fuel mix and use patterns, cities.
sectoral composition, and income levels.
Together, they represent a span of different Table 1.1 summarizes key data for these six
factors affecting the magnitude of the cities and shows that there is no simple
environmental costs of various fuel uses. Thus, relationship between ambient air quality and
the findings emerging from the assessment are the amounts of fuel used. The main results of

Table 1. I Key characteristics of the six surveyed cities, 1993
Crude Ambient air quality

GDP per mortality (,ug/m3, annual average)
capita Population (per Fuel use profile
(U.S. (thousands of thousand (kilograms per

City dollars) persons)' population) TSP PM10 SO, capita per year)

Mumbai 300 12,000 10 207 114 22 Fuelwood: 20
(20) Coal: 80

Fuel oil: 190
Diesel: 20

Gasoline: 20
Shanghai 490 13,500 7 230 127 74 Coal: 2,150

(2) Fuel oil: 330
Diesel: 30

Gasoline: 60
Manila 950 8,900 7 177 89 33 Fuel oil: 580

(14) Diesel: 100
Gasoline: 80

Bangkok 2,150 5,900 7 169 86 13 Fuel oil: 525
(4) Diesel: 100

Gasoline: 140
Krakow 2,260 825 10 105 58 65 Coal: 4,250

(2) Fuel oil: 4
Diesel: 140

Gasoline: 160
Santiago 3,170 5,200 6 210 116 38 Fuelwood: 95

(18) Fuel oil: 210
Diesel: 60

Gasoline: 140
Notes: GDP per capita and crude mortality data are for the entire country. 1992 ambient quality data are used in some cases. When only total
suspended particulates (TSP) or PM , data were available, a PM 0ITSP conversion ratio of 0.55 was used. Population and fuel use data are for
urban agglomerations (e.g., Greater Mumbai; Shanghai District), rather than for city boundaries.
a. Numbers in parentheses are population density, expressed as thousands of people per square kilometer.
Sources: UNCHS (1986, 1996); WHO and UNEP (I1992); World Bank (I 995b); Annex E in this volume.

8 Environment Department Papers



Overview of the Method and the Main Findings

the damage assessment are given below. The Figure 1.2 Composition of environmental damages
damage assessment techniques that underlie from fuel combustion: Averages for the six cities,
these findings are extensively discussed and 1993
explained in Chapters 2 through 5 and
Annexes A through D. Annex E contains Local Climate

nonhealth change
complete information on fuel use in the six costs costs

cities. i1% (US$20/tC)

The Magnitude and Composition of /i
Environmental Damage

For the six cities, the social costs of all the
environmental impacts assessed in the study hlo h

total US$3.8 billion, with health impacts costs

accounting for the largest portion of the costs 68% /
for each city. Figure 1.2 shows the shares of the ,

health, "local" nonhealth, and climate change
impacts for the six-city sample. Source: Authors'calculations.

In these six urban agglomerations, with a total total damage. (See Chapters 2 through 4 for an
of 46 million people (1993 data), health explanation of the methodology for these
impacts due to air pollution from fuel calculations.) Table 1.2 provides key details for
combustion amount to nearly 10,000
premature deaths, 50,000 new cases of chronic each city.
bronchitis, and 200 million respiratory illness
symptoms per year.3 These conditions An important observation on the valuation of
represent a social cost of US$2.6 billion (on the local impacts emerging from Table 1.2 is that
basis of willingness to pay to avoid sickness for some cities the value of local damage may
and premature death), or two-thirds of the be larger than for others even if the physical

Table 1.2 Assessment of the health impacts of fuel use: Six cities
Mumbai Shanghai Manila Bangkok Krakow Santiago All six cities Percent

Health impacts
Premature death (number) 2,189 3,979 1,466 822 211 1,054 9,721
Chronic bronchitis (cases) 7,973 20,709 7,631 4,276 767 6,737 48,094
Respiratory symptoms 34,808,630 90,407,782 33,3 14,037 18,335,769 3,350,437 29,412,732 209,629,388
Restricted activity days 10,937,138 28,406,817 10,467.525 5,761,239 1,052,733 9,241,705 65,867,157

Social costs (thousands of 1993
U.S. dollars)

Premature death 73,226 289,930 155,347 197,012 42,477 273,291 1,031,283 39
Chronic bronchitis 32,109 181,617 97,312 123,412 18,626 210,238 663,314 25
Respiratory symptoms 31,630 178,907 95,860 1 19,405 18,348 207,101 651,251 25
Restricted activity days 11,971 67,712 36,281 45,192 6,944 78,383 246,484 9
Other effects 1,645 11,848 4,986 6,344 1,400 10,773 36,996 1
Total 150,580 730,014 389,787 491,366 87,795 779,787 2,629,329 100

Social costs per urban resident 13 54 44 83 106 149 57
(1993 U.S. dollars per capita)
Social costs as a share of income 2.8 5.5 3.1 2.6 3.9 4.3

(percent)

Note: Based on 1991-93 data; most data are for 1993.

Source: Authors' calculations.
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impacts are smaller because the monetary total damage) when a ton of carbon is valued
values of damages are linked to the income at US$20 (see Chapter 5). Figure 1.3 shows the
level in a country or city. This link between variations in the damages and the shares of the
income status and the social costs of health health, "local" nonhealth, and climate change
impacts helps to explain why, in general, richer impacts across cities. Although global damages
countries are willing to adopt stricter and more account for less than half of the health costs
expensive measures to combat local air imposed by fuel burning in the six urban areas,
pollution. However, the magnitude of the the situation differs for individual cities. In
health damages does show that even in the Krakow and Shanghai, which stand out from
poorest countries, many control measures are the other sample cities because of their high
very cost effective. consumption of coal (see Table 1.1), global

damages are comparable with the costs of local

Because of the income adjustment, damage pollution.
costs expressed as a share of income are better The Roles of Different Sectors, Pollutants,
suited for international comparison of the
health costs attributable to air pollution. The and Fuels
magnitude of the health costs per average The city-specific fuel mix and the sectoral
resident in these cities as a percentage of the composition of fuel usage are the key factors
respective incomes varies from 2.6 percent in that influence the magnitude of the
Bangkok to 5.5 percent in Shanghai. Since fuel environmental damages and the relative
combustion, although significant, is not the shares of local and global impacts. Figure 1.4
only cause of high levels of urban air pollution and Table 1.3 illustrate how different sectors
(see Chapter 2), the overall health costs of poor contribute to local and global damages and
air quality can be assumed to be even greater highlight several important points.
than these figures.

By far the greatest part of the local damages,
Climate change impacts appear to be a major which are dominated by health impacts, comes
portion of nonhealth costs (21 percent of the from small household, commercial, and

Figure 1.3 Magnitude and composition of environmental damages from fuel use: Six cities, 1993
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Source: Authors' calculations.
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Figure 1.4 Sectoral contribution to local and global damages: Average for the six-city sample, 1993
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commercial, and residential boilers or stoves.
Source: Authors' calculations.

industrial boilers and stoves and from vehicles, exposure levels. By contrast, large sources, which

rather than from large industries and power are the main contributors to CO2 emissions, have
plants.4 Small (low-stack) sources are a greater effect on global damages than do small

responsible for much higher local damage costs sources. These findings imply that policies have
per ton because the emissions are dispersed to target different sectors and fuel uses-and

over a small area and are very close to the thus need to be designed differently-according
exposed populations, causing a significant to whether the primary objective is to mitigate

increase in both the ambient pollution and the local or global impacts.

Figure 1.5 Sectoral contribution to the environmental costs of fuels in cities with different patterns of fuel use,

1993
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Table 1.3 Environmental costs of fuel use, by sector: Six cities (millions of 1993 U.S. dollars)

All six
Mumbai Shanghai Manila Bangkok Krakow Santiago cities

Power plants 21 171 25 n.d. 48 n.d. 264

Health impacts I 10 4 n.d. 4 n.d. 20
Nonhealth impacts 0 3 2 n.d. I n.d. 6
Climate change 19 158 19 n.d. 43 n.d. 239

Large industrial and 28 428 77 70 8 28 640
commercial boilersa
Health impacts 11 167 28 27 5 16 254
Nonhealth impacts 2 20 10 6 0 3 41
Climate change 15 241 39 37 3 10 344

Small industrial and 99 519 91 65 55 207 1,036
commercial boilers
Health impacts 81 434 58 49 48 194 863
Nonhealth impacts 9 43 17 8 4 12 94
Climate change 9 42 17 8 2 2 80

Households 31 102 40 23 16 260 472
Health impacts 19 61 25 16 13 227 362
Nonhealth impacts 2 13 6 2 2 24 50
Climate change 10 28 8 5 1 9 61

Vehicles 55 96 368 480 23 433 1,456
Health impacts 38 58 275 399 17 343 1,131
Nonhealth impacts 9 16 66 57 2 73 224
Climate change 8 21 27 24 4 17 101

All sectors 233 1,317 600 639 150 929 3,868
Health impacts 151 730 390 491 88 780 2,629
Nonheath impacts 22 96 101 74 9 112 414
Climatechange 60 491 110 74 53 38 824

n.d. No data.
a. Includes large district heating boilers.
Source: Authors' calculations.

The greatest part-as much as 75 percent-of in the sample that are distinguished by their
the total environmental damage in the six-city fuel use patterns. One group is dominated by
sample comes from small mobile and the use of coal (and fuelwood) for various
nonrnobile sources. This conclusion holds true industrial purposes, commercial activities, and
for each city in the sample. What does differ residential use. In the other, petroleum
significantly is the relative importance of products and heavy volumes of traffic
mobile and nonmobile sources. Figure 1.5 dominate. Although vehicle transport accounts
compares the role of different sectors in overall for only 10 percent of total environrnental
damage from fuel use for two subsets of cities costs in the first group, it is responsible for over
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50 percent of environmental costs in the fuelwood also imposes significant local
second. Many major cities in coal-rich China, environmental costs despite its very modest
India, and Poland are currently in transition use in the studied sample of cities. Since the
from the first pattern to the second. This most substantial portion of these damages
transition is motivated largely by the high local comes from small furnaces, the assessment
social costs of coal (and other solid fuels). indicates that an environmental priority
These costs include, in addition to should be to promote a switch by small sources
environmental effects, such factors as the from wood, coal, and heavy oil to cleaner fuels,
inconvenience and time-consuming nature of as well as to control pollution from diesel-
solid fuels used for domestic purposes. Another powered vehicles.
cause for the shift is growth of vehicle
ownership as income rises. An important observation from Figures 1.4 and

1.6 is the striking disparity between local and
Figure 1.6 shows the contribution of different global damages from urban transport,
fuels to total, local, and global damage for the especially diesel-powered vehicles. Transport
sample of six cities and contrasts it with the fuels, while a significant source of local
contribution of different uses of one particular pollution, make only a modest contribution of
fuel, coal. Quite remarkably, coal, which is not 12 percent to global damage in this sample of
used (or, at least, is not assessed) in half of the cities. Given the small overlap between cost-
cities, accounts for the largest portion of the effective programs for controlling local and
global damage and the second largest local global pollution in the transport sector (see, for
damage (after automotive diesel) for the example, Eskeland and Xie 1998), the
sample. In Krakow and Shanghai, where coal is comparison of damages suggests that
heavily used by households and other small environmental policies for urban transport in
sources, it contributes over 80 percent of the developing countries should be driven by local
overall damage. Table 1.4, which gives the pollution problems. As Figure 1.6 illustrates,
environmental profiles of each fuel, shows that coal and fuel oil are the two fuels that may

Figure 1.6 Fuel composition of local and global damages: Average for the six-city sample, 1993
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Table 1.4 Environmental costs of fuel use, by fuel type: Six cities (millions of 1993 U.S. dollars)

All six
Mumbai Shanghai Manila Bangkok Krakow Santiago cities

Coal 89 1,115 0 0 126 0 1,331
Health costs 70 644 0 0 71 0 784
Nonhealth costs 6 73 0 0 7 0 85
Climate change costs 14 399 0 0 48 0 461

Fuel oil 71 105 232 159 1 182 750
Health costs 27 28 115 92 0 143 406
Nonhealth costs 7 7 35 16 0 21 87
Climate change costs 37 70 83 50 0 18 258

Automotive diesel 41 63 300 348 18 272 1,042
Health costs 31 46 238 302 14 231 863
Nonhealth costs 6 10 47 36 2 36 136
Climate change costs 4 8 Is 10 2 5 43

Gasoline 14 33 68 132 6 161 414
Health costs 7 12 37 97 3 112 268
Nonhealth costs 3 7 19 21 1 37 88
Climate change costs 4 14 12 14 2 12 58

Fuelwood 18 0 0 0 0 313 332
Health costs 16 0 0 0 0 293 309
Nonhealth costs I 0 0 0 0 18 19
Climate change costs 2 0 0 0 0 3 4

Total damage 233 1,317 600 639 150 929 3,868
Note: Numbers may not sum to totals because of rounding.
Source: Authors' calculations.

have a considerable potential for overlap particulate emissions (PM10) bear a far larger
between measures designed to deal with local responsibility for health and total local
and global issues. Still, the sectoral differences damages than emissions of SO2 and NOX,
shown in Figure 1.4, together with the various which contribute more to nonhealth effects. It
possibilities for controlling local pollution by should be emphasized that the estimates for
improving combustion technology or the almost all the health damage and a portion of
quality of fossil fuels burned, indicate that the the nonhealth damage from SO and NO
overlap for these fuels may be also limited. .. 2 x

emissions are based on their contribution to the

There are tradeoffs not only between local and formation of secondary particulates. (See the
global issues but also between measures for discussion on dispersion modeling in Chapters
controlling different local pollutants. It is 2 and 3.)
therefore important to know how the
environmental costs of fuels are allocated Table 1.5, which shows marginal damages per
among these pollutants. Figure 1.7 shows that ton of emissions for PM1O, SO2, and NOX,
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Figure 1.7 Contribution of emissions of various pollutants to local damages from fuel burning in the six cities,
1993 (percent)
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demonstrates the large variation in these selected fuels in the study cities with the

damages across sources and locations. Small market prices of the same (or similar) fuels.5

(low-stack) sources of air pollution-vehicles, Tables 1.6 and 1.7 give this information for
household stoves, and small industries and individual cities and fuel uses. As Figure 1.8
businesses-have a far greater impact on and Table 1.6 show, for average fuel
ambient quality and the associated consumption in the six cities, the marginal
environmental costs per ton of emissions. local environmental costs of fuels are

Differences across locations depend on such comparable to international market
factors as the size of the city, population (wholesale) prices-from 60 percent of the
density, dispersion conditions, and income market price for gasoline and 50 percent for

level. Given the high sensitivity of marginal fuel oil to more than 200 percent for diesel. The
costs of pollutants to these factors, it does not marginal costs of local (health plus nonhealth)

seem possible to assign a meaningful uniform effects are greater than the marginal costs of

externality value to the emissions of "local" global impacts for all fuels. The difference is
pollutants. Instead, these values, even as rough especially significant for motor fuels and
proxies, should be derived for each location widens to nearly 20 times for diesel. The
and source (or group of sources), taking impact of diesel on the health and well-being
account of the most important variables. A of the urban population is greater than the
similar conclusion emerges from a review of global impact by a large margin for each city.
several analyses assessing the social costs of n s
electricity (Krupnick and Burtaw 1996). c aIn some ciltes, however, the global impacts of

coal and oil use outweigh the local impacts.

Environmental Costs and Fuel Prices
Automotive diesel has the highest marginal

Figures 1.8 and 1.9 compare the magnitude of cost of any of the fuels in their typical uses for
the local and global environmental costs of each city. It is important to stress, however,
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Table 1.5 Marginal damage costs, by pollutant and source: Six cities
(U.S. dollars per ton)

Low stack or low-
City and High stack Medium stack level (small-boilers Average across
pollutant (power plant) (large industry) and vehicles) fuel uses
Mumbai
PM,o 234 1,077 7,963 5,137
SO2 51 236 1,747 549
NO. 20 93 688 450

Shanghai
PM,o 161 502 5,828 1,562
S02 36 112 1,295 253
NO. 11 33 385 106

Manila
PM,o 345 1,828 17,942 11.710
SO2 61 324 3,183 612
NO. 24 129 1,265 997

Bangkok 2
PM0o 828 2,357 28,722 21,010
so, 147 417 5,087 1,443
NO. 57 162 1,971 1,832

Krakow
PM,0 97 682 13,255 1,653
SO2 18 130 2,522 188
NO. 4 29 560 107

Santiago
PM 0 692 4,783 88,551 74,906

S02 132 911 16,864 6,647
NO. 35 240 4,445 4,021

All six cities
CO2 5 5 5 5

Note: PM 10, inhalable particles; 502 sulfur dioxide; NOx, nitrogen oxides; C02, carbon dioxide.
Source: Authors' calculations.

that these high social costs are associated only transport, and agriculture. Furthermore, not all

with diesel used in urban transport and that diesel fuels and vehicles are the same. Even in

the rather poor characteristics of diesel fuels urban transport, diesel will not impose nearly

and vehicles in the studied sample lead to high as high environmental costs as in the sample if

emissions of particulates (see Chapter 2 and "clean" diesel with low sulfur content and

Annex A). These high costs do not apply to other improved characteristics is used in well-

diesel used in power generators, railway controlled new vehicles. However, the reality
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Figure 1.8 Marginal environmental costs of fuels: Average usage in the six cities, 1993
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Figure 1.9 Marginal environmental costs of coal, by sector: Krakow, 1993
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in many developing-country cities is that rapid small, low-stack boilers and in stoves with no
motorization and dieselization bring with controls causes local damage with marginal
them substantial environmental and health social costs as high as or higher than those of
damages. automotive diesel. (Compare Tables 1.6 and 1.7

for the environmental costs of diesel and of
The environmental costs of coal and oil use in coal burned by small sources in the same
various sectors have to be considered in light cities.) These costs substantially exceed retail
of their sectoral differences, as is illustrated for coal prices. The marginal local damage from
coal by Figure 1.9 and Table 1.7. Coal burned in burning coal in large combustion plants in the
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Table 1.6 Environmental costs per ton of fuel: Six cities, 1993 (U.S. dollars per ton)

Automotive
Coal Fuel oil diesel Gasolinea Fuelwood

Local costs, 1993
Bangkok n.d. 35 563 143 0

Krakow 22 192 138 25 0

Manila n.d. 29 318 78 0

Mumbai 76 15 151 41 57

Santiago n.d. 150 847 201 628

Shanghai 25 8 123 22 0

Weighted average 26 56 380 101 416

Climate change costs (at US$20 per ton 14 16 17 17 6
carbon)

Spot market price, 1993 44 115 166 175

Percentage of producer price
Local costs 59 49 229 58

Climate change costs 32 14 10 10

n.d. No data.
a. Damage costs for leaded gasoline do not include the effects of lead and ozone.
Source: Authors' calculations.

Table 1.7 Environmental costs per ton of coal, by sector: Selected cities, 1993

(U.S. dollars per ton)

City Mumbai Shanghai Krakow

Local costs, 1993: 76 25 22
Power plants 2 1 2
Large industrial & commercial boilers 22 11 29

Small sources (households and small 191 141 296
industrial & commercial boilers)

Cimate change costs (at US$20/tC) 14 14 14

Local price, 1993
for power/industry 6 to 24 37 52

for households/small boilers 39 88
Source: Authors' calculations.

power and industrial sectors is much lower cities, the average local environmental cost per
because of a combination of high-stack ton of coal is relatively small in comparison

dispersion and the use of controls to reduce with the damage per ton for small sources.

dust emissions. Since large combustion plants Similar sectoral variations are observed for
account for most of the coal used in these fuel oil. The environmental costs of fuel oil
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used by small sources are as large as those of costs attributed per ton of fuels do not mean
automotive diesel (or larger, for heavy oil with that fuel prices should be adjusted to
higher sulfur content). The average incorporate these same levels of costs. Simply
environmental cost per ton of fuel oil across all adding damage-based environmental taxes to
sources is far lower. fuel prices is neither feasible nor cost-effective,

given the high degree of differentiation in the

An important conclusion is that the sectoral environmental costs of a particular fuel across
differentiation in fuel use is at least as sources, technologies, and locations.
significant for the environmental costs of fuel
combustion as are the differences in the types It is important to emphasize that no policy
of fossil fuel used. The greatest disparities conclusions regarding fuel taxation can be

drawn directly from this analysis. First, fuel
between marginal environmental costs and taxes are based on a variety of considerations,
market prices of fuels, as well between local the most important of which are fiscal
and global damages, occur for such fuel uses as objectives and social priorities. In countries
urban transport, small industrial and where addressing the environmental costs of
commercial boilers, and household heating and fuel use is considered a social priority,
cooking. including members of the Organisation for

Economic Co-operation and Development
Sectoral differences are driven by differences (OECD), environmental concerns can
in combustion and control technologies and in influence-but can never fully determine-the
the typical height from which emissions of design and levels of taxes (see OECD 1996).
local pollutants are dispersed. Within a sector, Second, environmental damages alone-
variations in the technology for burning a without information on possible mitigation
particular fuel and in fuel quality specifications measures and consumer responses to price
also lead to substantial differences in the signals-do not provide sufficient guidance for
environmental costs of the fuel across specific setting taxes. Even when fuel taxes are indeed
sources. motivated, to some degree, by environmental

damages, their levels are not set on the basis of

In addition to the effect of sectoral and environmental costs per ton of fuel. The costs
technological differences, the environmental of mitigating these damages are a better
costs of fossil fuels are heavily dependent on foundation for determining the levels of taxes
the locational context-the size, income level, or of other economic incentives such as
and health status of the exposed population pollution or user charges.
and the meteorological conditions of the area Particular care should be taken in interpreting
that affect dispersion patterns. These factors the results in this analysis that were obtained
further explain substantial variations in the for certain uses of multisectoral fuels. An
marginal costs of fuels, even for simlmar fuel- interesting example is that of diesel (gas oil),
and-sector combinations in different cities discussed above. Although the environmental
(Tables 1.6 and 1.7). damages from diesel vehicles estimated in this

study are much higher than those from
The wide range of environrmental damages for gasoline vehicles, the damage per average ton
different combinations of fuels, sources, and of diesel used in a country, when power plants,
locations that emerged from this exercise shows large industries, long-distance transport,
how difficult it is to devise practicable policy agriculture, and the like are included, could be
measures to internalize these damages. close to (or below) that for fuel oil and lower
Obviously, the high levels of environmental than that for gasoline. The exact level of this
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average damage will vary from country to pollution sources and highlights the need for a

country and would need to be validated by an thorough investigation of the proper policy

adequate data set. response.

The main policy implications of this analysis The design of appropriate policies should take

can be summarized as follows. Fuel prices into account the variety of instruments-both

affect the levels of emissions by influencing command-and-control and incentive based-

aggregated or fuel-specific demand. The high that can be employed for internalizing air

environmental costs of fossil fuels highlight the pollution externalities. Fuel taxes are one

substantial social gains, mainly in public health, possible tool, but many other measures are

that could be achieved by eliminating price available and are often more efficient (see, for

distortions caused by subsidies, protection of example, Eskeland and Devarajan 1995). For

domestic oil or coal monopolies, and efficient mitigation of environmental damages

unbalanced taxation of similar products with from fuel use, an elaborated mix of policy

little regard for their true social costs. These instruments in which sound fuel pricing is

damage estimates thus reinforce the case for complemented with environmental regulations

prudent economic and fiscal policies. They also and more targeted incentives needs to be

show the magnitude of social losses from the developed. Box 1.1 illustrates this discussion

current patterns of fuel use in developing with an example of diesel pricing in South

countries, which warrants greater attention by Asia. The main challenge is to find the right

policymakers. Finally, the analysis mix for each specific case, given the prevalence

demonstrates the complexity of relationships of particular fuels and sources in a city and

among various types of damages, fuels, and country, the existing distortions in fuel

Box 1.1
Urban Air Pollution and Petroleum Pricing in South Asia

As a result of tax differentiation or other fiscal measures, the retail price of diesel is typically lower than that of
gasoline worldwide. Industrial countries have narrowed the gap between the prices of these two products, but
the differential remains large in many developing countries, especially in South and Southeast Asia (World
Bank 1996, 1997f). Whereas the price of gasoline falls in the range typical for OECD countries, retail prices of
diesel are kept at levels close to or sometimes lower than import parity prices for this product. In Bangladesh
retail prices (in taka, with 51 takas = 1 U.S. dollar) in 1999 were 21.00 per liter 80 research octane number
(RON) gasoline, 23.00 per liter 95 RON gasoline, and 12.95 per liter kerosene and diesel. In Pakistan the mid-
1999 retail prices (in Pakistan rupees, with 51.89 rupees = 1 U.S. dollar) were 22.19 per liter 80 RON gasoline,
9.44 per liter kerosene, and 9.66 per liter high-speed diesel. An increase in prices of petroleum products in late
1999 widened this gap further. The ratio of gasoline to diesel consumed in Pakistan's transport sector in fiscal
1996-97 was 4.5. Similar trends are observed in India and Sri Lanka. By comparison, the ratio is slightly over
1 in most OECD countries. Gasoline has been historically priced much higher than diesel in South Asia (except
in Bangladesh between 1990 and 1997) because it is seen as a fuel used primarily by those who are well off
enough to buy vehicles.

As a result of the difference between the retail prices of gasoline and diesel, vehicle technology in South Asia is
increasingly focusing on small diesel-engine vehicles such as passenger cars and, recently, three-wheel taxis.
These vehicles are more costly to purchase than those powered by gasoline engines, but they may be more
economical in the long run after taking into account the higher fuel economy of diesel and its substantially
lower retail cost. This increasing dieselization of urban transport is environmentally costly because of the
higher levels of toxic emissions emitted by diesel engines and the consequent health damages. Furthermore, a

(continued)
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Box 1.1 (continued)

Urban Air Pollution and Petroleum Pricing in South Asia

massive switch away from gasoline undermines the fiscal objective of this price regime and creates distortions
in the supply chain.

What would be the appropriate policy response to the adverse environmental and health impacts of dieseliza-
tion of vehicles in South Asia? Several issues need to be considered.

How diesel is used. From the point of view of the public health impact, what is important is the amount of diesel
used in urban transport. The environmental impact of diesel used in intercity transport (for example, long-
distance trucking and railways), large industries, power, and agriculture is not as much of a concern. The
choice of policies will depend on the breakdown in the use of diesel across economic sectors and within the
transport sector.

Optionsfor reducing the economic incentivesfor switching to diesel. There are three possibilities: (a) decrease the
retail price differential between gasoline and diesel; (b) make owning a diesel vehicle more expensive-for
example, by taxing light-duty diesel vehicles much more heavily than vehicles using cleaner fuels; or (c) use a
combination of these two methods. Alternative (a) affects all diesel, including that used in long-distance trans-
port, community generators, farming, and the like. Thus, if this measure is employed, it should be motivated by
broad fiscal and macroeconomic considerations, although urban air pollution problems can reinforce the case.
Alternative (b), depending on the design of the fiscal measures employed, can be used to target light diesel
vehicles directly. A combination of the two measures (alternative c) can help to harmonize the fiscal and envi-
ronmental objectives.

A tax on diesel. In South Asian countries it is imperative, from both the fiscal and the environmental perspec-
tives, to abolish diesel subsidies and impose a reasonable level of taxes on diesel fuel (for revenue raising,
recovery of road user costs, and so on). But should taxation of diesel incorporate the specific objective of
reducing urban air pollution? Environmental costs could provide social justification for an "extra" tax on
diesel used in urban transport. This level of tax is not, however, justifiable for other, less damaging uses of
diesel. Unless it is possible to discriminate between diesel users on the basis of their environmental performance
(through tax rebates or other mechanisms), a high environmental tax on diesel will penalize the large numbers
of rural poor for sake of mitigating urban air pollution problems that essentially affect only the relatively small
share of people living in the largest, highly motorized cities. An alternative approach to reversing the dieseliza-
tion of light urban vehicles could be a skillful combination of (a) increases in diesel prices (to the import parity
level plus a moderate tax) and (b) a set of other measures targeted at reducing the use of diesel by urban
vehicles and at improving urban air quality, such as a higher tax on light-duty diesel vehicles and enforcement
of fuel and emissions standards. In this context, liberalized diesel prices driven by sound economic and fiscal
policies, even if they fall short of incorporating the social costs of urban air pollution, constitute a powerful tool
for environmental improvement.

The price of gasoline. It is worth remembering that vehicle dieselization is encouraged by the combined effect of
a low price for diesel and a high tax on gasoline. The high gasoline tax, the low profit margin fixed by govern-
ments for the sale of gasoline, and low kerosene prices have together led to another type of adverse environ-
mental behavior: the adulteration of gasoline with kerosene, which results in higher vehicular emissions. This
further highlights the importance of balanced taxation of petroleum products that are close substitutes. Many
governments, including those of OECD countries, find high gasoline taxes an attractive measure for increasing
budget revenues. OECD countries, however, keep the gap between gasoline and diesel prices narrow or use
other enforcement mechanisms to prevent undesirable fuel substitution. In South Asia the wide use of diesel
and kerosene by various segments of the population, including the urban and rural poor, prevents the imposi-
tion of high taxes on these products. There, tax policies for gasoline should take into account the opportunities
for substitution among fuels, both in the long term (switching to diesel cars) and in the short term (adulterating
gasoline with kerosene; switching to liquefied petroleum gas). These opportunities are particularly large in the
absence of a strong regulatory framework. As a result, a discord between tax policies for gasoline and for other

(continued)
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Box 1.1 (continued)

Urban Air Pollution and Petroleum Pricing in South Asia

petroleum products can unleash interfuel substitution that interferes with the revenue-raising objective of a
gasoline tax. In these circumstances, increases in the price of gasoline that make it more difficult to reduce the
price gap between gasoline and diesel do not seem warranted.

Prospects for strengthening the regulatory framework. The introduction and enforcement of vehicular emissions
and fuel standards can correct for the lack of market incentives for cleaner fuels and vehicles. Reducing per-
verse price incentives remains crucial; the stronger are the perverse incentives, the more difficult it is to enforce
environmental regulations. Fuel standards can themselves influence more balanced pricing. (For example,
tighter quality standards for automotive diesel imply higher production costs and prices.) In OECD countries
a combination of effectively enforced standards and the reinforcing impact of fuel pricing has dramatically
improved the environmental performance of vehicles over the past two decades. A similar twofold approach is
needed if the alarming air pollution situation in South Asian cities is to be reversed.

Clean diesel technology. With the advent of new technologies such as continuously regenerating traps, state-of-
the-art diesel vehicles that use ultra-low-sulfur diesel fuel can be as clean as vehicles that use compressed
natural gas. It is important to recognize that reducing the use of diesel is not the only way to address vehicular
pollution and carry out a cost-effective strategy for reducing toxic emissions from urban transport.

markets, and the capacity of governmental overlap between measures for addressing

institutions. Meeting this challenge will require local and global issues is likely to be limited.

serious analytical work that integrates the * The sectoral differentiation in fuel use is at
damage estimates with assessments of least as significant for the environmental
mitigation options and the impact of costs of fuel combustion as the differences
alternative policy measures. in type of fossil fuel used.

* Marginal damage costs per ton of "local"
Summary of Findings pollutants vary greatly across sources and

The major qualitative findings of this exercise locations. They are much higher for small
are as follows: (low-stack or low-level) sources because of
* The environmental costs of fuel use in dispersion and exposure patterns.

large developing-country cities can be so * Diesel-powered urban vehicles and small

high that marginal damage costs may stoves and boilers that burn coal, wood, or
exceed both producer and retail prices for heavy oil impose the highest social costs
some fuel uses. per ton of fuel. The greatest disparities

* In highly polluted urban areas, local health between local and global damage costs are
effects dominate the damage costs from also found for these fuel uses.
fuel use, with global climate change * The large range of environmental damages
impacts being far less significant. for different combinations of fuels, sources,

* Vehicles and small stoves and boilers are and locations limits the efficacy of simple
responsible for most of the health and fuel-pricing measures and requires a

overall damages from fuel use, while large skillful mix of policy instruments able to

sources contribute the most to climate send highly differentiated signals to

change impacts. This implies that the various users of fuels.
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2 From Fuel Use to Exposure Levels

The primary aim of this paper is to assess the and large industries, where controls on

major air pollution problems and tradeoffs in particulates are relatively inexpensive and

several large urban conurbations and to draw have been widely adopted. These parameters

broad qualitative conclusions. The study are factored into the model. Fuel quality

covers six cities, five fuels (coal, fuel oil, parameters include ash and sulfur content of

automotive diesel, gasoline, and wood), and coal and sulfur content of petroleum products.

five sectors: power; district heating, large The model therefore estimates not only the

industry and commerce; small industry and emissions that correspond to the current

commercial premises; households; and urban quality of fuel used and the existing level of

transport (vehicles). The interaction of these controls but also alternative volumes of

sets yields twelve fuel uses (see informal table emissions for a variety of available control

in Chapter 1, p. 7). measures, such as improvement in fuel quality,
fuel switching, or technological change. This

Emissions Inventory makes it possible to calculate the physical

For each fuel use, the model employs a set of impact and the economic benefits of

standard emissions factors for particulates alternative abatement measures in different

(total suspended particulates/PM 1 0 ), sulfur sectors.

dioxide (SO 2 ), and nitrogen oxides (NOx), Modeling Atmospheric Dispersion
compiled from WHO and USEPA documents
(USEPA 1986; WHO 1989). The factors are The next step in apportioning responsibility for

given in Annex A. Emissions factors for local damages associated with poor air quality

particulates from small fuel oil and diesel uses to particular sectors or fuels is to establish a

are chosen from an upper end of estimates, link between the absolute change in ambient

using the assumption that in developing concentrations of pollution and the unit

countries the equipment (boilers, stoves, or change in emissions from each sector.

vehicle engines) is not up to the current
technology standards in industrial countries The dispersion patterns for emissions from

and is not well maintained.6 When local different sectors are very different. One of the

emissions factors are known, default data can most sensitive parameters is the height of the

be refined. emissions stack. Maximum concentrations
typically occur at a distance of about 10 times

In most cases, emissions factors, especially for stack height. Low-stack emissions have the

particulates and SO2, depend on the quality of greatest impact on ambient levels of pollution

fuel and the level of controls typical for in the immediate proximity of the pollution

pollution sources within a sector. The latter source. High-stack emissions are dispersed

point is especially relevant for power plants over large areas and contribute far less per unit
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of emissions to ground-level concentrations. emissions of a pollutant from any sector in an
This explains why emissions of pollutants in area makes an equal contribution to
industrial areas can be higher than those concentration of the pollutant.
experienced in residential areas but the
concentrations can be lower (as is seen in Secondary particulates
monitored SO2 levels in Shanghai). Most of the health effects from fuel combustion

are associated with exposure to particulates,
For this rapid assessment exercise, a simple especially to fine particles of less than 2.5
dispersion model was chosen that assigns microns in aerodynamic diameter (see Chapter
different dispersion patterns to high-stack3)Thmoeesiasavrg
(over 75 meters), medium-stack (25 meters-75 3). The model estimates average
(over75meters),andlow-stk m iurest (ls methn 5 concentrations resulting from direct emissions
meters) and low-stack sources (less than 25 of particulates from fuel burning. However,
meters). High-stack sources are synonymous two other main pollutants emitted in the
with modern power plants; medium-stack process of fuel burning and assessed in the
sources with large industrial plants, district study-SO2 and NOX-also contribute to
heating plants, and suboptimal power ambient levels of fine particulates, forming
generators; and low-stack, or low-level, sources secondary sulfates and nitrates.
with small industrial and commercial users,
transport, and the domestic sector. Thus, the Empirical measurements show that the
grouping of pollution sources by five sectors in proportion of fine particulates formed by
this study is motivated by two principal sulfates and nitrates may vary greatly-
considerations: (a) differentiation of major typically, from 10 to 50 percent for sulfates and
economic sectors by fuel use and emissions from 10 to 40 percent for nitrates in U.S. cities.7

patterns (for example, transport versus Sulfates are a function of the sulfur content of
industry) and (b) differentiation of pollution fuels and have a significant presence in the air
sources by the typical height of the emissions in areas where high-sulfur coal or heavy oil is
stack, as required for dispersion modeling (for widely used. Nitrates are most significant in
example, large power plants versus smaller cities where PM10 and SO2 emissions are
district heating stations, or large versus small effectively controlled and cars using high
industry). Because of the great sensitivity of specifications of gasoline are major polluters.
the dispersion model to the level (high, In Bangkok and in Chongqing (China) organic
medium, or low) of pollution sources, the main carbon compounds account for a large fraction
criterion for defining an industrial activity as of fine particulates, reflecting the role of
large or small in this analysis is the height of emissions from diesel and two-stroke vehicles
the emissions stack. in Bangkok and of smoke from combustion of

coal in Chongqing. In Chongqing sulfates also
The dispersion model computes annual- represent a substantial share of fine
average and spatial-average concentrations of particulates. Care is required, however, in
relatively stable air pollutants. (See Annex B making generalizations about the relationship
for model equations.) It does not take account between sulfates and fine particulates, since
of photochemical reactions and secondary the sources and species characteristics of fine
pollution formation in the ambient air. particulates can vary so much across locations.
Although the simulation is in many respects Available evidence suggests that the share of
simplistic, it is reasonable for the purposes of nitrates in the cities in our sample is likely to be
rapid assessment and offers a better at the lower end of the U.S. range (10 percent
alternative to the assumption that each ton of or less to 20 percent).
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To ignore the contribution of SO2 and NOx to point sources falls on areas with higher or
the levels of ambient particulates would lower population density compared with the
significantly understate the social costs of city average, the exposure levels attributed to
fuels, as well as the benefits of measures that these sources may be understated or
control emissions of these compounds. In this overstated.
exercise we have opted for a very simple
approach to estimating the conversion of SO2 The dispersion model that has been adopted
and NO, into sulfates and nitrates (see Annex gives different weights to different sectors
B for details). Overall, the introduction of according to their contribution to annual mean
secondary particulates increases the local concentration levels averaged over the entire
damage costs of fuels by about 25 percent in city or agglomeration. For exposure
this analysis, which seems to be a plausible assessment, however, these weights should
estimate. Given that uncertainty is greater instead reflect the contribution of sectors to the
about this portion of the damage costs than places where most people spend most of their
about that related to the direct dispersion of time. Such analysis would require much more
PM1. emissions, it is worth noting that a 25 information and more sophisticated dispersion
percent difference in the local environmental modeling. Because of the great variety of
costs of fuels does not change any of the counterbalancing factors, the overall impact
qualitative findings or conclusions of Chapter would be uncertain and is unlikely to be
1, which are very robust. drastically different at the high aggregation

level used for the current study.
JFrom concentration to exposujre 

The computed concentration levels are still a The study generally maintains a reasonable
very crude approximation of actual exposure, degree of conservatism in estimating
since people are not evenly located over a city environmental damage costs (as will be shown
area, and they spend different amounts of time in subsequent chapters). It assumes that many
in different areas of the city. The relative concentration "hot spots" have limited
proximity of certain sectors to population exposure effect and therefore adjusts the level
centers is an important factor. For example, of exposure per "average" resident to 70
within a central urban area, concentrations of percent of the calculated value for the
pollution may be formed almost wholly by Shanghai agglomeration and 80 percent for the
emnissions from road transport, and in many other cities.
residential areas, by emissions from Results for the Six Cities
households and small businesses. Larger
industries may also affect certain residential Table 2.1 shows the results of the emissions
areas, depending on urban zoning. The inventory for the six sample cities. The
dispersion model does not simulate the inventory demonstrates how distinct is the role
corLfiguration of dispersion patterns and peak of different sectors with respect to different
concentrations from industrial zones or pollutants. A dominant share of SQ2 emissions
individual point sources (for which the (nearly 90 percent) comes from power plants
Gaussian plume dispersion model would be and large boilers. Road transport is the largest
more appropriate). It simply assumes that the single source of NOX emissions (over 40
aggregated emissions from large sources come percent), although contributions from power
from a stack in the center of the city and are and large industry are significant. The
dispersed equally in all directions. Therefore, contribution of power plants to PMIO emissions
depending on whether the impact from large appears to be far less because of the standard
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use of dust controls. Industrial and commercial contribute 74 percent of emissions, their

boilers are the main sources of P'Mi 0 emissions. contribution to the PM 10 exposure of an
average resident of a metropolitan area

Table 2.1 highlights the sectoral pattern of appears to be only 13 percent. (Some

emissions, which, as discussed above, may be residential areas located near industrial hot
very different from the exposure pattern, spots can experience a far greater impact of

Figure 2.1 illustrates the difference between industrial emissions, but the given data

sectoral contributions to the em-issions and describe a situation averaged over a large

exposure levels of PM1 for the whole sample metropolis.) Nearly 90 percent of this

of six cities. Whereas large sources-power exposure-and thus of the related health

plants and industries located within the impacts--comes from small sources such as

boundaries of a city or agglomeration- small-scale industry and comnmerce,

Table 2.1 Emissions from fuel use, by sector: Six cities (thousands of tons)

All six Percentage,
Mumbai Shanghai Manila Bangkok Krakow Santiago cities by pollutant

PM 10 emissions 23.9 409.4 23.1 16.2 44.6 7.9 525 100
Power plants 1.9 28.5 1.9 n.d. 32.9 n.d. 65 12
Large industrial 7.7 297.6 6.9 4.7 6.7 1.3 325 62

and commercial
boilers

Small industrial 9.1I 70.7 2.0 I .0 3.2 2.3 88 17
and commercial
boilers

Households 2.1 6.5 1.0 0.4 0.8 2.1 13 2
Vehicles 3.1 6.1 11.4 10.1 1.0 2.2 34 6

S0, emissions 52.0 609.7 167.6 58.5 100.7 19.4 1.008 100
Power plants 21A4 218.2 71.9 n.d. 88.7 n.d. 400 40
Large industrial 17.2 304.9 72.2 46.0 5.5 12.4 458 45

and commercial
boilers

Small industrial 9.0 45.9 10.4 5.0 3.9 0.0 74 7
and commercial
boilers

Households 1.9 26.7 3.8 1.1 2.0 3.6 39 4
Vehicles 2.5 14.0 9.3 6.4 0.7 3.4 36 4

NO, emissions 48.0 309.1 118.4 86.5 41.4 43.1 646 100
Power plants 11.0 118.6 10.2 0.0 32.5 n.d. 172 27
Large industrial 6.8 119.0 16.8 16.1 1.3 4.3 164 25

and commercial
boilers

Small industrial 2.7 13.8 4.7 2.3 0.7 0.6 25 4
and commercial
boilers

Households 1.6 3.5 1.4 0.8 0.1 1.6 9 
Vehicles 25.8 54.1 85.3 67.4 6.8 36.6 276 43

n.d. No data.
Source: Authors' calculations.
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households, and vehicles. These findings are the sample cities (Krakow), these policies and
broadly consistent with the more elaborate measures will probably not be sufficient to

modeling of air pollution dispersion from ensure that urban air quality meets pre-1997
various urban sources reported in a number of WHO recommendations. Abatement of fuel

studies (for example, World Bank 1995a, 1997b; combustion emissions will, however, achieve a

Adamson et al. 1996). greater reduction in air pollution damages
than Figure 2.2. might indicate. This is because

Finally, Figure 2.2 demonstrates how a focus on the particles from fuel burning are believed to

reducing emissions from fuel combustion can be more harmful to human health than
improve urban air quality, as measured by particles of a different nature that are present
ambient levels of PM109 The improvements in urban air (see Chapter 3).10
can be very substantial, but in all except one of

Figure 2.1 Sectoral contributions to the emissions and exposure levels of PM 10 from fuel use: Six cities, 1993
(percent)

6%

140'% 32%

I 1_7 E] Vehicles

XE Small boilers
\ - and stoves

g Power plants
- \ 56% and large

74% :2-z: 0 \\ : boilers

mr , 13%

Emissions Population, average
(tons per year) exposure (mg /m3 annual

mean)

Note: The ambient concentrations of PM 10 are entirely attributed to emissions from fuel combustion, including the secondary impact of S02 and
NOx emissions. Only sources burning fuels within a city or agglomeration are considered. Long-range pollution from power plants and other high-
level sources that are located outside the boundaries of a city is not assessed, although it does contribute to levels of S02 (and thus sulfates and
PM Io) within the city area.
Source: Authors' calculations.
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Figure 2.2 Contribution of fuel use to ambient levels of PMIO in urban air: Six cities, 1993

Santiago l

Krakow
* PMI 0from fuel

Bangkok use

Manila I _ C PM10from other
sources

Shanghai -
Mumbai

Average

0 50 100 150
Annual mean concentration (pg/m3)

Note: The levels of PM 10 from other sources are defined as differences between the annual mean levels of PM 10 based on ambient measurements
and the estimated contributions from fuel use. Data are for 1993. Note that the difference may have a significant margin of error and should not be
used for calculating damages from the "other sources."
Source: Authors' calculations.
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3 The Health Effects of Air Pollution

The economic estimates of health and 1977). The health effects of exposure to
nonhealth damages are based on certain particulate matter include additional cases of
methodological tools and are as credible as premature mortality from respiratory illnesses
these tools are. This chapter and the next two and cardiovascular disease, increased
discuss the methodological issues of valuing a prevalence of chronic bronchitis, and upper
variety of environmental impacts. The issues in and lower respiratory tract infections. Another
valuing health impacts fall into two groups: (a) very toxic pollutant is lead, which is used as an
the actual identification and measurement of additive to gasoline in many countries.
these impacts and (b) estimation of monetary Exposure to atmospheric lead is associated
values for associated morbidity (illness) and with neurodevelopment effects on children.
mortality (death). This chapter focuses on the Other by-products of fuel combustion-sulfur
first set of issues. dioxide (SO 2), nitrogen oxides (NO.), and

Fuel Comnbustion and Health volatile organic compounds (VOC)-also
impose health impacts, either directly (through

Fuel combustion is responsible for the direct increased morbidity) or, to a larger extent, by
emission and secondary formation of several contributing to ambient levels of particulates
pollutants known to be damaging to human and ground-level ozone (see Table 3.1). Most of
health (see, for example, Lave and Seskin the available studies indicate an effect of ozone

Table 3.1 Linkages between air pollutants and health effects

Recognized impact on
Pollutants related to fuel
combustion observed in the Primary Secondary Precursor of secondary
ambient air pollutant pollutant pollutants Mortolity Morbidity

Fine (PM25) and inhalable 4 4
(PMlo) particles

Sulfur dioxide (SO2) 4 4 (PM 2.5)

Nitrogen oxides (NO.) ( 4 (ozone and PM 2.5)

Volatile organic 4 4 (ozone and PM 2.15) 

compounds (VOCs)
Ozone (0 3)

Atmospheric lead 4
Note: Primary pollutants are direct by-products of fuel combustion. Secondary pollutants are formed in the air through chemical reactions
Source: Compiled by authors from WHO air quality guidelines and a review of various studies on air pollution and health.
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on respiratory illness and lung function likely responsible for the excess mortality and
decrements. There is also growing, although morbidity associated with high levels of
still debated, evidence of an impact on exposure to particulates. Since most studies
mortality rate (Holgate et al. 1999). have used PM10 rather than PM 2 5 as their

exposure metric (simply because PM 2.5 has not
Over the past decade, epidemiologists have been routinely monitored to date), this
reexamined the evidence on the links between conclusion is based on several indirect but
particulates, S02, and health. This work has led compelling facts. First, in most of the
to important shifts in emphasis on different air epidemiological studies finding associations
pollutants and underpins the USEPA and between PM10 and adverse health effects, there
European Union proposals to revise their is a high correlation between PM and PM
ambient air quality standards for particulates. and a low correlation between PM20 and
A brief review of the current state of l
knowledge from the perspective of economic coarse particles. Second, PM25 tends to
analysis of the benefits of reducing air penetrate indoors at a much higher rate than
polution follows. More information is do coarse particles. Third, fine particles
provided by USEPA (1997). penetrate deeper into the lung and are likely to

be more reactive there.11 Although the weight
Coarse and fine particuilates of evidence indicates that there should be

As monitoring methods and data analvsis have greater concern about fine partices, a potentialI . ' effect from PM,, particles greater than 2.5becorne more sophisticated, the focus of 1n P g
attention has shifted gradually from total
suspended particulates (TSP) to inhalable
particles below 10 microns in diameter In light of this new evidence, the USEPA
(usually measured as PMIO) and to fine promulgated a new U.S. ambient standard for
particles below 2.5 microns (PM 2 5). Most fine fine particulates: an annual average of 15 pg/
particles measured as PM2 .5 are smaller than 1 m3. This would represent a substantial
mnicron (PM1). In this paper TSP larger than 2.5 tightening of the current standard of 50 pg/im3
microns is termed coarse particles. TSP was the for PM1O, since, typically, fine particulates
most common measure of particulates until the account for around 60 percent of PM10
1980s, although some countries used "black (although the ratio varies substantially across
smoke," which approximates quite well to locations). The European Union has proposed
PM,., The USEPA shifted to a PMW standard in tightening the PM standard to 30 pg/im3 by
1986 after it became apparent that high levels 2005 and to 20 pg/m3 by 2010-effectively,
of TSP were often the result of wind-blown an to 20 pgsm
dust rather than of pollution and had little
impact on human health (see, for example,
Ozkaynak and Thurston 1987). Subsequently, it Almost all fine particulates are produced,
was realized that even PM10 may contain directly or indirectly, as a result of burning
substantial fractions of wind-blown dust, as fuels. Industrial and other processes that
illustrated by the fact that many of the places produce large amounts of dust-such as
in the United States that exceed the PM10 cement manufacturing, mining, stone
standard are dry, thinly populated areas. crushing, and flour milling-tend to generate

particles larger than 2.5 microns. The species
Evidence from studies completed in the past composition of fine particulates varies
decade suggests that fine particulates are most considerably across locations.
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Exposure to sulfur dioxide those areas. Animal experiments suggest that
the main effects might be an increased

It is now generally agreed that for low to incidence of respiratory disease, but this need

2, not be accompanied by a significant increase in
primary health risks are to asthmatics and, in mortality.
particular, to asthmatics taking exercise
outdoors. High levels of SO2 can provoke Aerosol acidity
breathing difficulties and even severe asthma

attacs amng ths grup. Eercie sees toAt one time it was believed that acid aerosols
were the major cause of ill health among those

make people more vulnerable because the g
perso execisin breths troug the outhexposed to air pollution. However, recentperson exercising breaths through the mouth studies have found effects from particulate

rather than through the nose, and more SO 2 matter even in areas with very low acidity.
penetrates deep into the lungs. The effect is Only a few studies have demonstrated an
reversed as soon as exposure levels fall, and independent effect of sulfuric acid aerosols or
the evidence suggests that any permanent particles coated with hydrogen ions. Careful
damage is slight or not observable. Animal monitoring has shown that even high levels of
experiments at very high levels of exposure- SO need not be associated with high aerosol
more than 500 pg/m3-show that prolonged a

exposure can produce temporary b onhts acidity (aerosols in Chongqing are almost
exposure can produce temporary bronchitis, neutral) because there are two quite separate
but, again, this is reversed once exposure levels processes by which SO2 is converted to
are reduced. Furthermore, there are no signs of aerosols: photochemical reactions that produce
heart arrhythmia of the kind associated with sulfuric acid, and atmospheric reactions with
fine particulates, which is the primary ammonia to produce ammonium sulfate. In the
mechanism implicated in premature mortality eastern United States, peak levels of SO2

from air pollution. emissions occur in the summer, when

conditions are favorable for photochemical
In a few towns and cities in the world, the reactions. In China and Eastern Europe peak
population is exposed to annual average SO2 emissions occur in winter, making atmospheric

levels higher than 200 pg/m 3. Chongqing, reactions with ammonia more important.
China, is the largest such urban center. There, Although ambient acidic particles may play a
it is the use of poor-quality coal for residential role in lung inflammation and subsequent
heating and small-scale boilers that is the adverse health outcomes, the current evidence
primary source of the SO2; residential areas indicates that acidity is not necessary to
have SO2 levels as high as or higher than those mediate particle-associated health effects.
in industrial areas, and the highest levels are
observed in winter. A similar pattern can be This review suggests that a focus on small
observed in other cities with relatively high particulates (PM1o and smaller) should provide
annual average SO2 levels-Istanbul and a good indication of the health effects from
Katowice today, or Leipzig and Prague in the fuel combustion.
past. Little is known about the effects of such Air Pollution Dose-Response Studies
exposure because it is virtually impossible to
disentangle the effects of high SO2 from those Dose-response studies involve estimating
of high levels of particulates, also observed in physical or medical relationships linking
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environmental ambient concentrations of air is strengthened if (a) epidemiological results
pollutants with mortality and morbidity are duplicated across several studies; (b) a
outcomes for susceptible population groups. range of effects is found for a given pollutant;
Ultimately, the question of whether air and (c) these results are supported by human
pollution causes a deterioration of human clinical and animal toxicology literature.
health must be explained by scientific theory.
However, consistent significant statistical An approach to reducing the uncertainty
relationships between concentrations of a associated with individual studies is to use
particular pollutant and excess mortality or meta-analytical techniques that produce a
other health impacts, found under a variety of "best estimate" in which more confidence may
circumstances, is taken as a plausible basis for be placed. Meta-analysis is a generic term for
causality, given the uncertainty inherent in the statistical pooling of results from several
research on human biology. Where the studies to obtain aggregate values that are
biological pathway by which the pollutant more reliable. The meta-analytical approach
affects human mortality and morbidity is recognizes the inherently stochastic properties
unresolved, consistent findings of multiple of the estimation process: repeated identical
epidemiological studies are typically taken as studies will lead to different results because
"proof" of causality. More specifically, the each study is a sample drawn from a
absence of a theory-linking a pollutant to a distribution of possible studies. It is the mean
particular health outcome cannot nullify the and variance of this "mother" distribution that
observation (although an inability to replicate meta-analysis seeks to estimate.
the findings on other data might). Once the
statistical relationship has been uncovered, it Meta-analysis therefore assumes that each
can be used to predict the number of health sample has the same underlying dose-response
events attributable to poor air quality in relation. Individual studies have to be tested
different contexts, based on the size of the for this assumption. Pooling is usually carried
population at risk and the concentrations of out only when there is no significant difference
pollutants to which this population is exposed. between the separate sample estimates. For the

outcome of meta-analysis to be of good quality,
The most accurate way of measuring the it is important to ensure that pooling does not
health impacts of air pollution in a given area include studies in which essential variables
is to conduct epidemiological studies to (covariates) have been omitted.
establish dose-response relationships linking
environmental variables to observable health In the air pollution literature, subjective
effects. However, given the time and cost judgment by experts has been also used to pick
involved in such studies (as well as the the most appropriate study or studies. This
likelihood of encountering problems of data approach seeks to determine in a less formal
availability), dose-response relationships way whether there are significant quality or
established in other locations may often have data differences among the studies or whether
to be used instead. The availability of other certain studies are more relevant to the study
research results can be used to shrink the area (for example, because of similar pollution
uncertainty associated with individual studies. concentrations, copollutants, or background
Although a single study that finds a demographics).
statistically significant association between a
health effect and a specific air pollutant does A number of meta-analytical reviews that have
not prove causality, the inference of causation been presented in the literature (Ostro 1994,
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1996; Pope and Dockery 1994; Schwartz 1994a) cardiovascular disease. Acute exposure (short-
can serve as the basis for extrapolating dose- term peaks in the level of particulates) can
response relationships to situations for which increase the chance that a person in a
no specific epidemiological studies have been weakened state or an especially susceptible
done. Further development of this approach person will die. Some studies (for example,
would benefit from putting more effort into Katsouyanni et al. 1997; Holgate et al. 1999)
checking systematically omitted variables found correlations between mortality and
through statistical tests and identifying all the other pollutants such as SO2 or ozone. Most
important covariates to be used in the studies use single-pollutant rather than
extrapolation. multipollutant regressions. To the degree that

different air pollutants tend to be correlated
Studies of the mortality effects of air pollution over time, this procedure might mean that
are often conducted using Poisson regression different pollutants are used to explain what
techniques. Poisson regression assumes that are essentially the same deaths several times
the number of deaths or other health impacts over. Using estimates for different pollutants
follows a Poisson distribution (as an from these studies may therefore lead to
approximation to the binomial distribution). substantial double-counting. However,
The coefficients of the Poisson regression can multipollutant regressions may make the
typically be interpreted as the proportionate interpretation of the results even more difficult
change in the number of deaths per unit (see, for example, Schwartz et al. 1996). In the
change in the level of the pollutant. Following future, statistical techniques for pooling
the practice often used for meta-analysis, each multipollutant studies would be a valuable
study estimate is weighted by the inverse of the extension of standard meta-analysis for a
variance associated with the study's regression single pollutant.
coefficient.

In this study we provide quantitative estimates

The coefficient used here attempts to reflect of mortality effects related to particulate
our assessment of the best estimate taken from matter only. That pollutant then serves as a
a carefully selected pool of studies, given a potential index for many correlated pollutants.
wide range of sensitivity analyses involving It is important to note that the effects of
alternative lags, model specifications i particulates on mortality have been observed
overdispersion, outliers, and altemative in areas with both high and low SO2 and ozone
methods for controlling for seasonality and concentrations, in areas where particulates
other potential confounders. Usually (but in peak in the summer months, and in areasothe potntia conoundrs. sualy (bt inwhere the peaks occur ~in winter. These diverse
not all cases), judgments on the models are not efe of particulate matter ha ebeen
simply the highest effect estimates but are effects of particulate matter have been
based on the strongest association (highest t- reported by the largest number of
statistic), the best model fit, or consideration of epidemiological studies for any pollutant and
residuals. are confirmed by toxicological studies. It

therefore appears reasonable to attribute

Over the past decade, more than two dozen mortality effects to changes in particulate
epidemiological studies have indicated an concentrations.

association between mortality and particulate Application to Developing Countries
matter. Chronic exposure to particulates can
lead to premature death by exacerbating Most dose-response studies have been
respiratory illness, pulmonary disease, or conducted in industrial countries. This raises
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the question of whether extrapolation of the Estimates based on studies that explicitly
results to developing countries is valid. measure PM10 can significantly reduce the
Although some uncertainty remains, recent uncertainty involved in converting from one

studies undertaken in developing-country measure of particulate matter to another.
cities such as Bangkok, Mexico City, and Therefore, studies using direct measurements
Santiago lend support to extrapolation. In of PMjO (or PM2 .5) have been given primary
addition, epidemiological studies typically attention in this analysis. To the extent that
provide information on the percentage change additional epidemiological studies can be
in mortality attributable to an absolute change undertaken, efforts should be made to put in
in ambient particulate matter. This may make place and utilize monitors that measure either

the studies more appropriate for extrapolation, PM10 or PM2 5.

since they predict changes in relation to the
baseline mortality rate, which may differ 2. The existing pollution concentration. In most of

greatly between study areas. To determine the the available studies, PM10 has a mean
number of excess deaths due to exposure to concentration of about 50 to 60 ig/m , with
higher concentrations of particulates, or the maximum values of about 150 to 200 ,g/m 3 ,
number of deaths prevented as a result of and consists largely of particles generated by
lower concentrations, the percentage change combustion processes. Caution should be
and the baseline rate in the affected area must exercised in extrapolating these air pollution
be determined, and mortality results to areas where the

concentration or mix of pollution may be
different. For example, in those cities in the

When the results from dose-response studies of dievent worldxwher annual mean
air pollution in industrial countries are being p g

concentrations of TSP exceed 300 ,ug/m 3 and
applied to developing countries, four issues these high levels cannot be easily explained by

should be carefully addressed: the pattern of fuel use, it is likely that a

substantial portion of the TSP consists of
1. Measures of particulate matter: the availability particles larger than 10 microns and that the

of data on 1and PM2 5 in both the original highest concentrations are driven by coarse,

epidemiological study and the country in geologic particles. (Calcutta and Delhi, in
question. India, illustrate this situation.) A direct

extrapolation from the available studies over
PM10 is a better proxy than TSP for fine the whole range of concentrations may be

particulates and is employed in a variety of misleading. This is well shown by Cropper et

recent studies. A number of meta-analytical al. (1997), which found that in Delhi the

estimates of changes in mortality have been change in mortality risk per unit change in TSP

produced by applying standard conversion concentration is significantly lower than in the

factors across dose-response studies that use United States (see Table 3.2). In these cases, one

different measures of particulate matter: TSP, option would be to apply the dose-response

BS (black smoke), or coefficient of haze (COH). functions from industrial countries only to a

These estimates, however, are less reliable than concentration up to a certain limit; say, of 200

those for PMIO because variations in levels of Pg/m 3 TSP for Delhi. Another option is to posit

TSP or other measures of particulates may be a nonlinear function that begins to level off at

quite different from those for PM10 and even some upper cutoff point.
more different for PM2 .5, especially in places
with high levels of road or wind-blown dust, The need for more studies in developing
such as many cities in developing countries. countries, especially those with very different
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pollution mixes and exposure patterns, is air pollution are included in the dose-response
obvious. In this study, however, we analyze function. The use of the disease-specific
only the impact of incremental PM10 approach in developing countries is often
concentrations resulting from fuel burning. As complicated by limited access to disease-
Figure 2.2, above, demonstrates, these specific mortality data and by deficiencies in
incremental values fall within a typical range the death reporting system that may provide
of concentrations in most of the dose-response distorted information on the actual causes of
studies. This reduces the uncertainty of mortality. When this is the case, the use of all-
applying the results of existing studies, based cause mortality estimates may be preferred. If
on PM10 , to different pollution mixes and only cardiovascular- and respiratory-specific
concentration levels. mortality causes are used in the dose-response

function, the mortality effect may be
3. Disease-specific mortality profile. In some underestimated if the death certificates used in
cases the distribution of deaths by cause may the original studies were not always accurate
differ significantly between the country of or if baseline rates in the country under study
interest and the country where the original are incorrect. Finally, the all-cause mortality
study was conducted. Then, the use of dose- approach is more suitable for rapid assessment
response functions for disease-specific and cross-country comparisons.
mortality (as opposed to total mortality) or
adjustment for this difference may be Table 3.2 indicates that the percentage change
warranted to improve the accuracy of the for total mortality is fairly consistent among
projections. FOr instance, exposure to the cities, even when results from developing
particulates primarily affects respiratory and countries are considered, except for the TSP-
cardiovascular deaths, which account for half based Delhi study. The percentage changes for
of all deaths in the United States. In Delhi both cardiovascular and respiratory mortality
fewer than 20 percent of all deaths is show a larger range across cities than the
attributable to these causes. Thus, even an change for total mortality.
identical reaction by susceptible population
groups in Delhi and in the United States to Note that if total mortality functions are used,
changes in the levels of particulates could differences in population characteristics per se,

result in a lower effect on total mortality in such as age structure, nutritional and overall
Delhi (Cropper and Simon 1996). The use of health status, and smoking rates, and
dose-response estimates for respiratory and differences in local geography and climate may
cardiovascular mortality and the associated not necessarily result in bias, since these
local disease-specific mortality rates may factors will be reflected in the crude mortality
therefore yield better estimates of the effect of rate. For example, in Chile, where the crude
air pollution on mortality, since it better mortality rate is much lower than in the
incorporates the local population at risk. Table United States, the percentage increase in
3.2 summarizes results for those studies, in the mortality per ,ug/m3 of PM10 is similar to that
United States and elsewhere, that have found in many U.S. cities.
considered disease-specific mortality.

4. The age pattern of deaths due to air pollutioni
There are, however, some advantages in causes. The age profile of those affected by air
generating estimates using total mortality. The pollution may be very different in developing
method ensures that, on the basis of the countries than in industrial countries.
original studies, all mortality cases affected by Although peak effects were observed among
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Table 3.2 Disease-specific mortality in selected locations (percentage change per 10 pg/mr3 )

Mortality
City Study Total Cardiovascular Respiratory
Santa Clara, Calif. Fairley (I 990)' 0.8 0.8 3.5
Philadelphia, Pa. Schwartz and Dockery 1.2 1.7 3.3

(I 992a)a
Utah Valley Pope, Schwartz, and 1.5 1.8 3.7

Ransom (1992)
Birmingham, Ala. Schwartz (1993) 1.0 1.6 1.5
Steubenville, Ohio Schwartz and 1.1 1.5 n.d.

Dockery(1 992b)
Beijing Xu et al. (I994)a 0.7 l.45b 6.9'
Chicago, 111. Ito and Thurston (1996); 0.6 0.4 1.4

Styer et al. (1995)
Santiago Ostro (1996) 1.0 0.8 1.3
Mexico City Borja-Aburto et al. (I 997)' 1.0 0.92 1.65
Delhi Cropper et al. (I 997)a 0.4 0.78 0.56
Bangkok Ostro et al. (1998) 1.0 1.4 5.2

n.d. No data.
a. Estimates are converted from TSP using a ratio of 0.55.
b. Pulmonary heart disease.
c. Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease.
Source: Compiled by Bart Ostro.

people age 65 and older in Philadelphia and prospective cohort studies-yield
(Schwartz and Dockery 1992a), in Delhi peak estimates of the impact of longer-term
effects were reported in the 15-44 age group. exposure and indicate both acute and chronic
This implies more life-years lost as the result of effects.
a death associated with air pollution (Cropper
et al. 1997). The Cropper study also shows that Time-series studies
although the change in mortality per 10 ,ug/m 3 Time-series studies correlate daily variations in
change in TSP was lower in Delhi than in the air pollution with variations in counts of daily
United State, the number of life-years lost in mortality in a given city and primarily
the exposed population of equal size appeared measure the effects of acute exposure to air
to be similar. This finding has important measut he effects of te the to air
implications for valuation of the mortality pollution. Their advantage is that they do not

costs hat ae discssed n Chaper 4.have to control for a large number of
costs that are discussed in Chapter 4. confounding factors, since the population

Estimates for Mortality characteristics (age, smoking, occupational
exposure, health habits, and so on) in the panel

The epidemiological studies involve two data are basically unchanged. Most of these
principal study designs: time-series and long- studies control for time-varying parameters
term exposure studies, which are used to such as weather (temperature, humidity, and
develop quantitative estimates for all-cause precipitation), season, day of week, and
mortality associated with air pollution. Time- presence of other pollutants. A disadvantage is
series studies, which are more common, that although the characteristics of the
capture the acute effects of exposure to population being studied are fixed, they may
pollutants. Long-term studies-cross-sectional nonetheless be important in shaping the slopes
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of the dose-response functions. Consequently, balance between chronic and acute deaths and
these dose-response functions might not be the actual extent of any harvesting effect can
readily transferable to populations with be assessed when the impact of long-term
different characteristics as regards diet, exposure is brought into the comparison.
smoking, climate, and so on. However, several
reviews of these studies suggest that after the Long-term exposure studies
different measures of particulate matter are Cross-sectional studies compare differences in
converted into a common metric, the effects on health outcomes across several locations at a
mortality are very consistent (Ostro 1994; Pope selected point or period of time and, in
and Dockery 1994; Schwartz 1994a). principle, capture both the acute and the
Furthermore, as a result of progress in the past chronic effects of air pollution. The use of
several years, a sufficient number of studies annual mortality rate data in such studies
using PM1 0 as the actual measure of exposure allows both acute and latent health effects to
are available for meta-analytical purposes. be revealed. Some portion of the long-term

response indicated by cross-sectional studies
Table 3.3 summarizes the evidence for nine must correspond to the impact of acute effects
PM10 studies, two of which were conducted in unearthed by time-series analysis, and the
developing countries.12 The pooled central remainder could be attributed to longer-term
estimate for the studies, relative to a 10 pg/m3 latent or chronic effects caused by
change in PM1 O, is 0.84 percent. accumulated exposure to the pollutant. Such

studies have consistently found measurably
Time-series studies only indicate the potential higher mortality rates in U.S. cities with higher
effects of short-term variations in exposure, average levels of particulate matter. However,
and this effect is likely to be smaller than that many more potential explanatory variables
of long-term exposure. Offsetting this is the need to be modeled in cross-sectional work:
possibility that time-series studies to a large variations between cities in smoking rates, diet,
extent measure a "harvesting effect"-deaths income, local industry, age distribution, and so
that are merely hastened by a few days, weeks, on. A common concern is whether all these
or months as a result of high ambient factors are adequately controlled. (See, for
concentrations of particulate matter. The example, Evans, Tosteson, and Kinney 1984.)

Table 3.3 Estimated percentage change in mortality associated with a 10 pg/m 3 change in PM 0I based on
studies that measured PMIo

City Study Central estimate Low estimate High estimate
Birmingham, Ala. Schwartz (1993) 1.0 0.2 1.5
Utah Valley Pope, Schwartz, and Ransom 1.5 0.9 2.1

(1992)
St. Louis, Mo. Dockery et al. (I1993) 1.5 0.1 2.9
Kingston, Tenn. Dockeryet al. (1993) 1.6 -1.3 4.6
Chicago, 111. Ito and Thurston (1996) 0.6 0.1 1.0
Los Angeles, Calif. Kinney, Kazuhiko, and 0.5 0.1 1.1

Thurston (1995)
Santiago Ostro et al. (I1995) 1 .0 0.6 1.4
Six cities Schwartz et al. ( 1996) 0.8 0.5 1.1
Bangkok Ostro et al. (1998) 1.0 0.4 1.6
Weighted average 0.84

Source: Compiled by Bart Ostro.
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More confidence is placed in the prospective urban air quality without a significant

cohort type of study, in which a sample of adjustment.
population is selected and followed over time
in each location. Such studies are similar in One approach that may be suggested for

some respects to ecological cross-sectional determining a quantitative estimate for

studies because the variation in pollution mortality is to use as the upper bound the

exposure is measured across locations rather estimate of 4.2 percent per 10 ,ug/m 3 for

than over time. However, they use individual- chronic exposure. An estimate for the lower

level data so that other health risk factors can bound, taken from the acute studies, is 0.84

be better taken into account. Specifically, the percent per 10 pg/m3. However, since there

authors of the two prospective studies are only two cohort studies, we would place

conducted to date were able to control for less weight on these studies in determining a

mortality risks associated with differences in central estimate. As an example of derivation

body mass, occupational exposure, smoking of a central estimate, we apply subjective

(past and present), alcohol use, age, and weights of 0.67 and 0.33 to the acute and

gender. Dockery et al. (1993) studied 8,000 chronic effects, respectively, and obtain a value

individuals in six U.S. cities over a 15-year of 1.94 percent per 10 pg/m 3 for all-cause

period. Pope et al. (1995) published results of a mortality. This is only an indicative value,

seven-year prospective study based on samples subject to significant uncertainty, and it is used

of over 500,000 individuals in 151 U.S. cities. here primarily to show that estimates from

Both studies report a robust and statistically time-series studies are conservative. (See also

significant association between exposure to the sensitivity analysis in Chapter 6.)

particulate matter (measured as PM10, sulfates,
or PM2 .5) and mortality. For estimates of disease-specific mortality from

cardiovascular and respiratory causes, the
To illustrate the effects of chronic exposure, we acute exposure studies (except for the Delhi

use the Pope et al. study, which has a larger study) imply a change of about 2 percent per

sample size and lower estimates than the 10 pg/m3. The Pope et al. study gives a 7.2

Dockery et al. study. When the empirical percent change from a 10 pg/m 3 long-term

results for PM2 .5 were converted to PM1 O using exposure. The central estimate, using a similar

a ratio of 0.65, a 10 pg/m3 change in PM10 was approach and the same weighting scheme as

associated with a 4.2 percent change in all- for total mortality, is 3.7 percent.

cause mortality.

The chosen value for mortality risk The calculations of the mortality effects
attributable to exposure to ambient PM10 given

The question of how to integrate the results of in this paper use a value of 0.84 percent per 10

the chronic exposure studies with the meta- pg/m3. Given the balance of evidence across

analytical estimates from time-series studies is various studies, this should be regarded as a

not trivial, and it creates new challenges for lower-bound estimate for the effect of exposure

valuing health effects. Estimates that are based to the levels of PM10 attributed to fuel burning

on the chronic studies or that combine the or to a similar pollution mix. Furthermore,

results of the acute and chronic studies imply a Tables 3.2 and 3.3 show that the results from

long-term exposure to air pollution and thus studies for Mexico City and Beijing, even when

cannot be used for assessing the short- or based on TSP measurements, as well as the

medium-term impacts of an annual change in PM10-based results for Bangkok and Santiago,
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are consistent with evidence from industrial Because there are far fewer dose-response

countries. studies for morbidity end-points due to
exposure to air pollution than for mortality

Estimates for Morbidity effects, the available meta-analytical estimates

In addition to premature mortality, another are less robust. (For some health end-points,
severe effectiof long-term prere moritynotr the morbidity estimates are based on only one
severe effect of long-term exposure to o w tde n r o rl ea
particulate matter is chronic bronchitis. This til Howevern as till bes ne

diseae clasifiationinclues avariey ofanalytical.) However, as %-ill be showsn be]ovv,
disease classification includes a variety of the morbidity effects account for more than

illnesses of different severity that tyvpically half of the overall burden of the health costs

involve the need to limit a number of activities, attributable to air pollution. The largest

take medications, and visit a doctor regularly portion of the morbidity costs falls on new

and that carry a high risk of hospitalization. cases of chronic bronchitis and respiratory

Abbey et al. (1991, 1993) found a statistically symptoms. More epidemiological studies

significant association between long-term quantifying these effects are therefore needed,

exposure to TSP and chronic bronchitis. When especially in developing countries where urban

converted to PM1 0 equivalence and the annual residents suffer from the highest levels of

base, a central change in chronic bronchitis exposure to particulates.

was estimated as 6.12 * 10-5 per ug/im3 PM10 .
Lower and upper changes in chronic bronchitis The epidemiological work is not yet sufficiently

(within a 95 percent confidence interval) are advanced to provide robust dose-response

3.06 * 10i and 9.18 * 10' (Ostro 1994). In functions for all the health effects of

valuing the health effects, the use of a central particulate matter or other pollutant-health

change estimate for chronic bronchitis means combinations. Some health effects identified
that this health state dominates the health for nitrogen dioxide (NO2 ) are linked to its

costs of air pollution, exceeding the social cost peaks rather than to annual average levels and

of premature mortality (see Chapter 4). Still, are beyond the scope of this rapid assessment.
the results are based on only one study, and in It is worth noting, however, that these effects
recognition of the inevitable uncertainty we are not significant for the overall valuation
use the lower estimate of 3.06*10-5 in ouT results, as will be seen in the next chapter.

analysis. More significant implications for damage

Dose-response functions can also be derived estimates are lnked to the decision not to
assess the health effects of ozone or lead in this

fosprmanoy lesserihealth admicssus RHA exercise. The ambient measurements of ozone
respiratory hospital admissions (RI-HA), are largelv not available, except for Santiago,
cardiovascular hospital admissions (CHA). whr zneesexedtentoa

emergency oom visits(ERV), beddisabitit w-here ozorne levels exceed thze national
emnergency room visits (ERV), bed disability standard on quite a few davs per year. The

days (BDD19), restricted activity days (RAD)1, indirect data, such as measured levels of NOs

asthma attacks (AA), acute respiratory or NO , indicate that ozone levels are unlikely

symptoms, and lower respiratory illness in to be high at the moment in the other cities.

children (LRI). This study uses a Adding ozone would require photochemical

comprehensive meta-analysis of these impacts modeling techniques that can be developed in

undertaken by Ostro (1994) and updated in further applications of the outlined approach.

Ostro (1996). Most of the morbidity end-points However, previous studies have indicated that

used in the study relate to particulate matter, the effects of ozone, relative to particles, are

with two morbidity effects of exposure to SO2 . small (Krupnick and Portney 1991).
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Table 3.4 Air pollution dose-response functions used in the study per g/rm3 change in the

annual mean level

Health effects PMo so02

Mortality (percentage change in the all- 0.084
cause mortality rate)

Chronic bronchitis 6.12
(per 1 00,000 adults) (3.06; 9. 1 8)a

Respiratory hospital admissions 1.2
(per 100,000 population)
Asthma attacks 3,260
(per 100,000 asthmatics)
Emergency room visits 23.54
(per 1 00,000 population)

Restricted activity days 5,750
(per 1 00,000 adults)
Lower respiratory illness in children 169
(per 100,000 children)

Respiratory symptoms 18,300

(per 1 00,000 adults)

Cough days 1.81
(per 1 00,000 children)

Chest discomfort days 1,000
(per 1 00,000 adults)

a. Avalue of 3.06 (lw estimate) was chosen forthis exercise.
Sources: Ostro (1994); Ostro et al. (I1998).

The effects of lead, by contrast, are likely to be concentration, the following formulas can be
substantial (see, for example, Schwartz 1994b; applied:
Lovei 1998). Therefore, the total burden on
public health of air pollution associated with A-Hi = bij * ]Aj * P (3.1)
fuel use is likely to be understated in this study,
particularly for such fuels as leaded gasoline, where A is "change in"; Hi is health impact i
which can significantly contribute to ambient per year; b_ is the slope of the dose-response
levels of lead and ozone.13 function odhealth effect i from exposure to

pollutant j per year; P is population exposed to
Summary of Health Impacts the pollutant; and A. is ambient concentration

of pollutant]J.
The mortality and morbidity effects employed
in this paper are sumnarized in Table 3.4. For mortality, which is expressed as the

Quantification of health effectsfor a percentage change in mortality risk per unit
particular area increase in pollution, the expected change can

be calculated by:
To calculate the change in health effects
associated with a change in a pollutant AtH. = B * (0.01 * bij)* AA.* P (3.2)
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where B is the baseline mortality rate (for sources) of these pollutants exceeded annual
either total or disease-specific mortality). average values of 20 pg/m 3 for pM¶0 and 50

pg/m 3 for SO2. To further exercise caution and
Note that: rule out the possibility of overstating the

health effects from fuel burning, it was
AA. = max [0, Aj1 - max (A 0, j.)] (3.3) assumed that exposure to PM10 and SO2 below

these levels caused no health effect. If
where S. is the relevant threshold or air quality "background" concentrations were lower than
standard; AI0 is the initial (background) these "threshold" values, incremental
concentration of pollutant j; and A1

1 is the new concentrations from combustion sources that
concentration. were used in dose-response calculations were

reduced by the difference between the two
Resultsfor the six cities values.

Table 3.5 illustrates the health impacts For example, in Krakow total annual
attributed to the combined use of coal, concentrations are 58 pg/m 3 for PM¶0 and 65
petroleum, and fuelwood that have been Pg/m 3 for SO2. Background concentrations are
assessed for each of the six cities in the study 16 pg/m 3 for PMIO and 25 pg/m 3 for SO2. Fuel
on the basis of the above assumptions on dose- use is therefore estimated to contribute 42 ,g/
response relationships, exposed populations, m3 to PM1 0 levels and 40 pg/m 3 to SO2 levels.
atmospheric dispersion, and emissions levels.14 Table 3.5 shows that health effects are

calculated for 38 pg/m 3 (58 - 20) of PM1O and
According to formula (3.3), health effects were 15 pg/m 3 (65 - 50) of SO2 . In four of the cities
calculated for the entire range of incremental ambient levels of SO2 are well below 50 pg/m 3 .
concentrations of PM1O and SO2 attributable to (The exceptions are Shanghai and Krakow.) In
fuel burning only when "background" these cases no increase in exposure to SO2 from
concentrations (attributed to other, nonfuel fuel burning that would cause adverse health

Table 3.5 Health effects from fuel combustion: Six cities
Mumbai Shanghai Manila Bangkok Krakow Santiago

Population 12,000,000 13,452,000 8,900,000 5,894,000 825,000 5,236,000
Exposed population (percent) 80 70 80 80 80 80
Mortality rate per 1,000 population 10 7 7 7 10 6

Estimated change in exposure (pg/r 3)
Inhalable particulates (PM1o) 27 72 35 30 38 53
Sulfur dioxide (SO 2) 0 17 0 0 15 0

Health effects (cases)
Premature deaths 2,189 3,979 1,466 822 211 1,054
Respiratory hospital admissions 3,127 8,121 2,993 1,677 301 2,642
Asthma attacks 846,700 2,199,117 810,345 454,094 81,497 715,448
Emergency room visits 61,337 159,308 58,703 32,895 5,904 51,828
Restricted activity days 10,937,138 28,406,817 10,467,525 5,761,239 1,052,733 9,241,705
Lower respiratory illness in children 118,895 308,804 113,790 66,835 11,444 100,464
Respiratory symptoms 34,808,630 90,407,782 33,314,037 18,335,769 3,350,437 29,412,732
Chronic bronchitis 7,973 20,709 7,631 4,276 767 6,737
Cough days 0 764 0 0 48 0
Chest discomfort days 0 1,141,079 0 0 72,270 0

Source: Authors' calculations.
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impacts is assumed. This, however, does not health of SO2 is very small in comparison with

make any noticeable difference in the the effect of sulfates, which is reflected

valuation of social costs; the direct impact on through PMIO exposure.
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4 Valuation of Health Effects

Valuation of health effects is a critical death per million people per year. The
component in assessing the social costs of annualized cost of meeting the stricter
pollution: it allows the performance of cost- standards amounts to US$20 million per year,
benefit analysis of pollution control measures after allowing for the net saving on
and provides a basis for setting priorities for reconstruction in the aftermath of
actions. This chapter reviews valuation earthquakes.
approaches for premature death and illness
caused by air pollution. The question then is whether the government

(or the population) considers that the
Mortality expenditure of US$20 million per year is

Valuation of a statistical life justified in relation to a reduction in the risk of
mortality equivalent to the loss of 10 statistical

The effects of air pollution on mortality can be lives per year averaged over a period of 10 to
assessed by using the value of a statistical life 20 years. No one can be certain when or even
(VOSL). It is important to be clear as to what whether the reduction in lives lost to
the VOSL does and does not attempt to earthquakes will occur or who will turn out to
measure because the notion of valuing human be the beneficiaries of the stricter building
life is so controversial in public discussion. The standards. That is why we refer to the value of
VOSL does not purport to measure the a statistical life: the focus is on zvillingniess to
compensation that would be required by or pay (WTP) to reduce certain kinds of risk to
should be paid to an average person who dies which a particular population is exposed. If

in a road accident or a plane crash. Nor does it willingness to pay exceeds a value of US$2
imply how much a fatally ill average person million per statistical life, the benefits of
would agree to pay for a miracle of recovery, imposing the stricter building standards may
given such a choice. It is derived by be judged to exceed the costs that will be
considering a different problem. incurred. A much lower value per statistical

life would imply that the benefits of stricter
As an example, suppose that a government is building standards do not exceed the costs
trying to assess what kind of building involved, unless there are other considerations
standards should be satisfied in an area that is that have not been taken into account.
prone to intermittent but usually moderate
earthquakes and that has a total population of Everyday individual actions in which people
10 million people exposed to earthquakes. It is trade money for a small reduction in personal
estimated that a particular set of standards safety can be used to infer the value of a
will, on average, halve the number of deaths statistical life. A variety of valuation
from earthquake damage, from 2 deaths to 1 techniques has been used to estimate this
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value: labor-market (hedonic) studies, the estimates using the human capital approach in
contingent valuation method (CVM), and Table 4.1 with the WTP estimates of US$3.6
various types of market-based analysis. Labor- million-$4.8 million.) Although seemingly
market studies generally attempt to infer the straightforward, the application of the human
compensation required in exchange for the capital approach to developing countries can
increased risks associated with particular be problematic because of distorted wages,
occupations while standardizing for all other cross-subsidization of public services,
attributes of the job and the worker. The difficulties in valuing various homemaking
contingent valuation method asks individuals services, high unemployment rates, and so on.
hypothetical questions related to their Given the wide disparity between the two
willingness to pay for reductions in their risk of measures, it is preferable to concentrate on the
encountering particular hazards. The market- task of transferring the WTP estimates into the
based approach attempts to infer willingness context of lives lost through poor air quality in
to pay for reductions in risk from the purchase countries with different income levels.
of goods whose only purpose is to reduce the
risks confronting an individual. This paper attempts to stay on the conserva-

tive side within a range of reasonable estimates
The literature on the VOSL, or on willingness by using the lower value of US$3.6 million for
to pay to avoid a statistical premature death, is th us. willnes tolpa to avoid aistical

relativly welldevelopd, and everal nalyse the U.S. willingness to pay to avoid a statisticalrelatively well developed, and several analyses prmtedah.Tivlu,owe,cnad
have reviewed the emipirical estimates, which shouldube death. Thls value, however, can and

are mainly from the United States (see, for
example, Fisher, Chestnut, and Violette 1989; the benefit-transfer process, which involves a
Miller 1990; Viscusi 1992, 1993; TER 1995). The series of adjustments that are described below.
two most complete surveys of the existing Several uncertainties complicate the transfer
literature suggest a mean VOSL (in 1990 averal Wtainties into the transf
dollars) of US$3.6 million (IEI 1992) to US$4.8 of available WTP estimates into the context of
million (USEPA 1997). Note that these premature deaths caused by air pollution in
estimates are based not on an average for the developing countries. One problem is that the
entire literature but on a mean of the "best fit" existing results refer almost exclusively to lives
distribution for a very carefully screened group lost as a result of accidents at work rather than
of 26 studies from which flawed analyses have from air pollution. It is argued that those who
been excluded. Five of the 26 studies are CVM die in occupational accidents would have had
studies; the rest are labor-market (wage- many more remaining life years than those
differential) studies. who die as a result of poor air quality and that

those who are most at risk are already
There is also a substantial literature on the suffering from some underlying condition that
valuation of life that relies on the human capital may affect the values to be attached to their
approach. Human capital is the present value of lives. It is also argued that the contextual
future labor income. The human capital and effects are important and that the issue of
WTP approaches are not entirely unconnected. latency should be considered. Finally (and
In particular, theory shows that human capital most important in quantitative terms), the
provides a lower bound to WTP (see, for great difference in income levels between the
example, Cropper and Sussman 1990). surveyed U.S. populations and the "target"
However, the "consumer surplus" from living populations of the developing countries
can be shown to exceed human capital by requires a significant adjustment in the U.S.-
many times. (Compare the mortality cost based VOSL. Since the assumed VOSL
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determines the damage cost estimates that (Schwartz and Dockery 1992a). Other studies
emerge from air pollution studies, these issues that utilize age-specific mortality (except for
should be carefully interpreted in the Cropper et al. 1997) indicate that the great
approaches adopted for placing a monetary majority of deaths related to higher
value on the health outcomes of exposure to air concentrations of particulates occur in the
pollution. over-65 age category (Fairley 1990; Ostro et al.

1995; Saldiva et al. 1995; Sunyer et al.

Table 4.1 Human capital and mortality cost, by age, United 1996). Because death from air pollution
States reduces life years by less than 35 years on

Mortality cost average, the question is how a difference in

Number of life (1992 U.S. the age distributions of those involved in
Age group (years) years lost dollars) WTP studies and those primarily affected
Under 5 75 502,421 by pollution would change the respective

estimates of the VOSL.
5-14 68 671,889

There are two possible approaches for
15-24 57 873,096 adjusting the VOSL to better reflect the

25-44 42 785,580 preferences of those at most risk from air
pollution. The first is outlined by Moore

45-64 25 278,350 and Viscusi (1988), who present a study of

risk in the context of the labor market in
65 an ler0229which one of the explanatory variables is

All ages 1 2 143,530 not the risk of death but the expected loss

Note: Cost estimates are based on life expectancy at the time of death and of discounted life years. The discount
include labor force participation rates, average earnings, the value of home- factor is estimated within the context of
making services, and a6 percent discount rate used to convert figures into their the hedonic wage regression and is found
present-value counterparts.
Source: U.S. Institute for Health and Aging. to be in the region of 10 to 12 percent per

year. Comparison, for example, of the
health conditions, and remaining years of life for the average

the VOSL udryn respondent in labor market studies and the
average person in the over-65 age group in the

If age effects are important in determining the United States (35 and 10 years lost,
VOSL, and if the age profile of respondents to respectively) at a 10 percent discount rate
VOSL questionnaires does not match the age gives an adjustment factor of 0.64.
profile of those at risk from poor air quality,
the application of these VOSL estimates to the The other possibility is to use the results of
air pollution context will introduce a bias. studies in which the responses to WTP
Labor-market studies, from which VOSL questions are categorized by age group. The
estimates are usually drawn, measure adjustment factor would be the ratio of the
compensation for risk of instantaneous death VOSL estimates for the over-65 group to the
for people about 40 years old and thus value VOSL estimates for all replies. Jones-Lee,
approximately 35 years of life (Viscusi 1993). A Hammerton, and Philips (1985) found this
study of Philadelphia found that excess factor to be 0.75. The ratios, however, are at
mortality attributable to air pollution falls least as uncertain as the VOSL estimates, and
almost entirely on the 65 and older age group the range of potential ratios is very large.
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A particular benefit of the first approach, for approximately to 10 DALYs lost. This implies
the purposes of our analysis, is that it that the value per DALY in the United States is
addresses a concern regarding the uncertainty US$164,000 and that willingness to pay to
of transferring the results of dose-response avoid a premature death due to air pollution
studies into a different context, as highlighted should be scaled down to 45 percent (10/22) of
by the Cropper et al. (1997) study of air the mean VOSL, or a value of US$1.6 million.
pollution in Delhi. That study found that This is a far greater adjustment than the 64
although mortality risk due to exposure to percent based on a simple discounting of life
particulates (measured as total suspended years lost at a rate of 10 percent. The reasons
particulates, TSP) in Delhi is considerably for the difference are (a) use of a much lower
lower than in the United States, the number of discount rate when calculating DALYs; (b)

life years lost is similar. This result is not different social values assigned to a year of life
merely coincidental: the loss of a greater at different ages; and (c) different weights
number of life years per average death from air g
pollution occurs precisely because of the same given to healthy years and years lived with
age distribution of deaths and major mortality disability, which at older ages account for an
causes that may account for a lower air increased proportion of total years lost due to
pollution-related mortality risk for the entire premature death. The incorporation of the last
population. Thus, the use of the central factor into the DALY measure is important
estimate from PM10-based mortality studies, as because it addresses another issue in the debate
suggested in the previous section, in about the relationship between the mean VOSL
combination with adjustment of the VOSL for and the value of an average death caused by
number of life years lost, will result in a more air pollution: the willingness to pay of the
robust assessment of the mortality costs in chronically sick.
cases like that of Delhi.

It is widely believed that those who succumb to
Disability-adjusted life years (DALYs) the effects of poor air quality are likely to be

This volume further advocates alignment of suffering from some underlying health
the economic approaches to valuing sickness condition and that some number of acute
and premature death with the concept of deaths from exposure to particulates merely
disability-adjusted life years (DALYs), described represents the "harvesting effect." From the
in Box 4.1. The VOSL obtained from labor- perspective of our approach to adjusting the
market studies can be combined with the mean VOSL, the issue of underlying health
corresponding number of DALYs lost in order conditions translates into the question of
to estimate the implicit value per DALY. The whether people who die from air pollution
respective VOSL is then adjusted by use of an causes have more severe disabilities (across all
average number of DALYs lost in air pollution health states) than other people from the same
studies (as well as in any other specific study). age group (65 and older for rich countries) and

thus whether the number of DALYs lost
According to the age distribution of DALYs, the associated with such a death would be smaller
VOSL from U.S. labor market studies that than for an average death from this age group.
represent people about age 40 corresponds to Unfortunately, there is no information on
22 DALYs lost, while an average death at age which to base a definite answer, but the
65 (assumed to be a mean age of those fatally difference is unlikely to be nearly as substantial
affected by particulates) corresponds as for the mean VOSL.
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Box 4.1
Measuring the Burden of Disease: The Concept of DALYs

DALYs (disability-adjusted life years) are a standard measure of the burden of disease. The concept combines
life years lost due to premature death and fractions of years of healthy life lost as a result of illness or disability.
A weighting function that incorporates discounting is used for years of life lost at each age to reflect the
different social weights usually placed on illness and premature mortality at different ages. The combination of
discounting and age weights produces the pattern of DALYs lost by a death at each age. For example, the
death of a baby girl represents a loss of 32.5 DALYs, and a female death at age 60 represents 12 lost DALYs.
(Values are slightly lower for males.)

Several reservations about the use of DALYs are commonly cited. These should be clearly understood when
interpreting the estimates.

* Attention to differences among morbidity states is limited. DALY calculations do take into account the
duration, incidence, and prevalence of different gross stages of morbidity, following a scale of "severity"
within a disease. However, social, cultural, and economic contexts are not considered for the different dis-
abilities, and calculation problems for conditions with states of remission and relapse (such as cancer, ma-
laria, and hypertension) have not yet been resolved.

* DALYs apply age weighting, a practice that implies value differences within a community depending on the
age of onset of the disability or fatality. Alternative valuations have proposed (a) expenditure-sensitive age-
weighting, (b) weighting of the two age extremes that require the greatest caregiving, and (c) differential
weighting functions by gender or urban-rural residence.

* Of the nonhealth characteristics of the individual affected by a health outcome, only age and sex are consid-
ered. DALYs are blind to predisposing features that are biological (genetics), behavioral (smoking, drinking),
cultural (ethnicity, caretaking of elderly), or economic (access, ability to purchase pharmaceuticals, training
of medical
personnel).

* Classification of mortality by the underlying cause of death fails to consider either the compounding disabil-
ity status of comorbidity or the synergistic relationships among diseases. DALYs do not take into account the
contribution of one disease to an increase in risk for a second disease or a group of other diseases.

Despite these limitations, the use of DALYs as a measure of the burden of disease provides a consistent basis for
systematic comparison of total disease burdens across various populations and a tool for analyzing the cost-
effectiveness of alternative interventions designed to improve health and generate large improvements in the
health status of poor households in the developing world.

Source: Murray and Lopez (1996); see also World Bank (1993); Anand and Hanson (1997).

Contextual effects, latency effects, and the difference between risks posed by air pollution
valuation of changes in life expectancy and risks posed by traffic or occupational

accidents is that the former are involuntary.

by individuals on the avoidance of risk Increases in controllable risks are likely to
depends on the nature of the risk. Current prompt greater avertive activity, reducing the
VOSL estimates do not account satisfactorily exposure of the individual to the point at
for the characteristics of different risks. which the additional costs of the avertive
Moreover, most, if not all, estimates are behavior equal the expected benefits at the
calculated in the context of job- or transport- margin. This explains why an increase in
related risks, and these contextual differences controllable risks may be valued less than an
should certainly be considered when trying to increase in uncontrollable risks. The extent to
apply existing VOSL estimates to which this difference undervalues the cost of
environmental policy analyses. One major air pollution is uncertain.
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Another important characteristic of air other and by the population in each age group
pollution is that it often presents latent rather and adding the results (ASEP 1997). Generally,
than immediate risks. Cropper and Sussman this approach to valuing changes in life
(1990) convincingly demonstrate that expectancy attributable to long-term exposure
willingness to pay for a reduction in future to air pollution seems very promising. First, it
risks is to be discounted at the consumption addresses the uncertainties of adjusting, for the
rate of interest. An additional complexity is air pollution context, willingness to pay to
that in dealing with latent risks, it may be avoid contemporaneous risks at the prime age.
difficult to separate issues relating to the Second, it may be politically more acceptable
quantity of life from those relating to the to explicitly incorporate the value of a change
quality of life. Individuals may experience in average life expectancy into the design of
several years of pain before they die. environmental policies than to use the
Considering the pain and suffering of a politically sensitive VOSL.
prolonged terminal illness, one might expect
that the willingness to pay to reduce these risks The main problem here is the lack of empirical .
would be rather greater than for reducing risk evidence regarding willingness to pay for an
of death following an automobile accident. increase in life expectancy. All but a few

mortality valuation studies assess accidental
This issue of latency has particular importance death risks rather than latent risks that may
for air pollution studies in light of the findings cause a premature death many years from the
reviewed in the previous chapter showing that present. The first study that valued changes in
most premature deaths from particulate life expectancy-a contingent valuation survey
concentrations are from chronic rather than in Japan conducted by Johannesson and
acute disorders. The prevalence of latent Johansson (1996)-contains a large number of
effects of exposure to particulates over acute uncertainties that call for further research. A
effects, as revealed by chronic exposure recent CVM study by Krupnick et al. (1999),
studies, along with the controversy about also for Japan, proposes an approach to
valuing "harvested" deaths in the acute valuing mortality risks from air pollution that
exposure studies, has led to a search for involves contemporary risks for older people
another approach to measuring the effect of air and long-term risks for younger people.
pollution on human health and mortality risk. Whereas older people (over age 70) face an
Such an approach aims at quantifying and immediate risk of death from exposure (and an
valuing the changes in life expectancy of the immediate reduction of risk from a reduction
exposed population caused by variations in air in exposure), the WTP of younger persons
quality. It deals with both chronic effects and should reflect what a person would pay today
the "harvesting" effect by comparing the for afuture risk reduction. The study develops
average life expectancies of individuals and tests a valuation survey that recognizes
exposed to different concentrations of these two different types of risk. It reports a
particulates over a long period. much lower implied VOSL than that in most

labor-market analyses: US$551,000-$1,262,000
The life expectancy approach involves (a) for people under age 70, and US$288,000 for
estimating the change in life expectancy by age people over age 70.
group implied by the change in ambient
particulates; (b) establishing willingness to pay It is important to stress, however, that the
for the change in life expectancy by age group; results of valuing long-term latent effects and
and (c) multiplying these two values by each life expectancy are supposed to be used in
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combination with dose-response studies of likely to be a major component of willingness
chronic exposure. Thus, a possible decrease in to pay for reducing the risk of falling sick. As a
valuation parameters will be counterbalanced result, most of the existing work on valuing the
by a sharp increase in the magnitude of health health effects of air pollution uses a
impacts linked to air pollution (see Chapter 6). combination of the WTP approach (where

estimates are available) and the COT approach
The balance of evidence therefore allows us to (where WTP estimates are lacking).
infer that the use of an adjusted VOSL of
US$1.6 million in combination with a change The approach taken in this paper is
in mortality risk of 0.84 per 10 pg/m 3 change consistently to use WTP estimates to value a
in PM10 concentration, as implied by acute variety of morbidity outcomes. As this analysis
exposure studies, yields results that are points out, however, some of the costs of illness
prudent and are unlikely to overstate the may not show up in WTP estimates, either.
"true" social costs of mortality associated with Costs of health care borne by the public sector,
exposure to ambient particulates. This for example, will not be reflected in individual
inference is based on analysis of all major willingness to pay. Therefore, in future work on
uncertainties involved in the valuation of a morbidity costs, some components of COT
premature death from air pollution causes, as estimates may be used to supplement WTP
well as on a large body of other studies and estimates, to reflect the full costs to society.
approaches dealing with these issues. When reconciling COI and WTP estimates,

great care must be taken to avoid double-
Morbidity counting (see the discussion below).

Air pollution also affects human morbidity, Valuation of chronic bronchitis
and the valuation of illness and disability is
important for assessing the full social costs of Chronic bronchitis is the only morbidity end-
air pollution. The literature on willingness to point quantified in the previous chapter that
pay to avoid morbidity effects is limited in may last from the beginning of the illness
scope and is based entirely on U.S. data. An throughout the rest of the individual's life. The
alternative that is often employed for valuing valuation of this illness should therefore be
morbidity is the cost of illness (COI) approach, carried out separately from that of the other
which uses estimates of the economic costs of health effects related to air pollution. Two
health care and lost output up to recovery or studies provide estimates of willingness to pay
death. These comprise the sum of direct costs to avoid chronic bronchitis, using the CVM
(hospital treatment, medical care, drugs, and analysis: Viscusi, Magat, and Huber (1991) and
so on) and indirect costs-the value of output Krupnick and Cropper (1992). In establishing
lost, usually calculated as the wage rate the "best" estimate from these two studies, we
multiplied by lost hours and often using an followed the approach adopted in the recent
imputed wage for home services (see Cropper USEPA review of the costs and benefits of
1981). Although the COI approach is often cleaner air (USEPA 1997). The Viscusi, Magat,
viewed as easily applicable to any country, and Huber study uses a larger and more
subsidized or inadequate medical services and representative sample of the general
drug supplies in many developing countries population. However, it defines a case of
make it difficult to calculate the economic chronic bronchitis that is much more severe
costs of health care. More important, COI fails than an "average" case from the Abbey et al.
to account for the disutility of illness, which is (1993) study used to establish the dose-
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response relationship (see Chapter 3). Hence, activity, and mobility; and its duration. By
the USEPA report starts with willingness to pay these means, the conceptually appropriate
to avoid a severe case of chronic bronchitis, as WTP values can be obtained for each acute
described by Viscusi, Magat, and Huber (1991), morbidity impact that has been described in
and adjusts it downward to reflect a less severe the health status index literature and
case of pollution-related chronic bronchitis investigated in the air pollution literature,
and the elasticity of willingness to pay with given the established correlation between WTP
respect to severity. The latter is derived from values and QWB scores. This approach,
the Krupnick and Cropper (1992) study, which proposed by TER (1996), is followed and
estimated the relationship between willingness extended here. In making such extrapolations,
to pay and the severity level. This approach it is important to distinguish between acute
resulted in a mean willingness to pay of and chronic effects because the very fact of
US$260,000 (in 1990 dollars), which is irreversibility of a poor health state adds a
regarded as a reasonable value in relation to significant component that will not be
the COI estimates for chronic bronchitis captured by estimates of willingness to pay to
reported by Cropper and Krupnick (1990). avoid temporary acute disorders.
Specifically, the WTP estimate of US$260,000 is
from 3.4 to 6.3 times the full COI estimates, Once the relationship between the health
depending on age (30 to 60 years).1 5 status index and willingness to pay is found,

willingness to pay for any condition that can
It is important to keep a consistent ratio be described using the QWB score can be
between the VOSL and willingness to pay to predicted-even those conditions for which no
avoid a chronic illness. Since USEPA (1997) valuation experiments are available. This is a
uses a VOSL of US$4.8 million, whereas this potentially very useful application, since many
study adopts a lower estimate of US$3.6 health states for which no WTP values are
million, we downsized the willingness to pay available have been investigated in the
to avoid a new case of chronic bronchitis epidemiological literature. The procedure for
accordingly and used the base value (before estimating the predicted willingness to pay for
adjustment for income) of US$195,000 in our avoiding morbidity end-points identified in the
calculations. air pollution literature is described in Annex C.

Valuation of acute morbidity effects Table 4.2 compares predicted WTP with the

Proceeding initially on the assumption that all WTP estimates encountered in the
the costs associated with morbidity effects are epidemiological literature. The table also
privately borne, one solution for dealing with includes two COI-based measures for
the paucity of WTP literature and the respiratory hospital admissions (RHA) and
inadequacy of COI literature is to integrate the emergency room visits (ERV).16 The divergence
health status index literature with the between the predicted and published WTP
available WTP literature. The health status values is small in most cases. However, the
index literature attempts to measure COI exceeds predicted WTP for ERV and RHA
individuals' perceptions of the quality of well- (although the COI values do fall within their
being (QWB) on a scale ranging from 0 (death) respective confidence intervals). This finding
to 1 (perfect health). Any health state can be may well reflect the existence of large publicly
evaluated by considering its impact on various borne costs associated with hospital treatment
symptoms; its effect on social activity, physical or mandatory sick pay.
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The private and the social costs of illness The ideal solution to the problem of the
The use of individual willingness topaytopublicly borne costs of ill health would be to

The se o indvidul wilingess o pa todecompose individual WTP into its constituent
avoid particular health states (as advocated in

parts (disutility of illness, loss of earnings, andthe preceding sections) becomes problematic treatment costs). The disutility of illness
when it is recognized that some of the costs of element could be e inedlby rferenest
health care are borne by the public sector. element could be explamed by reference to
These costs are not reflected in individual symptoms and then valued by means of
willingness to pay No rational individual surveyed or predicted WTP. The remaining
would .willingn t o rationalpindivide ual elements (treatment costs and loss of earnings)

wol ewiln o nu xpniue oaod could be estimated separately and added to the
falling sick simply because of the costs to thev 2 . ~~~~~~~~~~pure utility costs. The currently availablestate or the person's employer. The social costs evidece howeve makeno attemptlt
of ilness comprise the private willingness to idecompose WTP into different motivations.
pay plus the publicly borne costs. The COI, by Mechaicll adding difant mayiresu
contrast, includes treatment cost plus loss of isutanial douleCOunt In thi sudy

earnngs,althugh ot te diutilty fom i substantial double-counting. In this studyearnings, although not the disutility from
we simply use the predicted WTP estimates

illpnessItis clear, ethe efore tat se used that correspond to the privately borne costs of

supplement WTP estimates and so reflect the morbidity effects and can be viewed as a lower

full costs to society. A similar problem occurs bound to the full social costs.
when private insurance is available for the Income Effects
costs of health care and loss of earnings in the
event of prolonged illness. An individual who A major uncertainty that complicates the
has already purchased insurance will discount application to developing countries of WTP
loss of earnings and health care costs in estimates for industrial market economies
determining individual willingness to pay to arises from differences in income levels. One of
avoid the health impact. These costs are paid the fundamental issues in valuing the
by the insurance company or are shared across reductions in risk is that willingness to pay
a larger group of people. Both problems are rises with income. Since the existing VOSL
significant; for example, in the United States 68 estimates are taken almost exclusively from
percent of all health-related expenditures is the United States, there is a clear need to adjust
paid by third parties (Chestnut and Violette the VOSL for income effects before applying
1984). the results to developing countries.

Table 4.2 Comparison of economic values for morbidity effects

Predicted WTP
Duration Study Value (1990 (1990 U.S.

Morbidity effect Study (days) type U.S. dollars) dollars)
Respiratory hospital Cropper and Krupnick (1990) 9.5 COI 6,589 4,302
admission

Emergency room Rowe et al. (I1986) I COI 220 131
visit

Bad asthma day Rowe and Chestnut (1985) 9.5 WTP 525 324
Cough day Tolley et al. (I 986) I WTP 32 44
Eye irritation Tolley et al. (I1986) I WTP 35 42

Source: Compiled by 0. Maddison.
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The most general way of adjusting for makes a difference of nearly 20 times in the
differences in income levels is to calculate income adjustment for India. Furthermore, the
country-specific valuations for country j using VOSL for the United States that we have used
the formula: is equivalent to about 160 times the average

per capita U.S. gross national product (GNP) in
log(Vk) = r log(Yk/YUS) + log(VUS) (4.1) 1990. Applying equation (4.1) by using average

per capita GNP for Yk and the elasticity of 0.7
where Yk and YUS are the per capita incomes of gives ratios for (VOSL/Yk) of over 300 for
country k and the United States; Vk and Vus are Poland, over 400 for the Philippines, and over
valuation parameters for health end-points in 500 for India in 1993. The implication that the
country k and the United States; and r is the relative willingness to pay for reductions in the
income elasticity of the relevant willingness to risk of mortality in India is more than three
pay. times the U.S. level seems an extremely strong

and probably counterintuitive assumption.
The literature on the income elasticity of
willingness to pay for reducing the risk of It is more reasonable to infer that estimates of
damage to health is, however, extremely the income elasticity of willingness to pay to
sparse. There appears to be only a few avoid risks of death or ill health are not robust
empirical analyses in the literature that to large income differentials, on the grounds
investigate the income elasticity of willingness that these estimates refer to cross-sectional
to pay for reductions in risk. Loehman and De differences in income within a country or a
(1982) estimate an income elasticity in a range group of similar countries and should not be
between 0.26 and 0.6 in their study of applied to vast differences across countries. To
willingness to pay to avoid respiratory maintain a degree of conservatism in this
symptoms associated with air pollution in valuation exercise, we have thus chosen to
Tampa; Florida. Jones-Lee, Hammerton, and assume a higher income elasticity of 1 for both
Philips (1985) point to a rather low elasticity of the VOSL and morbidity cost estimates, so that
around 0.4. Biddle and Zarkin (1988) infer an attention is focused purely on differences in
income elasticity of willingness to pay of 0.7, income.
whereas Viscusi and Evans (1990) suggest a
much higher income elasticity of 1.1. Because There is also an issue of whether income in
the standard errors associated with these developing countries should be measured in
estimates are not available, a simple average of U.S. dollars at a market exchange rate or with
the studies yields an income elasticity of 0.65. A the use of a purchasing power parity (PPP)
recent study of the relation between income conversion rate when transferring the VOSL
and the VOSL from wage-differential studies in estimates from industrial countries.
industrial countries found a mean elasticity of International comparison of a variety of
0.55 (Day 1999). By comparison, cross- development indicators for a large number of
sectional analysis of per capita expenditures in countries found, for example, that PPP-based
the 1980 International Comparisons Project estimates of per capita gross domestic product
found an income elasticity of demand for (GDP) provide much better explanations of
medical goods and services of 1.05. variations in key health indicators, such as life

expectancy and infant mortality, than income
It is important to note the acute sensitivity of measured at a market exchange rate (see
the social costs of ill health to the value of this Summers and Heston 1995). PPP-based
parameter. Using an elasticity of 0.4 or 1.1 estimates of GDP are, however, often criticized
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as not very reliable for developing countries. In International Comparisons of Health Costs
this study, all incomes are converted to U.S. and DALYs
dollars using the respective market exchange High income elasticity and great income
rates. It is worth noting that the use of PPP- disparities complicate cross-country analysis
based estimates, which is advocated in a of the health costs of air pollution when these
number of studies (for example, Markandya are expressed in monetary terms. For example,
1991; ASEP 1997), would considerably increase air pollution from fuel burning causes three
the social costs of mortality and morbidity, times more premature deaths in Shanghai than
especially in low-income countries such as in Santiago, but the monetary damage is larger
India or China (see Chapter 6). for Santiago, which has the highest income

level in the sample. One way of comparing the
Additional evidence that the use of an severity of air pollution across cities and
elasticity of 1 in combination with market countries is to present the health costs as a
exchange rates for converting incomes into share of respective incomes (average city
U.S. dollars is likely to yield very conservative income or country GDP per capita). Another
results for developing countries comes from approach is to use the concept of disability-
recent studies on willingness to pay to avoid adjusted life years (DALYs), explained in Box

respiratory illness in Bangkok (Chestnut, Ostro, 4.1, above.
and Vichit-Vadakan 1997) and Taiwan, China An aggregate measure such as DALYs is able to
(Alberini et al. 1997; Alberini and Krupnick reduce all health effects-mortality and
1998). The results suggest that as a share of various morbidity end-points-to one
income, willingness to pay to prevent a denominator. In this it is similar to the
respiratory illness tends to be higher in both economic valuation procedures, but it is
studies than similar estimates in the United independent of income. Expression of the
States, and thus the income elasticity of health burden of air pollution in DALYs has
willingness to pay to avoid illness is well below 1. also the advantage of direct comparison with

the overall burden of disease in developing
Finally, a recent wage differential study for countries, as well as with diseases from other
India found a VOSL ranging from US$150,000 major environmental causes (e.g., water-
to US$360,000 (Simon et al. 1999). This is a related diseases). This is possible because of the
much higher value than the US$50,000 that significant amount of work by public health
can be derived by scaling down the U.S. VOSL specialists on generating DALY estimates for
by the difference in incomes (GDP per capita), various countries.

measured at a market exchange rate, although In this exercise we have attempted to express
it is quite consistent with the use of an the health burden of fuel combustion in
elasticity of 0.65. The use of the PPP exchange DALYs. For mortaLity due to air pollution
rate for converting Indian GDP per capita to causes, the approach is straightforward: use of
U.S. dollars yields a compatible estimate of 10 DALYs lost per death, a value that
US$360,000 for the VOSL in India. The latter corresponds to an average death at the age of
finding, together with other evidence, suggests 65 in the United States and was used to scale
that the use of a PPP exchange rate with an down the respective VOSL. Converting air-
elasticity of 1 or slightly higher may be a better pollution-induced morbidity to DALYs is a
approach. tougher challenge because of the lack of
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literature relating morbidity end-points valuation that was consistently adopted in this

assessed in air pollution dose-response studies exercise enabled us to assign DALYs to

to lost DALYs. morbidity outcomes caused by air pollution.
The approach used was to adjust the number of

An important message from this review of DALYs assigned to the mortality outcome

valuation approaches is an evolving proportionally to the ratio between the value

convergence between the methods for of an air pollution-related death and valuation

assessing the burden of ill health being devised parameters for morbidity effects.

by economists and by public health specialists.
This is evident from the attempt to combine Results for the Six Cities
the measure of DALYs with the age- and
context-specific VOSL and the integration of Table 4.3 contains the base valuation

willingness to pay to avoid illness with the parameters for all health states adopted in this

health status index. This integrative tendency study for U.S. 1990 GNP per capita

should receive further support, as it promotes (US$21,790). Table 4.4 shows the social costs of

greater acceptance of the aggregate measures these health outcomes and the values per case
of the burden of disease, provides for in U.S. dollars for each of the six cities, after

consistent assessment of environmental health adjustment for income differences with the

priorities, and unites public efforts to reduce United States. Table 4.5 converts these health

the risk of exposure to environmental hazards. outcomes into loss of DALYs. Note the
difference in the ranking of the cities by the

The close link between health status in the monetary values of the health costs and by the

public health literature and economic health burden expressed in DALYs.

Table 4.3 Base values for health effects used in the study (for the U.S. income level, 1990)

DALYs lost per WTP-based monetary value
Health status 10, 000 cases per case (1990 U.S. dollars)

Premature death 100,000 1,620,000

Chronic bronchitis 12037 195,000

Respiratory hospital admission 264 4,225

Asthma attack 4- 63

Emergency room visit 3 126

Restricted activity day 3 53

Lower respiratory illness in children 3 44

Respiratory symptoms 3 44

Cough day 3 44

Chest discomfort day 3 50

Source: Authors' calculations.
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Table 4.4 Social costs of health damages from fuel use: Six cities
Mumbai Shanahai Manila Bangkok Krakow Santiago All six cities Percent

Population 12,000,000 13,452,000 8,900,000 5,894,000 825,000 5,236.000 46,307,000
Average income (U.S. dollars per 450 980 1,425 3,225 2,712 3,487 1.528
capita)

Unit values (U.S. dollars per case)
Premature death 33,456 72,859 105,943 239,766 201,626 259,245
Respiratory hospital admission 88 192 280 633 532 684
Asthma atack 1 3 4 9 8 10
Emergency room visit 3 6 8 19 16 20
Restricted activity day 1 2 3 8 7 8
Lower respiratory illness in children 1 2 3 7 5 7
Respiratory symptoms 1 2 3 7 5 7
Chronic bronchitis 4,027 8,770 12,752 28,861 24,270 31,205
Cough day 1 2 3 7 5 7
Chest discomfort day 1 2 3 7 6 8

Health costs (thousands of U.S
dollars)
Premature deaths 73.226 289,930 155,347 197,012 42,477 273,291 1,031,283 39
Respiratory hospital admissions 276 1,561 837 1,061 160 1,807 5,703 0
Asthma attacks 1,102 6,231 3,339 4,234 639 7,213 22,757 1
Emergency room visits 160 903 484 613 93 1,045 3,297 0
Restricted activity days 11,971 67,712 36,281 45,192 6,944 78,383 245,484 9
Lower respiratory illness in children 108 611 327 435 63 707 2,252 0
Respiratory,symptoms 31,630 178,907 95,860 119,405 18,348 207,101 651,251 25
Chronic bronchitis 32,109 181,617 97.312 123,412 18,626 210,238 663,314 25
Cough days 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 0
Chest discomfort days 0 2,540 0 0 445 0 2,986 0

Total health costs 150,580 730,014 389.787 491,366 87,795 779.787 2.629,329 100

Source: Authors' calculations.

Table 4.5 Health burden of fuel use: Six cities
Mumbai Shanghai Manila Bangkok Krakow Santiago All six cities Percent

Population 12,000,000 13,452,000 8,900,000 5,894,000 825,000 5,236,000 46,307.000
Average income 450 980 1,425 3,225 2.712 3,487 1,528

(US. dollars per capita)

Health burden (DALYs)
Premature deaths 21,887 39,793 14,663 8,217 2,107 10,542 97.209 41
Respiratory hospital admissions 83 214 79 44 8 7 498 0
Asthma attacks 329 855 315 177 32 278 1,986 1
Emergency room visits 48 124 46 26 5 40 288 0
Restricted activity days 3,578 9,294 3,425 1,885 344 3,024 21,549 9
Lower respiratory illness in 32 84 31 1 8 3 27 196 0
children
Respiratory,symptoms 9,454 24,555 9,048 4,980 910 7,989 56,936 24
Chronicbronchitis 9,597 24,927 9,185 5,147 924 8,110 57,891 24
Cough days 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Chest discomfort days 0 349 0 0 22 0 371 0

Total DALYS 45.009 100,195 36.792 20,494 4.354 30.079 236,923 tOO

Source: Authors' calculations.
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C) Climate Change Effects

This chapter summarizes evidence from a simple relationship is utilized to link visibility
diverse body of studies that have attempted to range with the mass of particulates in the
value local nonhealth, regional, and global atmosphere. By linking this equation with the
climate effects. equation on willingness to pay for

improvements in visibility range, it is possible
Local Nonhealth Effects to infer WTP for a unit reduction in

Apart from its impact on health, air pollution particulates insofar as the effect of the
is blamed for damaging buildings, soiling reduction on visibility range is concerned. This
clothes and historic monuments, and reducing results in a marginal damage function that,
visibility. These costs are thought to be small in unusually, is downward sloping: people are
relation to the health-related costs. The main willing to pay less to reduce particulate
difficulties in valuing them are lack of concentrations when visibility is already badly
knowledge concerning the relevant income impaired. It is further assumed that visibility is
elasticities of willingness to pay (WTP) to a "luxury good." Both considerations suggest
avoid these effects and doubts about the that WTP in highly polluted cities in
methodologies underlying those studies that developing countries will be low.
have been undertaken-whether they measure
true WTP or some upper or lower bound on it. Soiling

Visibility A variety of methodologies has been employed
to derive dollar values for the role of

For visibility, the problem is to disentangle particulates in soiling. Some, such as
WTP motivated by the desire to improve methodologies based on the contingent
visibility from WTP arising from other, more valuation method and the household
general, motives. The procedure is to meta- production function approach, attempt to
analyze the literature on willingness to pay for measure WTP. Others, such as those based on
an increase in visibility range in such a way as observed cleaning frequencies, seek to estimate
to distinguish between studies that deal with a lower bound: since the cost of achieving a
the problem of "embedding" and those that do given degree of cleanliness increases with
not. Embedding refers to the difficulty that particulate concentrations, the individual
people encounter when trying to isolate one rationally "buys" less cleanliness. Hence the
motive from a group of possible motives observed increase in cleaning expenditures is a
underlying their WTP. This analysis indicates lower bound on VVTP. A problem to be
that a number of studies should be discounted considered is that the cost of cleaning includes
for policy purposes because they fail to isolate own-labor, not just the cost of cleaning
visibility impacts from more general impacts materials. Studies that attempt to estimate
such as health effects and soiling. Next, a WTP on the basis of purchases of cleaning
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commodities alone may yield lower estimates the health damage and global climate costs.
than those based on increases in cleaning These nonhealth damages are much smaller
frequency if the cleaning tasks are valued at than health costs (about one-sixth of the
commercial rates. The income elasticity of latter). This estimate is consistent with other
expenditure on cleaning materials is comparisons of health and nonhealth damages

determined from international expenditure or benefits (e.g., Burtaw et al. 1997; USEPA

1997). It is worth noting that the estimates of

Materials damage damages from reduced visibility, soiling, and
corrosion are based on rather old studies that

For damage to buildings and structures, the
approach taken is to observe the maintenance macent quite of mpar th the very
cycle for various building components and to recent studies of health impacts and climate
associate this cycle with a critical degree change costs used in this analysis.
of surface recession of the material.
Dose-response functions are available Table 5.1 Base values for local nonhealth effects used in the

for different materials to indicate the study
length of time before a component needs Ambient Monetary value per
to be replaced. The effect on component Pollutant and level person per pg/m3

lifetimes of changes in the level of air physical impact (Pg/m3 ) (1990 U.S. dollars)
pollution, and hence on annual Total suspended
replacement costs, can then be particulates
calculated. This approach can be shown Visibility 50 0.80
to yield a lower bound on materials 150 0.30
damage: since a reduction in air 200 0.20
pollution is likely to reduce the costs of 250 0.10
achieving a given standard of Soiling 0.50
maintenance, more maintenance Sulfur dioxide (SO)
services and a higher standard of repair, Corrosion 0.45
would be desired. This leads to gains- Nitrogen oxides (NOJ)
over and above those suggested by the Corrosion 0.20
replacement cost approach. Damage Note: Values are for the U.S. income level in 1990. They are adjusted for individual

costs per unit of air pollution are derived cities according to the difference between the city's income per capita and 1990
U.S. GDP per capita, using the following elasticities: for visibility, 1: for soiling,

by taking average damage costs in 0.9; and for corrosion, 0.65. See Annex D for details. Values may be converted

industrial countries and dividing by from TSP to PM, oby multiplying them by 1.8.

average air pollution monitor readings. Source: Authors' calculations.

These expenditures are adjusted to
account for differences in the "acceptable" Transboundary and Ecosystem Effects
degree of materials damage in developing
countries and for differences in the stock of Dose-response functions exist for ozone, which
building materials at risk. is widely held to be the most important

pollutant for crop damage. For damage to

Table 5.1 contains the proposed quantifications forests linked either to ozone damage or to wet
for all these effects, which are further or dry acidic deposition, dose-response
explained in Annex D. Table 1.3, in Chapter 1, functions exist but are simplistic. Knowledge
shows, for each city, nonhealth damages to the concerning damage to aquatic life is similarly
local population from fuel use, together with limited. As in the case of forests, the damage is
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likely to involve not only commercial losses but (typically, global average temperatures relative
also diminished recreational use and nonuse to preindustrial levels). Other work has
benefits. Acid rain damages buildings and attempted an aggregation of region-specific
historic monuments, but there is not enough damages based on regional models of impacts
information to permit the valuation of this on agriculture and sea level. The valuation of
damage at present. climate change impacts is reviewed in the 1995

report of the Intergovernmental Panel on
A characteristic of much transboundary Climate Change (Pearce et al. 1996), and
pollution is that the damage so caused depends several more estimates have been produced
intimately on the characteristics of the location since then. This recent work suggests that once
in which the pollution is deposited. For these adaptation to climate change has occurred, the
reasons, cost estimates for acid rain damage losses of marketed goods (timber, agricultural
cannot credibly be transferred-certainly not produce, and so on) may be changed into gains,
from temperate to tropical or subtropical at least in the United States (Mendelsohn and
zones. The damages depend too much on Neumann 1999). The USEPA estimates a range
species tolerance and soil characteristics, and of damage for marketed goods of -2.0 to +1.2
considerably less is known about these percent of U.S. gross national product (GNP)
conditions in the developing world than in by 2080. These estimates exclude nonmarket
industrial countries. Moreover, social and impacts and are based on different
cultural differences between countries suggest assumptions about climate sensitivity, rates of
that the transfer of values relating to damage warming, and vulnerability Similar work
inflicted on the stock of cultural heritage could (Maddison 1997) suggests that the amenity
be very difficult. Nonetheless, although rapid value of climate change may be substantial in
assessment of transboundary impacts using many northern countries.
figures taken from rich countries located in
temperate zones is somewhat lacking in Notwithstanding their current shortcomings,
credibility, the available evidence suggests that these global damage functions can be used to
these impacts are likely to be small in relation derive corresponding shadow price estimates
to other impacts occurring within large, of the marginal emissions of greenhouse gases
densely populated cities (see, for example, EC (GHGs). This derivation involves use of
1995; Burtaw et al. 1997). integrated assessment (IA) models. IA

modeling exercises combine knowledge from
Global Climate Change different disciplines to determine how

Despite the effort that has gone into emissions of GHGs are transformed into GHG
researching the effects of potential climate concentrations in the atmosphere and how
change, the possible impacts remain highly rapidly these bring about the changes in
uncertain. Most estimates have been derived climate that cause damages. The results of
largely by enumerating the impacts of climate several such IA models, in terms of the shadow
change on the United States, placing monetary price of carbon emissions that they predict, are
values alongside these impacts, and given in Table 5.2. It is important to note that
aggregating up to the rest of the world on the different shadow price estimates emerge from
basis of shares of gross domestic product model experiments involving different policy
(GDP), population, or length of coastline. This contexts, quite independent of the structure
yields a "global damage function" in which and parameterization of the IA model. Shadow
losses to world GDP are held to be some price estimates derived from cost-benefit
function of an index of global climate change analysis of climate change yield estimates of
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current-value marginal damage evaluated Several factors explain the variability of the

along the socially optimal level of abatement estimates in Table 5.2. First, the effect of

(see, for example, Cline 1993). By contrast, the different discount rates is shown by the values

marginal damage estimates present the current of p, the utility discount rate. This rate
value of marginal damage assessed on the discounts future utility, and it is usual to add it

assumption that no abatement is undertaken to the rate for discounting future income

(see, for example, Fankhauser 1994, 1995). (consumption). Controversy surrounds the
These estimates are naturally-higher, since the value of p, since some authors regard utility

stock of emissions accumulates faster in the discounting as illicit; that is, they set p = 0. The

latter models. Whichever model is appropriate effect is easily seen by comparing Fankhauser's
depends on the policy context, but, as Table 5.2 estimates with utility discount rates of 0 and 3

shows, the difference in the results between percent; the difference is a factor of 9 in the
these two approaches appears to be small. damage estimate. The discount rate partly

Table 5.2 Estimates of marginal damage costs from global warming or of marginal primary benefits from

optimal control of warming (U.S. dollars per ton carbon; base year prices, 1990)

Study 1991-2000 2001-10 2011-20 2021-30

Nordhaus (I 991) 7.3 7.3
Nordhaus (1994)
With p = 0.03, best guess 5.3 6.8 8.6 10.0
With p = 0.03, expected value 12.0 18.0 26.5

Nordhaus (1998) 5.0 7.1 9.3 11.7
Fankhauser (1995)
With p = 0, 0.005, 0.03 20.3 22.8 25.3 27.8
WithP = 0 48.8 - 62.9

With P = 0.03 5.5 - 8.3

Cline (1993)
With s = 0 5.8-124 7.6-154.0 9.8-186 11.8-221.0
Peck and Teisberg (1992)
With p = 0.03 10.0-12.0 12.0-14.0 14.0-18.0 18.0-22.0
Maddison (1994) 5.9-6.1 8.1-8.4 11.1-11.6 14.7-15.2
Eyre et al. (1997)
With s = 0 142.0 149.0
With s = I 73.0 72.0
With s = 3 23.0 20.0
With s = 5 9.0 7.0

With s = 10 2.0 1.0
Tol (I 999) 11.0 13.0 15.0 18.0

Roughgarden and Schneider (I 999): 5.0-I I 6.0-13 8.0- 16.0 10.0-21.0
lower bound = Nordhaus; upper
bound = Tol

Note: p = utility discount rate; s = the overall discount rate. Eyre et al. estimates are for 1995-2004 and 2005-2014; the estimates
here exclude equity weighting. Roughgarden and Schneider's ranges derive from inserting the models of Fankhauser (1995), Cline
(I1992), Titus (I1992) and Tol (I1995) into Nordhaus's Dynamic Integrated Climate Economy (DICE) model framework. The upper end
of the range should, strictly speaking, coincide with the marginal damage estimates in Tol (I1999). Note also that the table shows the
considerable sensitivity of estimates to the discount rates.
Source: Pearce (2000).
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explains Cline's large range, but his estimates Fankhauser, Tol, and Pearce (1997, 1999); Tol,
also reflect very high estimates of damage and Fankhauser, and Pearce (1996, 1999).
a very long-term time horizon. The "central"
estimates are surprisingly similar. For 1991- Overall, marginal damages of US$5-$22 per ton
2000 the damage estimate is around US$7-$15 carbon (in 1990 dollars) for 1991-2000 and
per ton carbon, but the Eyre et al. estimates are US$6-$25 per ton carbon after 2000 seem
about twice that figure. Interestingly, the most defensible as a central range. This volume
recent studies, by Tol and Nordhaus, suggest chooses an estimate of US$20 per ton carbon for
damage estimates lower than those previously the year 1993 (equivalent to US$18.20 in 1990
estimated, although Nordhaus's estimate is dollars), which corresponds to the higher end of
fairly constant, at US$6-$9, taking his the proposed range. Because of significant
preferred "best guess" (Nordhaus 1998; uncertainty, that value is not intended to reflect
Nordhaus and Boyer forthcoming). Tol's 1999 an upper bound on the possible damage from
paper is also probably the most careful recent GHG emissions, but it is far from being a
estimate. Fankhauser's model has considerable conservative estimate. The resulting damage
attractions because of its use of the discount cost estimates per ton of fuel are presented in
rate as a random variable. This is shown here Table 5.3. These marginal damage costs per unit
in the row with p = 0, 0.005, 0.03, that is, with a of fuel were applied directly to fuel use
probability distribution assumed for p taking inventory data for the six cities.
values of 0, 0.5, and 3 percent. Roughgarden
and Schneider (1999) review four studies of Table 5.3 Climate change damage costs associated
total damages: Titus (1992); Cline (1992); with different fuel products
Fankhauser (1995); and Tol (1995). Making
slight modifications to these damage estimates, Damage cost at
they derive damage functions that are then used Fuel US$20 per ton carbon
to produce optimal carbon taxes (marginal Hard coal 1 3.80/t
damage estimates), as shown in the final row Lignite 5.70/t
of Table 5.2. Briquettes 1 5.70/t

Coal gas 1 9.50/t
As pointed out above, Mendelsohn and Fuel oil 1 6.20/t
Neumann (1999) suggest net benefits for Distillate oil 16.50/t
impacts on the market sector in the United Diesel 16.50t
States, and Mendelsohn et al. (1996) suggest Gasoline 1 6.50/t
that this conclusion may hold true for the Liquefied petroleum gas 18. 1 0/t
world as a whole. This is not the position taken Natural gas 10. I 0/m3

here. Also ignored is the effect of equity Fuelwood 5.70/t
weighting on the estimates. For this debate, see Sources. IEAandOECD(1991); Pearceetal. (1996).

Azar and Sterner (1996); Azar (1999);
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Having followed a series of steps in Chapters 2 (SO2), and nitrogen oxides (NOX), normalized
through 5 and established links between the on a population of I million with an average
key parameters for damage assessment, we can per capita income of US$1,000 per person,
easily track these links back and quantify using the income elasticity of 1 for health
damages per unit of emissions or fuel use. The impacts and the following elasticities for
final results of this damage assessment exercise nonhealth impacts: for visibility, 1; for soiling,
are reported in Chapter 1. This chapter 0.9; and for corrosion, 0.65 (see Annex D).
provides complementary information not Other assumptions used in the table are the
given above, discusses the applicability to crude mortality rate (8 per 1,000 population),
other studies of the techniques, assumptions, for calculating mortality cost; shares in total
and findings of the assessment, and outlines population of children under 14 (27 percent)
further research and development needs. and of asthmatics (5 percent), for morbidity

cost; and the annual mean level of total
Shortcuts for Rapid Damage A.ssessment suspended particulates, TSP (150 pg/m'), for

The method described in the preceding visibility cost. It is also assumed that the PM1 O
chapters provides a quick guide for estimating mix is typical of that from fuel combustion.
the order of magnitude of damages from a
change in exposure to local pollutants. An immediate and rough assessment of

damages from urban air pollution in a
Table 6.1 shows the levels of various types of particular location (or of the benefit from
damages associated with a 1 microgram per reduction of pollution), can be obtained by
cubic meter (pg/mi3 ) change in exposure to multiplying the numbers in Table 6.1 by the
inhalable particles (PM 10 ), sulfur dioxide following values: (a) annual average exposure

Table 6.1 Suggested values of damages from (or benefits from reduction of) urban air pollution
(thousands of U.S. dollars perpg/m3 change in concentrations of local pollutants per I million people at
US$ 1 ,000 per capita income)

Cost of Cost of Nonhealth
I pg/rM3 change in: Health cost mortality morbidity cost Visibility Soiling Corrosion Total

PM'0- 1,116 500 660 81 25 56 1,240
Sulfur dioxide (SO2) 17 17 61 61 77
Nitrogen oxides (NO.) 27 27 27

Note: Assumes a crude mortality rate of 8 per 1.000 population; share in population of children under 14, 27 percent; share in population
of asthmatics, 5 percent (seeTable 6.2). Also assumes the following income elasticities: for health effects and visibility, i; for soiling, 0.9;
and for corrosion, 0.65.
a. The pollution mix (the chemical and size composition of PM 1 0) is assumed to be typical of that of fuel combustion emissions.
Source: Authors calculations.
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to the respective pollutants (measured in ,ug/ greatly across pollution sources and locations.
m3); (b) the exposed population (measured in Even when the height of the emission stack, as
milions of people); and (c) average income (in well as the characteristics of the exposed
thousands of U.S. dollars), with application of population, is taken into account, the impact of
the relevant income elasticities. 1 ton of a given pollutant depends on the

specific meteorological conditions in a given
Note that special care and adjustments should area. The difference in this impact is especially
be used when applying the values for health significant for small (low-stack) sources; the
damages from Table 6.1 to the range of PM10 impact from modern power plants (high-stack
concentrations based on ambient measurements sources) is more uniform. Table 6.3 illustrates
if the range is high (over 150 ,ug/m 3) or if a the ranges and average values for the six cities
substantial share of particles from nonfuel of the health damages attributable to 1 ton of
sources is present (see Chapter 3). local air pollutants emitted from different

sources (or the benefits from a reduction of 1

More accurate estimates will require ton of pollutants). As in Table 6.1, all values are
modification of the mortality rate and the normalized on a population of 1 million with
share of children in the population according an average income of US$1,000 per person,
to the local situation. Table 6.2 contains assuming an elasticity of 1, a crude mortality
estimates of the health costs attributable to rate of 8 per 1,000 population, and shares of
PMlo exposure for various typical values of children under 14 and of asthmatics of 27 and

10 exposure for various t~ical values of5 percent, respectively.
these parameters, with all other assumptions

as in Table 6.1. The selected values of the Table 6.3 can be used as a quick reference guide
parameters provide a midrange estimate of the to the plausible range of health damage
health costs (keeping all other variables estimates per ton of a local pollutant emitted
constant). Two other parameters used by some from different combustion sources. (As with
dose-response functions-share of asthmatics Table 6.1, the values in Table 6.3 should be
in the population (for health costs) and current adjusted for the exposed population and the
TSP levels (for visibility costs)-make no income level in a particular study.) It should be
noticeable difference to the total costs of local kept in mind, however, that a significant error
pollution. can be attached to the average values of

damages derived from this table unless the
Damages per ton of local pollutants are values are validated at each step in the
difficult to generalize because they vary damage assessment method. The error can be

Table 6.2 Health costs of changes in particulate concentrations under various assumptions concerning mortality
rate and age composition
(thousands of U.S. dollars per pg/rn3 change in PM10 per I million population at US$1,000 per capita income)

Share of children under age 14
Crude mortality rate
per l,000 population 0.25 0.27 0.30 0.35 0.40
6 1,045 1,034 1,019 994 969
7 1,107 1,097 1,082 1,056 1,031
8 1,170 1,160 1144 1,119 1,094
9 1,232 1,222 1,207 1,181 1,156
10 1,294 1,284 1,269 1,244 1,218

Note: Assumes share in population of asthmatics of 5 percent; income elasticity of I.
Source: Authors' calculations;
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Table 6.3 Health damages from (or benefits from reduction of) emissions of local air pollutants from various
combustion sources, estimated in the six-city study
(U.S. dollars per ton of local pollutants per I million population at US$ 1,000 per capita income)

I ton change in High stack (modern Medium stack (large Low stock (small boilers
emissions ofr power plants) industry) and vehicles)
PM,o

Range for six cities 20-54 63-348 736-6,435
Average 42 214 3,114

Sulfur dioxide

Range for six cities 3-8 10-56 121-1,037

Average 6 33 487

Nitrogen oxides

Range for six cities 1-3 3-13 29-236

Average 2 9 123
Source: Authors' calculations.

especially large for low- and medium-stack both through a direct increase in the ambient
sources, as the wide ranges in damages for levels of primary PM10 , SO2 , and NO, and
these sources demonstrate. It is therefore not through formation of secondary sulfates and
advisable to use values from Table 6.3 when
making a city-specific source apportionment of mtrates. The table illustrates that health costs
damages from low- and medium- stack amount to over 85 percent of total local
sources, such as vehicles, residential stoves, pollution costs and that the health burden
and industrial and commercial boilers. from PM1 O emissions far exceeds all other

items. Nearly 99 percent of the health costs is
Robustness of the Health Cost Estimates attributable to exposure to primary and

Table 6.4 shows the damage caused by secondary PM1O. Health damages from
combustion emissions of each local pollutant, emissions of SO2 and NOx are more than twice

Table 6.4 Local damage from emissions of various pollutants: Six cities

(millions of 1993 U.S. dollars)

All six Percent, Percentage
Mumbai Shanghai Manila Bangkok Krakow Santiago cities by type of totol

Health costs 151 730 390 491 88 780 2,629 100 86
From PMIoremissions 117 604 254 321 69 558 1,923 73 63
From sulfur dioxide emissions 20 107 65 64 15 102 374 14 12
Fromnitrogenoxideemissions 14 19 71 106 3 120 332 13 11

Nonheolth costs 22 96 101 74 9 112 414 100 14
From PM,,, emissions 6 36 16 20 4 32 114 28 4
From sulfur dioxide emissions 9 47 37 19 4 26 142 34 5
From nitrogen oxide emissions 7 14 47 35 1 53 159 38 5

Total local damage 173 826 491 565 97 891 3.044 100 100

Note: Numbers may not sum to totals because of rounding.
Source: Authors' calculations.
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the nonhealth damages caused by these in the United States and the countries of the
emissions and are almost entirely the result of European Union. The tests are performed for
their contribution to secondary particulates.17 the following main parameters or their

combinations (see Chapters 3 and 4 for a more
Health costs from exposure to PMIO clearly detailed explanation):
dominate the local environmental costs of fuel . Change in mortality risk (tests 2 and 3)
use. Our confidence in these estimates is * Change in the risk of chronic bronchitis
therefore the key to validating the results of (tests 4 and 5)
the analysis and the policy conclusions * Value of a statistical life (tests 6-12)
presented in Chapter 1 of this paper. The * Income elasticity of willingness to pay
choice of assumptions underlying our (WTP) for reducing health risks (tests 13-
calculations of health damages was extensively 16).
discussed in Chapters 3 and 4, where we also
pointed to major uncertainties and alternative In addition, for estimates 17-19 no value is
assumptions. Throughout the paper we have attached to mortality risk from exposure to
stressed that we are using a rather ambient PM10. Although this is not a plausible
conservative approach to quantifying the assumption,1 since evidence of the impact of
health costs of air pollution. Table 6.5 exposure to particulates on mortality is very
summarizes these arguments by showing how strong, it is given here for those who find the
our estimate of the health costs from a 1 ig/m 3 value of a statistical life (VOSL) concept too

change in PM10 exposure relates to other controversial. Note that tests 5, 8, 11, 12, 15, 16,
estimates that could be derived by using 18, and 19 assign alternative values for two or
alternative assumptions for the principal more of the parameters. Estimate 20 is a simple
parameters. average of all the other estimates and is

In Table 6.5 the values of the health costs are intended to show the order of magnitude of the

compared with the base value (test 1), which is health costs emerging from collective evidence
across major studies and assumptions.

derived on the basis of the assumptions
concerning dose-response and valuation
parameters summarized in Tables 3.4 and 4.3, All but two of the assumptions tested in Table
using an elasticity of 1 for income adjustment. 6.5 give a higher value of health costs than the
Each test specified in the second column of base value used in this study. One of the
Table 6.5 is performed under the condition that assumptions that results in a lower value for
all the other assumptions, except for those the health costs (21 percent lower than the
being tested, are the same as for the base value. base value) is the use of half of the VOSL for air
All estimates of health costs are normalized to pollution-related death that was adopted in
the same situation.as described above: a the study (test 10). This assumption reflects the
change in 1 pg/m3 exposure to PM10 for a most recent work on valuing latent mortality
population of 1 million with an average per risks from exposure to air pollution (see, for
capita income of US$1,000, a crude mortality example, Krupnick et al. 1999), as opposed to
rate of 8 per 1,000 population, and a share of valuing immediate risks, as has been done in
children in the population of 27 percent. labor-market studies. Although this approach

implies a significantly lower VOSL, it is to be
Most of the alternative assumptions are applied with a much higher dose-response
commonly used by other air pollution function for mortality, based on chronic
valuation studies or policy analyses, including exposure studies (see Chapter 3). When
analyses that underlie air quality regulations mortality risk estimates that take account of
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Table 6.5 Variations in health costs under various assumptions (thousands of U.S. dollars per I pglrm3 change in
PMIo per 1,000,000 population at US$1,000 per capita income level)

Test Percentage change
number Assumptions Health costs from base value

I Base 1,159 0
2 Mortality change of I ,8 14 57

1.94 percent
3 Mortality change of 3,158 172

4.2 percent
4 Central estimate for 1,433 24

chronic bronchitis (6.12)'

5 2 and 4 combined 2,087 80
6 Base VOSL of US$3.6 2,231 92

without adjustment for
DALYs

7 VOSL of US$4.8 million 2,140 85
without adjustment for
DALYsb

8 VOSL of US$4.8 million 2,596 124
without adjustment for
DALYs, plus 4b

9 VOSL of US$4.8 million I ,417 22
with adjustment for
DALYs

10 50 percent of the base 910 -21 Note. VOSL, value of a statistical life. The base
VOSL after adjustment value assumes a crude mortality rate of B per

1,000 population; share in population of chil-
for DALYsc dren under 14, 27 percent; share in popula-

11 50 percent of the base 1,237 7 tion of asthmatics, 5 percent; and income elas-
VOSL after adjustment ticity ofl.

for DALYs, plus 2c a.Thecentral estimateforchronicbronchitis,

12 25 percent of the base i ,284 11 from Ostro (I994), is commonly used in a large
VOSL after adjustment number of studies.

for DALYs, plus 3' b. The assumptions are from USEPA (1997).

1 3 Income elasticity of 0.7 2,922 1 52 Note that the value for chronic bronchitis was
14 Income elasticity of 0.55 4,639 300 adjusted for a higher VOSL (see Chapter 4).

15 4 and 13 combined 3,612 212 c.Assumptions 10-I2reflectthemostrecent
16 4, I 1, and 13 combined 3,807 228 work on valuing latent mor-tality risks (romexposure to air pollution (for example,
17 No mortality risk 660 -43 Krupnick et al. 1999), as opposed to valuing

valuation immediate risks in labor-market studies. The
18 13 and 17 combined 1,663 43 former approach implies a significantly lower

VOSL, but it is supposed to use a much higher
19 4, 13, and 17 combined 2,353 103 dose-responsefunctionformortality,basedon
20 Average of all estimates 2,164 87 chronic exposure studies.
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chronic exposure are used, the health costs. use. More detailed analyses of the costs and

exceed the base value despite a significantly benefits of abatement strategies for a

lower VOSL (see tests 11 and'12). particular country or city will often require
that the techniques be refined and the

The other assumption that leads to lower uncertainties of this rapid assessment be

health costs (43 percent lower than the base reduced.
value) is obviously the one that includes no
value for mortality risk (test 17). Interestingly, In this context, it is important to test the

even with this unrealistically conservative impact on the ultimate outcome of the health

assumption, the health costs exceed the base assessment of key individual parameters or

value when a lower income elasticity, assumptions adopted at various steps of the

supported by recent studies in developing assessment. This can help guide further

countries, is used (see tests 18 and 19 and research toward improving the accuracy of

Chapter 4). health cost calculations by focusing on the
factors that matter most. Debate about

One of the most important observations from arriving at better values for a particular
Table 6.5 is that even if the mortality costs, parameter for health impact valuation often
which are often surrounded by significant lacks this wider perspective. The result can be

controversy and uncertainty, were ignored, it that the most attention is directed toward
would not change the major qualitative improving accuracy in the estimation of a

conclusions presented in Chapter 1. The lowest particular parameter even though there is

health cost, as defined in test 17 (57 percent of greater uncertainty about a more critical
the base value) would still dominate the parameter.
environmental costs of fuels: the share of
health costs in total environmental costs would For example, various epidemiological studies

be 55 percent of the total damage, compared have obtained different estimates for mortality

with 30 percent for climate change costs and risk from exposure to PM1O, and there is no

15 percent for local nonhealth costs for the unanimous agreement on the choice of the best

sample of six cities. The magnitude of value. When end-points of air pollution
damages, both in absolute terms and per ton of exposure are reduced to a single denominator
fuel, would still be extremely high, especially through the valuation exercise, however,

for small fuel users. Despite the downward premature deaths account for about 40 percent

effect of the excessively conservative of the health costs, and various illnesses
assumptions, which are not consistent with account for 60 percent (see Figure 6.1 and

epidemiological evidence or major valuation Tables 1.2 and 4.4). A larger share of morbidity

studies, the average estimate of health costs in costs is consistent with the estimates from
Table 6.5 (test 20) is almost twice the base other studies (for example, World Bank 1994,

value. 1997a; USEPA 1997). Chronic bronchitis and

acute respiratory symptoms are the largest
Major Areas for Further Research contributors to the economic costs associated

and Development with morbidity. Note that the morbidity

The health cost estimates appear to be contribution of 60 percent is based on a low

sufficiently robust for the purposes of this estimate for chronic bronchitis of 3.06 (see

study, which is a cross-country comparison Chapter 3). If a central estimate of 6.12 were

aimed at establishing broad priorities for used, the morbidity outcomes would amount to

addressing environmental damages from fuel 69 percent of the total health costs.
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Figure 6.1 Composition of the health costs As far as the effect of air pollution on mortality

attributable to air pollution in the six cities, by cause is concerned, there is a strong case for shifting
the focus to measurement of the impacts of

Restricted Other chronic exposure. Consistent evidence from
activity effects the latest PM10-based studies indicates that

9% I % additional acute exposure studies are unlikely

Respiratory Premature to dramatically change what is already known
symptoms FT.:. death and will not provide full information about the

25% ' -- 40% magnitude of the impact. Prospective cohort
studies, which provide the most accurate

Chronic information on the impact of chronic exposure,
bronchitis are very expensive, take a long time, and

25% require very careful design, implementation,
Source: Authors'calculations based on the assumptions of this study, and analysis. Although a study of this kind in a
1993. developing country could be an invaluable

source of information that deserves support
A sharper focus on the share of the social costs from the international community, it is
of sickness in the total health damages due to unrealistic to expect several studies covering
air pollution can be used to strengthen different countries to be done. Thus, study
dialogue with policymakers, as it reduces selection, methodology, and design should be
reliance on arguments that are surrounded by subject to close scrutiny to ensure that the
the controversy over valuing a statistical life. results of any such study yield information
But morbidity cost estimates, even though that can be used in various countries with
seemingly not as controversial as estimates for sufficient confidence.
premature death, can be less accurate than
mortality costs, for several reasons. First, The importance of chronic exposure and latent
despite the larger contribution of morbidity effects implies the need to revisit the approach
costs to total health costs, fewer air pollution to valuing air pollution-related deaths by
studies have measured illness than have mastering valuation studies that capture
measured death, even when all illnesses are people's preferences in trading off future risks.
counted together. Second, many of the This in turn requires the development of
morbidity studies are relatively old, use less techniques for translating the annual
sophisticated techniques, and measure reduction in exposure as a result of pollution
exposure to TSP rather than PM10. In controlnpon exposure (assaresulto pollion
particular, commonly used dose-response bentsolrpolicies and measures) into annualized
coefficients for chronic bronchitis are based on benefits from the respective changes in the risk
a single study, published in 1993, that used TSP of illness or death over a lifetime.
measurements. Third, only a limited number of
health end-points related to air pollution has By far the greatest uncertainty affecting the
been quantitatively assessed. Fourth, better valuation results is linked to the assumed
valuation techniques for acute and, especially, relationship between income level and
chronic illnesses linked to air pollution need to willingness to pay for reducing the risk of ill
be developed. Again, there is by far less health. For example, a 10 percent increase in
information and greater uncertainty about the the base coefficients for mortality risk and
value of chronic bronchitis than about the chronic bronchitis raises the base health cost in
VOSL. Together, these facts point to the need table 6.4 by 4 and 2 percent, respectively, while
for more studies to assess and value major a 10 percent increase in the WTP elasticity of 1
morbidity outcomes. reduces the health cost by as much as 26
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percent, and a 10 percent decrease in the different air quality situation, along major
assumed elasticity increases the health cost by roads, and in residential areas, both indoors
17 percent. Thus, a critical priority area for and outdoors) and matching these data with
future work is to determine willingness to pay the contributions of various sources and
for avoiding morbidity and mortality impacts sectors to pollution levels in those areas.
in developing countries and to generate
stronger evidence on the income elasticity of Finally, in further applications of this method,
willingness to pay across countries with very it should be kept in mind that there are
different income levels. In certain cases, significant uncertainties in the estimates of
aggregate measures such as DALYs that do not global and nonhealth local damages in this
involve direct costing of the health effects study and that the impacts of long-range
attributable to air pollution can be used to rank (regional) pollution have been ignored.
impacts and mitigation options within a Existing studies suggest that these local and
particular country (with a cutoff point in the long-range nonhealth damages are typically
cost per DALY saved typical for public health much smaller than those to human health (see
interventions in that country). Chapter 5), although regional and country

variations in the effects of long-range pollution
The discussion above has focused on can be substantial (see, for example, Downing,
improvements in quantifying and valuing Ramankutty, and Shah 1997). Depending on
health impacts from given levels of exposure. the pollution situation in a particular location
The rapid damage assessment method and the purpose of the analysis, the scope of
implemented in this study estimates levels of some assessments can be limited to estimation
exposure on the basis of fuel and emissions of health damages. Assessments of
inventories. Another important measure for environmental damages from fossil fuels in
improving the accuracy of the method for areas where long-range deposition is a serious
assessing damages from various pollutants, problem (as in China) should attempt to
sources, and fuels is to refine atmospheric include this type of damage.
modeling and emissions factors. As discussed
in Chapter 2, major development contributions The most difficult task is to arrive at plausible
will come from photochemical modeling of present-value estimates of damage from
sulfates, nitrates, and ozone and from the carbon emissions (and from other greenhouse
determination of emissions factors for specific gases), given the long time horizon and the
technologies used in developing countries such great uncertainty about the range and
as the two-stroke motorcycles and three-wheel magnitude of specific effects. Climate change
vehicles common in Southeast Asia. is an area of active and evolving research.

Although estimates of market impacts in
Detailed analyses for specific cities will also industrial countries have tended to fall as
benefit from a careful assessment of human investigators have improved their analysis,
exposure. Especially if the relative there is growing concern about nonmarket
contributions of various pollution sources and damages (e.g., on ecosystems) and the impact
fuel uses to health damage are at issue (and on developing countries (see, for example,
need to be understood in order to set priorities Mendelsohn and Dinar 1999). This creates a
for urban air quality management), more effort new and important dimension in the climate
in estimating actual levels of exposure is change policy agenda. Future assessments of
warranted. This would require taking into damages from climate change should keep
account such factors as how many people abreast of ongoing research and use updated
spend how much time in various areas of the knowledge to adjust the damage values or
city (for example, in municipalities with a modify the approach.
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Annex A
Base Emissions Factors
for Local Pollutants

In the proposed methodology, estimates of and gasoline engines were adjusted for the
emissions are based on a citywide inventory of specific fleet composition of the pools of diesel
fuel use in different sectors and on standard or gasoline vehicles, as these factors depend on
emissions factors (see Table A.1). the type and age of vehicles. For example,

Table A. I Base emissions factors for major combustion processes

Emissions factor (kg per ton fuel)
Fuel and combustion process TSP PM,o SO2 NO,
Coal
Utility boiler 0.15* 5 * A 0.6 * TSP em.f. 19.5 * S 10
Large industrial boiler 0.5 * 6 * A 0.5 * TSP em.f. 19.5 * S 7
Small industrial boiler 1.5 * A 0.5 * TSP em.f. 17.5 * S 4
Household boiler 1.5 * A 0.5 * TSP em.f. 15.5 * S 1.5

Fuel oil
Utility boiler 0.15 * 2 * (0.38 + 1.25 * S) 0.9 * TSP em.f. 20 * S 8.5
Large industrial boiler 2 * (0.38 + 1.25 * S) 0.8 * TSP em.f. 20 * S 7
Small industrial boiler 3 * (0.38 + 1.25 * S) 0.8 * TSP em.f. 20 * S 4.5
Household boiler 3 * (0.38 + 1.25 * S) 0.8 * TSP em.f. 20 * S 2.7

Wood boiler 14 0.5 * TSP em.f. 0.02 1.7

Diesel engine 15 0.8 * TSP em.f. 20 * S 40.5

Gasoline engine
No catalytic converter 0.82 0.9 * TSP em.f. 0.45 42.5
Three-way catalytic converter 0.8 0.9 * TSP em.f. 0.45 9.6

Note: A, ash content of coal, weight percent; S, sulfur content of fuel, weight percent; TSR total suspended particulates; em.f., emissions
factor. Assumptions on city-average level of pollution control: 85 percent removal efficiency for TSP control at coal- and oil-fired power
plants; 50 percent removal efficiency for TSP control at large industry; no controls for other pollutants and sectors. Emissions factors for
fuel oil boilers and diesel engines assume that equipment is not new and not well maintained.

Sources: USEPA (1986); WHO (1989); authors' assumptions on pollution control and PM101TSP emissions ratios.

Default emissions factors and assumptions were emissions factors for gasoline engines for
refined for the six cities where locally or Bangkok, Manila, and Mumbai attempt to take
regionally specific information was available. account of a large number of two-stroke engines
Data permitting, emissions factors for diesel (two- and three-wheelers).
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Annex B
The Dispersion Model

The emissions-concentrations relationship for consideration, an approximate estimate of

low-, medium-, and high-stack sources are as ground-level concentrations can be made using

follows. The change in ambient concentrations the dispersion coefficients for areas with similar
of carbon (in 3per unit emissions from meteorological characteristics, suitably adjusted

source g/ (where eninssions3 ) re measured in for the size of the city. If no meteorological data
source h (where emissions are measured in exist and no dispersion parameters are available

metric tons and h can be either high, medium or from similar areas, a very rough estimate of the

low) is: dispersion parameters can be obtained purely as

AC= Dh/10,000 (B.1) a function of the diameter of the city by using a
set of default parameters. Note that derivation

where the dispersion coefficients Dh for low- of the appropriate meteorological data may

stack sources are given by: involve processing several years of hourly
meteorological readings.

Dh = , f,kn exp[(Lh + ph x In(R)] (B.2) Table B. I Coefficients for the dispersion model:
km Low-stack (or low-level) area sources

and for medium- and high-stack sources are Atmospheric

given by: stability and
given by: wind speed

(miles per second) 3
Dh = ,fkexp( cb +P xln(R)+ y x[In(R)]2} (B.3) Unstable

km < 2 6.391 -1.492

R is the radius of the city, computed by the 2-5 6.075 -1.724
5-7.5 5.925 - I .712

formula: > 7.5 5.800 -1.682

R = A/if (B.4) Neutral
< 2 7.778 -1.592

2-5 6.843 -1.600
where A is the area of the city in square 5-7.5 6.245 -1.619

kilometers (the city need not be circular). The > 7.5 5.893 -1.624

parameters c hknit, p(hkn, and yhk., are taken from

Tables B.1, B.2, and B.3. The frequency Stable
parametersf refer to the contents of Table B.4. 2< 5 7.256 -. 8241

5-7.5 6.976 -1.433

If data on wind speed and atmospheric stability Sources: Dennis (1978); WHO (1989); Sebastian, Lvovsky, and de

are not available for the area under Koning (1999).
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Table B.2 Coefficients for the dispersion model: Table B.4 Example of a completed meteorological
Medium-stack point sources frequency factor table

Atmospheric Atmospheric stability and wind Frequency
stability and speed (miles per second) factor (fl
wind speed Unstable
(miles per second) 13 < 2 0.0
Unstable 2-5 f 2 =0.0
< 2 6.391 -1.492 5-5 fi3 = 0
2-5 6.075 - 1.724 5-7.5 f 3 = 0.1
5-7.5 5.925 -1.712 >7.5
> 7.5 5.800 -1.682

Neutral
Neutral < 2 f2 = 0.1
< 2 7.778 -1.592 2-5 f22= 0.2
2-5 6.843 -1.600 5-7.5 f23 = 0.2
5-7.5 6.245 -1.619 > 7.5 f24 =O.1
> 7.5 5.893 -1.624

Stable
Stable < 2 f3 = 0.I
< 2 7.398 -0.872 2-5 f32 = 0.1
2-5 7.256 - 1.241 57.5 f33 = °.°
5-7.5 6.976 -I .433 Note: Frequency factors must sum to unity.

Sources: Dennis (1978); WHO (1989); Sebastian, Lvovsky, and de Sources: Dennis (1978); WHO (1989); Sebastian, Lvovsky, and de
Koning (1999). Koning (1999).

Calibration of the Model

In this context, calibration means adjusting the
results of the model such that the predicted

Table B.3 Coefficients for the dispersion model: centrs of the v arious pouninthe
- ~~~~concentrations of the various pollutants in the

High-stack point sources modeling results match the concentrations
Atmospheric actually measured. Calibration is highly

wind speed desirable; even in the most sophisticated of
(miles per second) dispersion models, there can be a large
Unstable discrepancy between predicted and actual
< 2 1.171 0.855 -0.284 concentrations. Ideally, calibration of the
2-5 1.034 0.427 -0.230 dispersion model described above requires both
5-7.5 0.600 0.327 -0.216
> 7.5 0.647 0.251 -0.232 an emissions inventory of the city itself and a

> 75067 021 0measure of background (or rural)

Neutral concentrations. The procedure is first to define
< 2 -30.801 19.537 -3.117 and then to adjust a scaling parameter in the
2-5 - 13.820 7.981 - 1.226 equation linking emissions and concentrations
5-7.5 -9.381 6.243 -I. 124 such that, given the emissions inventories for
> 7.5 -6.275 4.250 -0.821 particular pollutants, the model reproduces

Stable exactly the increase in ambient concentrations
< 2 -18.380 3.978 0.000 above background levels. If a complete
2-5 -44.510 20.894 -2.654 emissions inventory and sufficient data on

Sources: Dennis (1978); WHO (1989); Sebastian, Lvovsky, and de background levels of pollution are not available,
calibration should at least ensure that the
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computed concentrations arising from fuel use concentrations of sulfates and nitrates would
do not exceed concentrations of those pollutants fall in a plausible range for a given city based on
based on ambient measurements and are in a testing and cross-checking several parameters.
range of a plausible proximity to measured In the version reported in this paper, shares of
values. In this analysis the model was calibrated secondary sulfates in fuel-induced PM1 0 vary
for S02, ambient levels of which were assumed across cities from 13 to 17 percent; shares of
to be largely caused by fuel combustion within a secondary nitrates have a larger range, from 3 to
city. For Krakow and Shanghai the assumption 22 percent. The contribution of sulfates to PM, 0

was that about 20 percent of S02 comes from is greatest in Krakow, where large volumes of

outside sources (large power plants). coal are used, whereas nitrates make the highest
contribution to PM10 in Bangkok. Overall, the

Modeling Secondary Sulfates and Nitrates contribution of secondary particulates to

The process of formation of secondary sulfates exposure to PM10 from fuel use for the whole
and nitrates is complex, and an accurate sample of six cities is 25 percent. That figure is
approach requires sophisticated dispersion/ the share of secondary sulfates and nitrates in
photochemical modeling that is beyond the incremental PM10 levels that is attributed to fuel

capacity of a rapid assessment exercise. The combustion only; it does not represent the
approach taken here was to review and draw on ambient level observed in these cities. This
available evidence (based on chemical analyses estimate seems to provide a reasonable, and
of the ambient air or on appropriate dispersion rather conservative, proxy that is believed to be

modeling) on the species composition of fine a better alternative than simply ignoring the
particulates in various locations. Secondary contribution of secondary particulates.

sulfates and nitrates (not emitted as such but
formed in the air from SO2 and NO emissions) It should be emphasized that the purpose of this
are functions of the ambient levels of exercise is to estimate the damage costs from
pollutants. A modeling of the Shanghai area fuel combustion, not the levels of secondary
estimated that average concentrations of particulates per se. Thus, the robustness of the

sulfates are about one-sixth of average SO approach should be evaluated in the context of
concentrations (Streets et al. 1997). 2 the overall assumptions and results of this rapid

assessment. Note that the PMI,-based dose-

While we recognize that this relationship will response functions were applied to the
vary across locations, depending on climate and estimated contributions of secondary sulfates

meteorological conditions, we took a very and nitrates, not the existing dose-response
primitive approach in our calculations. Sulfate functions for sulfates and PM 2, 5, which are
levels were assumed to be 16 percent of the much higher. Thus, the effective contribution of

estimated SO2 levels, and, after testing a secondary particulates to the health effects and
number of assumptions, levels of secondary damage costs of fuel use was assumed to be
nitrates were modeled at 4 to 6 percent of the significantly lower than the percentages of PM 10
estimated NOX concentrations in the individual given above. This means that the modeled
cities in question. For each city, these crude contribution of secondary particulates to health
assumptions were validated by the analysis of damage from PM10 exposure is at the lower end
data on the levels of sulfates and nitrates in of the possible contribution and does not
various places in relation to the composition of overstate the social costs of fuels.

combustion sources, to ensure that the resulting
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Annex C
Estimating Predicted Willingness to
Pay (WTP) to Avoid Morbidity

In TER (1996), WTP estimates are determined keeping with the results of Brajer et al. (1991),
for each of several health states. A translog there appears to be an interaction between the
model is fitted to the data, and it can be shown QWB score and the duration of the illness.
that the following simplification is acceptable:

This equation is next used to predict willingness
(C. 1) to pay to avoid health states relevant to the air

ln(WTP) = 3.68 + 2.75 * [ln(QWB )12 ' pollution epidemiology literature that are not
- 1.55*1n(QWB)*ln(DAYS) dealt with in the morbidity valuation literature.

To do so, the QWB score corresponding to each
where WTP is willingness to pay in 1993 U.S. health state and a statement regarding the
dollars; QWB is quality of well-being; and duration of the illness are required (Table C.1).
DAYS is the duration of the illness in days. The The predicted WTP for the morbidity end-
estimated regression has an R2 of 0.89 and, in points related to air pollution are given in Table

Table C. 1 Derivation of quality of well-being (QWB) scores for different health states identified in the air
pollution literature

Physical Social QWB
Health status Mobility activity activity Symptom score'
Respiratory hospital 0.090 0.077 0.106 0.299 0.428

admissions
Asthma attacks 0 0.060 0.061 0.257 0.622

Emergency room visits 0.062 0.077 0.061 0.299 0.501

Bed disability days 0 0.077 0.061 0.257 0.605

Lower respiratory illness in 0 0 0 0.257 0.743
children

Respiratory symptoms 0 0 0 0.257 0.743

Cough days 0 0 0 0.257 0.743

Chest discomfort days 0 0 0 0.299 0.701

Minor restricted activity 0 0 0 0.257 0.743
days

Eye irritation 0 0 0 0.230 0.770

Phlegm 0 0 0 0.170 0.830

Note: a. The QWB score is I minus the sum of the weights in the preceding columns.
Source: Kaplan et al. (1993).
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C.2. Restricted activity days (RADs) are defined (MRAD), employing the weights 0.4 and 0.6,

as a weighted average of a bed disability day respectively.
(BDD) and a minor restricted activity day

Table C.2 Willingness to pay to avoid health states identified in the air pollution literature

Duration Predicted WTP
Health status QWB score (days) (1990 U.S. dollars)
Respiratory hospital admissions 0.428 9.5 4,275

(RHAs)a

Asthma attacks 0.622 1 63

Emergency room visits 0.501 1 126

Bed disability days (BDDs) 0.605 1 69

Lower respiratory illness in 0.743 1 44
children, cases

Respiratory symptoms 0.743 1 44

Cough days 0.743 1 44

Chest discomfort days 0.701 1 50

Minor restricted activity days 0.743 1 44
(MRADs)

Eye irritationb 0.770 1 41

Phlegmb 0.830 1 38

Restricted activity days (RADs) -C I 53

Notes: a. Average duration of RHAs refers to average duration of admissions due to emphysema and bronchitis (National Heart, Lung and
Blood Institute, National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, Md.).
b. Values for eye irritation and phlegm were not used in this six-city exercise but are given for further applications of the approach.
c. RADs are a weighted average of BDDs and MRADs.
Sources: TER (1996); authors' calculations.
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Annex D
Values for Visibility, Soiling,
and Corrosion

Visibility context of urban airsheds is discussed by Noll et
al. (1968). The meteorological range of visibility

Its or tistinguis wee the is inversely proportional to the scattering

biveanef wofk visibili in, the citesamwher pioale coefficient of the particles (assuming that the

parks, where the purpose of a visit is mainly absorption of light by particles and gases isparks wher the urpoe of visi is minlyinsignificant). If it is assumed that the scattering
recreational sightseeing. This section deals coefficintt is por utoa toat e m asseof
exclusively with the former set of benefits. It is coefficient is proportional to the mass of
perhaps not valid to suppose that since particles per cubic meter of air, a very tractable
individuals spend most of their time at home or relationship exists. This last step is a
at work, residential values are of greater simplification, since the scattering coefficient is
importance than recreational values. a function not only of the total mass of particles
Nevertheless, the dispersion model used in this but also of their size.
report deals exclusively with air pollution Notwithstanding the problem of differences in
within the urban area itself (see Annex B), as the the sizes of particles, the following relationship,
extent to which emissions arising from attributable to Noll et al. (1968), has been tested
particular urban conurbations degrade visibility and has been found to provide a satisfactory
in particular areas of major recreational interest andohation f provisatinfa
cannot be known. Furthermore, even if because approximation of prevailing visibility in a
of the aesthetic qualities of nearby national variety of locations:
parks, visibility possesses greater value in that
context, it is difficult to see how the existing V =884.8 (D. 1)
literature relating to visibility in the Grand M
Canyon National Park (Balson, Carson, and
Mitchell 1990) or the national parks of the where V, measured in miles, is prevailing
southwestern United States in general (Schulze visibility (defined as the greatest visibility that
et al. 1983) could easily be adapted for use in is attained or surpassed around at least half of
the context of other recreational areas, each of the horizon circle, not necessarily in continuous
which is unique. sectors, at noon in dry conditions) and M is the

concentration of particulate matter in hg/m3.
Information on visibility ranges in urban areas Note that in this relationship, as pollution
of developing countries and on how they might increases, the marginal effects on visibility
be affected by differences in pollution is not decrease. This point is extremely important in
readily available. Nonetheless, there exists a what follows. Also, the relationship is
close relationship between the concentration of dependent on ambient humidity being below 70
particles, their light-scattering coefficient, and percent of the saturation point, to eliminate the
visibility. The nature of this relationship in the possibility of any reduction in visibility due to
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adsorption on particles. More complex WTP = 46.4 x ln(V2 /V,) + 79.7: (D.2)

relationships linking visibility range to xDUMMYx ln(V 2 Iv,)
particulates of various descriptions, absorption
by gases, and humidity levels are also available where WTP is individual willingness to pay in
(see, for example, Landrieu 1997).weeWP1 dvda llgest a 

(see, for example, Landrieu 1997). 1993 US dollars; V1 and V2 are the initial and

The literature detailing willingness to pay for final visibility ranges measured in miles; and
improvements in visibility in the context of the DUMMY is a dummy variable that takes the
home and workplace has generally utilized the value unity for the studies of Tolley et al. (1984)
contingent valuation method (CVM) approach, and zero otherwise. The equation explains 74
whereby respondents are shown photographs percent of the variation in the data. The
relating to different visual ranges and are asked significance of the multiplicative dummy
their willingness to pay for changes in the variable illustrates the fact that the study of
frequency with which particular visual ranges Tolley et al. suffers from significant embedding
prevail. Unfortunately, under this approach it and should almost certainly be discounted (i.e.,
has been found difficult to distinguish between the last term in the equation should be
willingness to pay for improvements in dropped).
visibility and other motivations such as health
benefits, reduced soiling, and so on. The Unusually for damage cost estimates, the
evidence is limited because of the small number marginal damage curve falls as the
of studies that have accounted for the possible concentration of particulates rises. The reason is

embedding of other perceived benefits aside that even though marginal willingness to pay
from enhanced visibility This is a significant for the additional mile rises as the current
criticism that has undermined confidence in the visibility range falls, the increase in the visibility

results of previous major studies (e.g., Tolley et range for a unit reduction in particulate
al. 1984). McClelland et al. (1991) sought to concentrations falls even faster. This
overcome the embedding problem by asking phenomenon has been noted by others (see
respondents to allocate their expressed WTP to Repetto 1981). The declining marginal damage

different motivations. Only 18 percent of the function for impairment of visibility because of

expressed willingness to pay for the particulates may help explain why individuals
improvement in air quality depicted in that living in large urban conurbations in developing
study was ascribed to the motivation of countries might be unwilling to pay much at the

improving visibility margin for a reduction in air pollution insofar as

The existing iterature comprises five separate its effect on visibility range is concerned: in a

studies (Brookshire et al. 1979; Loehman et al. high-pollution situation, the improvement in
1980; Rae 1983; Tolley et al. 1984; McClelland et visibility obtained from a unit reduction in
al. 1991) and incorporates nine different U.S. particulate concentration is likely to be rather

cities. The results are analyzed by means of an small (see Table D.1).
unweighted least-squares regression. The
following equation was estimated to explain Although it is possible to present estimates of
household willingness to pay. Note that the U.S. households' marginal willingness to pay
functional form is selected such that the for improvements in visibility, serious problems
willingness to pay for a zero change in visibility remain in transferring these estimates to the
is zero and that the equation is consistent with developing-country context. This is because the
the assumption of diminishing marginal income elasticity of willingness to pay for
willingness to pay for visibility enhancement. improvements in the range of visibility is not
The estimated equation is: known. However, it is probable that the income
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Table D. I Marginal willingness to pay for visibility Furthermore the same model illustrates
improvements by restricting particulate concentrations, United why the observed increase in
States (1990 U.S. dollars) expenditure on cleaning understates the

Total suspended aWTP/am true marginal willingness to pay. Given
particulates (TSP) Visibility av/8m (U.S. dollars the choice, an individual confronted with
(pg/mr) range (miles) (miles) per pg/m3 TSP) an increase in pollution will note the

50 17.7 0.35 0.80 increase in the relative price of
100 8.8 0.09 0.50 cleanliness and purchase less of it. Thus,
150 5.9 0.04 0.30 compensating the individual by the
200 4.4 0.02 0.20 observed increase in expenditure on
250 3.5 0.01 0. 10 cleaning is insufficient. Note further that

Note: Damage cost estimates are given per pg/m3 of TSP To convert to PM 0, a reduction in cleaning expenditures is
multiply by 1.8 1. even acceptable as an economic outcome.
Source: Authors' calculations.acpbl A negative damage cost estimate as a

lower bound is not very useful for a figure that
elasticity of WTP would be no less than unity, is presumed to be positive.
since the benefits from extended visibility are
primarily aesthetic in nature. This assumption, This point is important because although
coupled with the arguments given above, several studies have been conducted on the
indicates that visibility effects are likely to be effects of air pollution and soiling, most of them
very small in developing countries, present increased expenditure on cleaning costs

Soiling as the appropriate measure. Thus, for example,
Ridker's (1967) study of how laundry and dry-

Air pollution results in soiling of materials and cleaning costs vary across 144 U.S. cities with
an increased need for washing and various levels of pollution could only provide a
maintenance. Soiling in this context refers to lower bound for the true WTP. Ridker justified
particulate soiling within the household sector, his finding that no relationship between
not to soiling damage to the commercial and particulates and such expenditures existed by
industrial sector or damage done to public arguing that such operations are undertaken on
buildings or historic monuments. a rigid schedule that is independent of location.

In fact, however, such a finding is consistentTo place the alternative studies in proper wit u.lt maiiain
context, it is instructive to consider briefly the with utility maximizaton.
theory underlying cleaning cost studies. In the
most basic model the individual is modeled as The theoretically correct measure of WTP can
consuming two goods: a numeraire good and a only be derived from household production
good referred to as cleanliness. Cleanliness is function (HPF) studies in which the observed
positively related to the frequency of cleaning expenditure on cleaning commodities is
and negatively related to the level of pollution. explained as the outcome of some utility
Each cleaning episode incurs a cost, and the maximization process. A significant criticism of
individual has to allocate his or her budget the HPF models, however, is that although the
between cleaning and the numeraire good. expenditure surveys on which they are based
Within the context of this very simple model, it include spending on cleaning outlays, they do
can be shown that the appropriate measure of not currently account for the time cost incurred
marginal willingness to pay to reduce pollution by those who choose to do the cleaning
is the increased expenditure required to themselves, since such information is not
maintain the current level of cleanliness. typically available in consumer expenditure
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surveys. In fact, cleaning is likely to involve a household in 1971 prices. Converting to 1990

considerable amount of own-labor input. prices gives US$5.40 per household per pg/m3

According to Watson and Jaksch (1982), only a of TSP, or US$2.10 per capita. These results can

small part of all cleaning tasks is contracted out, be compared with the CVM approach of
and if labor costs, valued at typical contractual McClelland et al. (1991), described in the
rates, were added, aggregate cleaning preceding section. In principle, that study

expenditures would rise by 400 percent. Thus, if measures WTP directly and appears to indicate

only expenditures on cleaning products are a household WTP of US$2.60 per pg/m3 of TSP

accounted for, and not nonmarketed labor, the in 1990 prices, or US$1.00 per capita (although it
largest element of the costs associated with is questionable whether this is a good way of

soiling from air pollution is omitted. Although it eliciting preferences for avoiding soiling
is questionable whether full market rates should damages). The dissimilarity of the MRI results

be charged for cleaning tasks, this point still and the Watson and Jaksch results indicates that

carries considerable force. Given this current the former might not provide a very useful
shortcoming of HPF studies, Ridker's (1967) lower bound. The large difference between the

estimate might seem more appealing: define a McClelland et al. study and the Watson and
number of different cleaning tasks, examine Jaksch study, both of which purport to measure

how the frequency with which they are WTP, may reflect the strong assumptions that
undertaken varies according to ambient levels underlie the specification of the model used by
of particulate pollution, and then, on the basis Watson and Jaksch.
of the cost of each task (including the costs of

both labor and cleaning materials), compute the Once more, it is difficult to transfer these figures
additional costs attributed to air pollution. into the context of developing countries because

MR] (1980) is based on this approach. The of lack of information on the relevant income
frequency of 27 different cleaning tasks was elasticities (that is, the willingness of poor

determined by questionnaire for residents of individuals to take time from earning money to

Pennsylvania. Of these tasks, 11 proved clean their houses) but also perhaps because of

sensitive to the level of air pollution, although differences in housing, cultural values, and
data for only 9 of them were included in the attitudes toward cleanliness. In this study we
actual report. The frequency of cleaning was started with a median estimate of US$1.07 per

linked in a regression to the ambient level of individual per ,g/m 3 of TSP and reduced it by
TSP. The associated costs were obtained from a half to adjust roughly for a typical urban
survey of cleaning contractors. household in a developing country, for which

the list of tasks in Table D.2 is clearly excessive.

The results of the MRI report are reproduced in The value can be converted to a PM10-based
Table D.2. They indicate a lower bound on measure by multiplying by 1.8.

soiling costs of US$2.82 per household per pg/
m3 of TSP in 1990 prices, or US$1.07 per capita. Cross-sectional analysis of per capita
As anticipated, these exceed the measures expenditures on household cleaning goods in

obtained from the work of Watson and Jaksch the 1980 International Comparisons Project

(1982), who calculate a household WTP on the (ICP) points to an income elasticity of demand

basis of the HPF approach. According to their for such commodities of 0.89, with a standard

study, an improvement in air quality from error of 0.09. This same income elasticity was

primary to secondary levels (a change of 15 pg/ used to scale estimates of soiling damage in this
m3 of TSP) results in a gain of US$25 per study
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Table D.2 Household cleaning tasks, their frequencies per unit of TSFP and their costs

Unit cost (1990 Change in frequency Additional cost (U.S.
Task U.S. dollars) per lpg/m 3 TSP dollars per /lg/m3 TSP)
Replace air conditioner filters 3.38 0.005 0.02

Wash floors 20.29 0.040 0.81

Wash windows on inside 1.69 0.078 0.13

Clean venetian blinds/shades 11.84 0.048 0.57

Clean screens 0.67 0.006 0.00

Wash windows on outside 5.07 0.053 0.27

Clean storm windows 6.76 0.015 0.10

Clean outdoor furniture 33.82 0.006a 0.20

Clean gutters 50.73 0.014 0.71

Total 2.82

Note: The typical household has 2.63 persons. Prices were converted from 1970 to 1990 price levels using a consumer price index (CPI)
deflator of 3.37. To convert from TSP to PM l multiply by 1.8. Half of the total value is used in study calculations.
a. The frequency of cleaning outdoor furniture is presented as a nonlinear function of TSP concentrations. For the sake of simplicity, the
figure given refers to the marginal effect evaluated at 100 pg/m3 TSP
Sources: MRI ( 1980); authors' calculations.

Materials Damage shortened. This time lapse is determined by the
rate of corrosion and the "acceptable" degree of

Air~~~ polto-nue damagetomerasdmge. The concept of an acceptable degree of
including stone, brick, painted surfaces, metals, corrsio len somep and acyto teg 
rubber, and fabrics, is a Widespread problem. establishment of damage functions, but in
The main pollutant involved is SO2, but the principle, this concept can be observed from
corrosive effects may be reinforced by exposure p . U
to nitrogen dioxide (NO2), ozone (03), and actual behavior. Using such assumptons, it is
acidity in precipitation (H+), as well as by the possible to convert the dose-response functions
more general effects of the climate. Annual to damage functions expressed as lifetime
surface recession of exposed materials is functions, that is, functions expressing the
predicted from the extensive international work lifetime of materials as a function of exposure to
on the relevant dose-response relationships (see pollutants. Although the total replacement cost
Pearce 1997 for a recent survey). Most of the may be constant by type of material, the annual
work on valuing material damage costs has cost of replacement will obviously be higher the
utilized this dose-response literature. shorter the time period to replacement; for any

no-pollution context, there will be a given
The dose-response function cannot be used to annual replacement cost, and there will be a
compute economic damage directly; the next higher annual replacement cost for the with-
stage is to derive a damage function. As pollution case and so on for a gradient of levels
corrosion increases, the time that elapses before of pollution. The difference between the two is
replacement, repainting, or repair takes place is the annual economic damage done by pollution.
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Given these lifetime functions, valuation then Suppose that all householders and businesses

requires the compilation of an inventory of have maintenance contracts with contractors to

materials exposed. This is a major task in itself maintain their property at an agreed standard of
without which the results of the dose-response- repair. The price of maintaining property at a

function literature carinot even be applied. After certain standard of repair is obviously an

this, valuation of unit impacts is required. This increasing function of the level of.air pollution.
valuation has generally taken the form of If the level of air pollution falls, the cost of

valaton asgenerally tae h om fproviding the same standard of maintenance
contractual costs for various maintenance jobs alofal,nd cost sangsreslt indee
(i.e., the cost of materials plus the cost of labor). are the cost savings indiate by thel e

. . ~~~~~are the cost savings indicated by the lifetime
Reduced lifetimes of building materials or maintenance approach, But this is not the end of

shortened maintenance cycles may not, the story because, unless.the demand for

however, fully reflect the true costs of air maintenance services is completely price

pollution; they ignore, among other things, inelastic, the demand for maintenance services

avertive behavior such as use of corrosion- per time period will increase. Thus, the total

resistant materials, which can be a significant change in economic surplus is given by the

additional cost factor. In effect, the replacement reduction in the cost of providing the old
cost approach to materials damage suggests quantity of maintenance plus the surplus

that annual costs (AC) imposed by a change in generated by the additional maintenance
the level of pollution are given by: services demanded. Hence the cost savings on

their own yield a lower bound on true WTP.

AAC=UCxSARx[---] (D.3)
Lo L, Calthrop (1996) has assembled the U.S. and

where UC is the unit cost of replacement; SAR is European literature to derive estimates of
s ' ~~~~damage per ton of pollutant (see Table D.3).

the stock at risk; and L and L are the old and dmg e o fpluat(e al .)
the k tr a 1 Since methodologies differ and data reliability

new levels of pollution, respectively. These varies substantially, it is difficult to compare the

lifetimes are themselves ratios of the critical results across studies. However, some general

(replacement) damage threshold to the annual conclusions emerge: for the United States, a

amount of damage as indicated by the dose- figure of about US$200 per ton of SO2 seems

response function. consistent with the studies, with a range of
US$150-$250 per ton. For Europe the range is

This methodology assumes that the individual wider, US$45-$2,020 per ton of SO2, but with a

will take action at the same level of damage as range of US$250-$600 appearing more likely

before and will not attempt to maintain his or after outliers have been discounted. (All values

her property in a higher state of repair than are in 1993 dollars.) Finally, the values for NOX

previously. In fact, that assumption will lead to are suspect, since the links between NOX and

an overestimate of cost savings associated with damage to buildings are very uncertain and the
studies are few.

maintenance but an underestimate of the

overall economic benefits. More specifically, the Per capita averages of these damage costs are

connection between the damage-cost measure in US$12.50 for SO2 and US$11.30 for NO2 or

the maintenance cycle approach and the US$0.50 per ,g/m 3 for SO2 and US$0.25 per

conceptually more appropriate WTP measure is Pg/m 3 for NO2 in 1993 dollars. Conversion of

best understood by considering the market for these values to 1990 dollars yields US$0.45 for

maintenance services (see, for example, SO2 and US$0.20 for NO2. The latter is used in

MATHTEC 1984). our calculations.
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We turn, finally, to the task of transferring the tolerated in the countries listed in Table D.3.
results of this literature to the developing- Both assumptions ensure that spending on
country context. Pearce (1997) points out that home repairs and maintenance rises as per
use of damage cost figures from industrial capita income increases. The income elasticity of
countries takes no account of variations in the expenditure on repairs and household
"acceptable" degree of damage or significant maintenance is calculated, using data from the
differences in the likely amounts of property per 1980 International Comparisons Project, to be
person. In particular, it is unreasonable to 0.64, with a standard error of 0.10. Scaling the
assume that the "critical threshold" is anything damage cost estimates using the income
other than the outcome of choice and easy to elasticity of expenditure on household repairs
envisage that what passes for a critical and maintenance yields a lower-bound estimate
threshold in developing countries might be for per capita costs of materials damage in other
considerably in excess of what would be countries.

Table D.3 Estimates of costs of damage from corrosion: Various studies (1993 U.S. dollars)

Pollutant and country Damage costs Total emissions Population Damage per
(various studies) (dollars per ton) (thousands of tons) (millions) capita (dollars)
Sulfur dioxide (SO)

United States 150-250 17,700 250 14.20

United Kingdom 285 3,755 57 18.80

United Kingdom 45-250 3,755 57 9.70

United Kingdom 610 3,755 57 40.20

Germany 1,160-2,020 961 79 19.30

Germany 300-570 961 79 5.30

Germany 400 961 79 4.90

Germany 110 961 79 1.30

France 300 1,261 57 6.60

Average 12.50

Average per pg/m3 SO, 0.50
/pers/,uglm 3

Nitrogen dioxide (NOJ

United Kingdom 425 2,729 57 20.30

Germany 75 2,688 79 2.60

Average 11.30

Average per pg/m3 NO2 0.25
/pers/pg/m 3

Note: Annual average S02 concentrations are between 20 pg/rm3 and 30 pg/nm3 in the United States and the United Kingdom; average N02
concentrations are between 40 pg/mr3 and 50 pg/m3 (for the urban areas that account for the most of the population and property values
in those countries). The same concentrations are assumed for France and Germany. Thus, average damages per person were divided over
25 Ug/M

3 for So2 and 45 pg/M
3 for N0 2.

Sources: Compiled by D. Maddison from Fisher, Chestnut, and Violette (1989); WEC (1992); Feliu, Morcillo, and Feliu (1993); Kucera et al.
(1993. 1995); ECOTEC Etd. (1994); Upfert (1989, 1994); United Kingdom (1994); EC (1995); ApSimon and Cowell (1996); Calthrop
(1996); Cowell and ApSimon (1996); Glomsrod et al. (1996); Haagenrud and Henriksen (1996); Kucera (1996); U.S. Bureau of the Census
(1996); Landrieu (1997); WRI (1996); U.S. Department of Energy data.
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Annex E
City Data on Fuel Use

Table E. I Bangkok: Quantity and quality of fuel use, by economic sector

Suboptimal
Modern power plants! district Large industry Small industry Land transport

Fuel plants (H) heating (M) (M) (L) Residential (L) (L)
Coal
Thousands of tons
Ash content (percent)
Sulfur content
(percent)

Petroleum products
Fuel oil
Thousands of tons 2,300.0 500.0 300.0
Sulfur content 1.5 0.5 0.25
(percent)

Motor diesel oil
Thousands of tons 600.0
Sulfur content 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
(percent)

Gasoline
Thousands of tons 830.0

Fuelwood
Thousands of tons
Note: H. high-stack source; M, medium-stack source: L, low-stack (or low-level) source.
Sources: WHO and UNEP (1992): Radian International consultant report(1997).
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Table E.2 Krakow: Quantity and quality of fuel use, by economic sector
Suboptimal

Modern power plantsl district Large industry Land transport
Fuel plants (H) heating (M) (M) Small industry (L) Residential (L) (L)
Coal
Thousands of tons 3,096.0 175.0 12.0 143.0 84.0
Ash content (percent) 11.8 12.0 12.0 9.9 12.0
Sulfur content 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5

(percent)

Petroleum products
Fuel oil
Thousands of tons 3.0
Sulfur content 2.2

(percent)
Distillate oil

Thousands of tons
Sulfur content

(percent)
Motor diesel oil
Thousands of tons 114.0
Sulfur content 0.3

(percent)
Gasoline
Thousands of tons 135.0

Note: H, high-stack source; M, medium-stack source; L, low-stack (or low-level) source. Also includes coal use by a large steel mill with a
high stack.
Sources: Adamson et al. (I1996); Janzten (1995).

Table E.3 Manila: Quantity and quality of fuel use, by economic sector
Suboptimal

Modern power plants! district Large industry Small industry Land transport
Fuel plants (H) heating (M) (M) (L) Residential (L) (L)
Coal
Thousands of tons
Ash content (percent)
Sulfur content
(percent)

Petroleum products

Fuel oil
Thousands of tons 1,198.5 2,405.5 1,037.0 510.0
Sulfur content 3.0 1.5 0.5 0.5
(percent)

Motor diesel oil
Thousands of tons
Sulfur content 0.5

(percent)
Gasoline
Thousands of tons 719.0

Fuelwood
Thousands of tons

Note: H, high-stack source; M, medium-stack source; L, low-stack (or low-level) source.
Source: World Bank (I 997h).
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Table E.4 Mumbai: Quantity and quality of fuel use, by economic sector

Suboptimal
Modern power plants! district Large industry Small industry Land transport

Fuel plants (H) heating (M) (M) (L) Residential (L) (L)
Coal
Thousands of tons 298.0 350.0 250.0 100.0
Ash content (percent) 12.0 12.0 12.0 12.0
Sulfur content (percent) 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5

Petroleum products
Fuel oil
Thousands of tons 927.0 626.0 261.0 480.0
Sulfur content (percent) 1.0 2.0 1.1 1.3 0.15
Motor diesel oil
Thousands of tons 243.4
Sulfur content (percent) 0.5
Gasoline
Thousands of tons 248.6

Fuelwood
Thousands of tons 192.0 101.0

Note: H, high-stack source; M, medium-stack source; L, low-stack (or low-level) source.
Source: World Bank (1997g).

Table E.5 Santiago: Quantity and quality of fuel use, by economic sector

Suboptimal
Modern power plants! district Large industry Land transport

Fuel plants (H) heating (M) (M) Small industry (L) Residential (L) (L)
Coal
Thousands of tons
Ash content (percent)
Sulfur content
(percent)

Petroleum products
Fuel oil
Thousands of tons 46.0 575.0 476.0

Sulfur content 1.0 1.0 0.5
(percent)
Motor diesel oil
Thousands of tons 315.0

Sulfur content 0.5
(percent)
Gasoline
Thousands of tons 740.0

Fuelwood
Thousands of tons) 327.0 168.0

Note: H. high-stack source; M, medium-stack source; L, low-stack (or low-level) source.
Sources: World Bank (1994); interim consultant report.
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Table E.6 Shanghai: Quantity and quality of fuel use, by economic sector

Suboptimal
Modem power plants! district Large industry Land transport

Fuel plants (H) heating (M) (M) Small industry (L) Residential (L) (L)
Coal
Thousands of tons I 1,000.0 3,200.0 11,000.0 2,200.0 1,500.0
Ash content (percent) 17.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 5.0
Sulfur content 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
(percent)

Petroleum products
Fuel oil
Thousands of tons 369.0 2,800.0 740.0 460.0
Sulfur content 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
(percent)
Motor diesel oil
Thousands of tons 455.0
Sulfur content 1.5
(percent)
Gasoline
Thousands of tons 840.0

Fuelwood
Thousands of tons

Note: H, high-stack source; M, medium-stack source; L, low-stack (or low-level) source.
Sources: World Bank (1997d); World Bank staff (for diesel and gasoline sales).
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Notes

1. PM1 0 is particulate matter less than 10 urban agglomerations is not assessed
microns in aerodynamic diameter. because the assessment is based on fuel use

inventory within a city or agglomeration.
2. The use of diesel by railroads and intercity In the case of Krakow, which is adjacent to

transport is not included in this a large coal-mining and industrial region,
assessment. long-range pollution is estimated to

increase local damage from large sources
3. These are health impacts attributable to by 40-50 percent (authors' estimates based

exposure to outdoor (ambient) air on Adamson et al. 1996). This impact,
pollution only. Exposure to high levels of although significant, does not change the
indoor air pollution in households using fundamental importance of small sources
solid fuels (coal, wood, and agricultural in local pollution; in Krakow, it would
waste) is not assessed in the study. On a increase the contribution of large sources
global scale, health impacts from indoor to local damage from 10 to 14 percent.
exposure are very significant and are
considered greater than those from 5. The fuel prices shown in Figure 1.8 and
outdoor pollution (World Bank 1992, 1993; Table 1.6 are the following 1993 spot
Smith 1993, 1998; WHO 1997). Most of the market (producer) prices: coal, Australian
people who suffer from high levels of export; fuel oil, diesel (gas oil), and
indoor pollution are rural, but poor urban gasoline prices, Rotterdam product prices.
families are also affected. The health costs (The gasoline price is for regular unleaded
of fuel use would be considerably greater if and the fuel oil price is for fuel oil with 1
indoor pollution were taken into account. percent sulfur content, which is close to the

average sulfur content of the fuel oil
4. The category "Power plants" in Figure 1.4 aggregate in the sample.) The local coal

and throughout the study includes only prices shown in Figure 1.9 and Table 1.7 are
modern, well-controlled power plants with wholesale prices for power plants and
high stacks. This restriction explains the large boilers and retail prices for small
very low contribution of the power sector users. Local prices are for different years
to local damages. Suboptimal power within the range 1991-94. The sources are
stations and generators, which are IEA and OECD (1995, 1996); Adamson et
common in Shanghai, as well as Krakow's al. (1996); Kubota (1996); World Bank
large district heating boilers, are included 1997f; World Bank staff.
in the category "Large boilers." Long-range
pollution from power plants and other 6. For example, emissions factors for diesel
large sources that are located outside vehicles assume that a large share of high-
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sulfur diesel is used in uncontrolled or European Union are currently considering
poorly maintained old vehicles that emit the adoption of stricter standards.
substantial amounts of particulates and
S02. The assumptions and emissions 11. Some recent studies (Oberdorster et al.
factors are modified for each city on the 1995; Seaton et al. 1995; Peters et al. 1997)
basis of city-specific or country-specific go even further, indicating that ultrafine
information, including the composition of particles in ambient air may be responsible
the vehicle fleet by age and type, where for the observed health effects because of
available. their high biological and toxicological

reactivity. Ultrafine particles are the
7. USEPA Website <http://www.epa.gov>. smallest fraction of fine particulates

(typically smaller than 0.05 mm) that exist
8. A lower level of exposure was assumed for in a nucleation mode. The most prevalent

Shanghai because the impact of fuel is ambient ultrafine particles are elemental
assessed for all of Shanghai province and organic carbon particles (Hilderman et
(population 13.5 million). The province has al. 1994).
a lower overall population density than
that of other cities, where the assessment 12. In addition, a study by Zejda et al. (1997) of
pertains to the area within the immediate air pollution and daily mortality in
city or agglomeration boundaries. Katowice, Poland, yielded a central

estimate of a 0.7 percent change in total
9. In the sample of six cities, fuel combustion mortality per 10 ,ug/m 3 change in PM10

contributes 42 percent of total exposure to levels. This result is consistent with Table
PM10. Fuel use inventories may be 3.3. The study is not included in the meta-
incomplete for some cities (especially for analysis because a complete report is not
Bangkok and Santiago) because of the available in English.
limitations of the secondary data available.
Thus, the contribution of fuel burning to 13. The adverse health impact of lead, in
PM10 exposure might be larger. Since major combination with the availability of low-
fuel uses are incorporated into our cost options for introducing unleaded
analysis, however, any possible difference gasoline, has hastened a worldwide trend
is unlikely to exceed a margin of 20 percent toward phasing out leaded gasoline. In
for Bangkok and Santiago and is even recent years transport in Bangkok,
smaller for other cities. Shanghai, and Mumbai has become lead

free, and Santiago is following this path.
10. The pre-1997 WHO guidelines for annual

average levels of PM10 are 40-60 ,ug/m 3. In 14. Shares in the total population of the cities
1997 WHO discontinued its threshold level of children under 14 and asthmatics, which
guidelines for particulates after substantial are used in some dose-response functions
evidence was accumulated that adverse in Table 3.4, were assumed to be 0.27 and
health effects occurred even at much lower 0.05 for each city, on the basis of U.S. data.
levels of exposure. Organisation for If city-specific values for these parameters
Economic Cooperation and Development are available, they should be used to obtain
(OECD) standards for PM10 typically range more accurate results. However, possible
between 40 and 50 ,ug/m 3 (annual local variations in these values make little
average), and the United States and the difference to the total social costs of health
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Notes

impacts and do not affect any conclusions dollars). This corresponds to US$5,785 in
from the analysis (see Chapter 6). 1990 prices, using the consumer price

15. Monte Carlo (random) simulations were index (CPI) for medical care. Given an
used to generate the distribution of average duration of a hospital stay of
willingness to pay to avoid a case of about 9.5 days, weekly earnings of US$421,
pollution-related bronchitis, drawing from and a five-day week, the cost of lost output
the distributions for the three variables: would be US$85 per day. The COI for an
willingness to pay to avoid a severe case of RHA is therefore US$6,589. Rowe et al.
chronic bronchitis: the severity level of an (1986) assess the medical cost of an ERV as
average pollution-related case of chronic US$90 in 1986 prices. Using the medical
bronchitis; and the WTP elasticity. care CPI, this would be US$135 in 1990

dollars, and adding the cost of a day's
16. Cropper and Krupnick (1990) estimate that wages brings the cost to US$220.

the average cost of a hospital stay for 17. Note that the impact of ozone is not
respiratory disease is US$1,801 (in 1977 considered; this tends to lower values for NO,.
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